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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertatIon I explore the role that religious discourses (espeCially the 

Hebre\\' Bible), ethnic nationalist movements. and shifting contigurations of gender 

played in the works of German-Jewish and Irish Catholic writers during the early 

twentieth century. I focus on the works of Gertrud Kolmar and James Joyce because they 

take up oppositional and critical positions vis-a-vis not only the dominant forces of their 

oppression. but also to\,,;ards the movements and groups which fostered their oppositional 

consciences. Thus. while Kolmar found a defense against German anti-Semitism in 

Jewish tradition. she also struggled against the misogynistic discourses within Judaism. 

And ,vhile Joyce was adamant in his rebellion against the British Empire and the English 

language. he was equally committed to challenging the parochialism. anti-Semitism. and 

sutfocatmg Catholicism of the Ireland from which he tled at age 22. The works of both 

authors are important today because they ducidate the inextncably bound nature of 

ethnic. religious and gender identities. and otfer insights into our continuing struggle to 

deal with these issues and their modem origins in the early twentieth century. 



I. INTRODUCTION I 

lch kann das behrrabene Ur der Chaldaer 

Vielleicht cntdecken noch irgend\\io, 

Den G6tzen Dagon, das Zeit der Hebraer, 

Dit: Posant: von Jt:richo. --Gt:rtrud Kolmar 

i The) Bible ... (is) a book \\hich. like lIlvsses. no good Catholic should 

read .. ' --James Joyce 

In this dissertation. I wish to examine the particular historical and cultural forces 

which shaped and contoured the role that religious discourse and the overlapping fields 

of SOCiaL intellectual and national liberation played in the literature produced by Gertrud 

Kolmar and James Joyce. The intersections of Jewishness. "femininity." and biblical 

t~xts In the works of these authors created re\'oiutionary new literary spaces from which 

to challenge traditional systems of authority and oppression I such as patriarchy. 

Prefatory footnote: aithough i do nnt cite them extcnsi"el:, r wish to acknowledge 
that my \\ork is ~rreatly influenced by and indebted to the \\orks and theories of the 
followmg: Herbert N. Schneidau. i\1ichel Foucault. Helene Cixous. Luce Irigaray. Sander 
Gilman. bell hooks. Gayatn Spivak. Chandra Mohanty. Gloria Anzaldua. as well as the 
genera! tields of New Historicism. Cultural Studies. Feminist Studies. and Post-Colonial 
StudIes. 

"Perhaps! can still discover somewhere. The buried LTr of the Chaldeans. The 
idol Dagon. the tent of the Hebrews. The trumpet from Jericho." From "Die Judin." in 
Welbllches Bildnis (\1unchen: Kosel Verlag. 1960). p. 34. 

L~ner from Joyce to his father ( I 1 March 19231: quoted in Richard EHmann. 
James Joyce (\:C\\· York: Oxford UmH:rSlty Press. !98~1. p. )40. 



misogyny. colonialism. and anti-Semitism l. From these new textual spaces. they 

imagined and generated new sites and visions of nationaL sociaL and sexual liberatIon. 

9 

I have decided to concentrate on the literature of two oppressed peuples In 

Western Europe between the World Wars. namely German Jews and Irish Catholics. Yet 

the choice of German-Jewish and Irish literatures for this study is not arbitrary. Many of 

the authors whose writings \vill be dealt with directly or Indirectly in this work are names 

associated with the greatest innovations in European literature of the t\ventieth century. 

Chief among these figures an! James Joyce. Walter Benjamin. W.B. Yeats. Franz Kafka. 

Samuel Becken. Thomas Mann and Bertolt Brecht. As the reader will have noticed. this 

list includes some of the most canonized European male authors of this century. Of those 

listed. James Joyce shall be dealt with in most detail. Although it seems that the last 

thing the world needs is another dissertation on Joyce. the post-colonialist. feminist. and 

post-structuralist approach I take on Joyce is relatively new. and goes hand in hand with 

my commitment to furthering the study of non-canonized \\omen authors like Gertrud 

Kolmar. Joyce's stance as a declasse Irish Catholic and a male critic of patriarchy ga\'e 

him a much different perspective on British impenaiism from that of the upper class and 

Protestant Becken or Yeats. As a Catholic and a colonial subject. Joyce experienced 

positions of marginality that profoundly shaped his work and artistic \·ision. I wish to 

explore how these positions are in many ways responsible for Joyce's innovations in the 

English language as well as his re\isions of literary representatIOns of gender and 
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ethnicity. I also beiieve that studying Joyce in this context will be of great help in 

negotiating the problematics inherent in my position as a male feminist scholar. 

The German wTiters listed above. though of obvious Importance in anyone's 

literary history. will not be dealt with as extensively as Kolmar. Mann and Brecht are 

still of interest ht:re. though. not only because of their intcractions with Jewish 

intellectuals (as in the fricndship between Brecht and Benjamin. or Mann's interest in and 

support of Zionism L but also because of the crucial role biblical texts play in their work. 

For Thomas Mann. this is most apparent through his magnum opus Joseph und seine 

Bruder ( 1926-42). Brecht's interest in the Bible may be surprising to many. as indicated 

by his response to a query (made in 1928) about the most important literary influence on 

his work: "Sie werden lachen: die Bibel."~ While it is not within the scope of this study 

to determine why Brecht sustained his interest in the Bible. it is worth noting that his first 

plays were entitled Die Bibe! ( 1914) and Baal ( 1919). One of the issues I wish to explore 

in depth in this dissertation is how the appropriation of biblical texts ditTered from the 

revival of '\olkisch" elements in German literature during the inter-war period. Thus. 

one of the main tocuses I have in the dissertation is: to \vhat extent. and under what 

circumstances. do religion and religious discourses playa liberatory function in both 

literature and in movements for social and political "liberation')" 

It'l' Oil \\'i11 laugh: the Bible." Inten.'lc\\' \\"1!h Bertolt Brecht !n D1~ losen Blitter 
( 1928. Nr. 1. p. 16 L quoted in Brecht. GroBe kommentierte Berliner und Frankfurter 
Aus!!abe: Stucke 1 l Berlin: .-\utbau Verlag. 19691. p. 504. 
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I have also chosen to concentrate on Jewish-German authors writing in pre-World 

\Var II Germany not only because of the Incredibly rich and varied literature produced by 

this "renaissance" or "golden age" of Jewish thought. but also because of Jewish 

contributions to the major Intellectual movements of the day. In addition to the names 

already mentioned. a list of German-Jewish artists and intellectuals active during this 

penod includes: Albert Einstein. Sigmund Freud. Rosa Luxemburg. Arnold Schoenberg. 

Kurt WeilL Erich Miihsam. Gustav Landauer. Nelly Sachs. Martin Buber. Ernst Toller. 

Kurt Tucholsky. Gershom Scholem. Alfred D6blin. Joseph Roth. Hermann Broch. and 

Fritz :-'1authner. And those are just the more well-known names. Many scholars have 

suggested that the reason for this great outpouring of Jewish intellectual activity was due 

to the h'Teater opportunities afforded Je\vs in Germany due to Jewish emancipation in the 

middle of the nineteenth century. Key questions in my research. hO\\!ever. \ .. ill focus on 

how German-Jewish intellectuals were atfected by anti-Semitism. the Zionist movement. 

and the emi~Jfation of Eastern Jews mto Western Europe following the Russian pogroms 

which occurred from 1879 until 1911. 

I have decided to focus on a woman whose work. though far less widely read and 

"influentiaL" stands at the major historical. critical and c:.lltural intersections to be 

explored in this dissertation. Gertrud Chodziesner (born 1894 in Berlin. murdered 1943 

[.,] in .-\uschwitz) is one of the most outstanding. though under-read. German lyricists of 

the !\\entleth century. ~ She published during her lifetime under the penname Gertrud 

While i wlil not he dealing cxtensivciy \\lth it In this dissertation. an Important 
issue to be dealt with is why Kolmar and other Jewish-Gemlan authors are not more 
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Kolmar (a germanized form of her surname). Kolmar was born into an assimi lated. 

bourgeois Je\\;sh family: her father was a prominent Berlin lawyer. and the family lived 

in Berlin and the suburb of Finkenkrug until they were forced. under Nazi law. to sell 

their possessions and property and move into tenement housing In 1939. In her early life 

Kolmar received training as a translator. became fluent in French. English. ar.d later 

Russian. She worked for German censors (translating letters for POWs) during Worid 

War I: later. she was a nanny. and for a \vhile worked with deaf and dumb children 

(which partially inspired the title of one cycle of poems. "Das Wort der Stummen"). In 

1928. she returned to Berlin to help take care of her ailing mother. who died in 1930. 

Though she apparently had hopes of emigrating from Germany in the early 1930s. she 

stayed in Berlin to take care of her aging father after her other siblings left Germany. In 

this fact. Kolmar's fate reflected that of thousands of Je\\;sh women who \I,,'ere left behind 

to take care of aging parents \vhile their relatives sought to prepare the way tor their 

emigration. As Marion Kaplan has shown in her \\ork on the Holocaust. it was 

predominantly jcwish women who \vere left behind during this penod. ostensibly under 

the assumption that it would be easier for the men to get things started in another country 

if they first went alone, This otten proved not to be the case. and resulted in the fact that 

women and the elderly became the primary German victims of the Holocaust." In 1940. 

widely known and published. One obvious reason is the androcentnc bias in literary 
canon-tormation. but I am also interested in the role of anti-Semitism in the German 
literary establ ishment \\'hich has hindered a \\'Ider acceptance of and interest in the works 
of German-Jewish women authors. 

See Marion Kaplan. "Jewish Women in ~azi Germany Daily Life. Dally 
Struggks. 1933-1939. " Feminist Studies 16:3 I Fall 1990). :,iQ-606 
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Kolmar was sentenced to forced labor in a German munitions factory in Berlin. In 1941. 

her 80 year old father \\'as sent to the death camp Theresienstadt. In February of 1943. 

the workers in the factolj where Kolmar labored w'ere rounded up and sent to Ausch\vitz. 

where Kolmar \vas murdered by the Nazis. As shall become apparent throughout this 

discussion of Kolmar's life. her sense of filial duty played a fateful role in both her early 

and later years. and insofar as such issues were bound up with her Judaism. they 

provided one of the key challenges to Kolmar's sense of herself as a Jewish \\'oman. 

The reworking of Jewish traditions and female identities are key elements in 

Kolmar's poetry. In the poem cycles "Das Won der Stummen" and "Weibliches Bildnis." 

Kolmar represents the increasingly marginalized position of Jews and women in the 

"dritten. christlich-deutschen Reich" ("Anno Domini 1933"). But in these poems. Kolmar 

also constructs centers of resistance to the imposition of racist, anti-Semitic. and 

misogynistic stereotypes on Jews and women. Among the most powerful of Kolmar's 

poems are those In which the discourses of the Hebrew Bible and Jewish mysticism 

suppon the construction of Jewish female identities. - The intersections between 

Kolmar's socio-historical positionings as a Je\vish \voman in Nazi German society and the 

re( - )presentation of these positionings in her poetry demonstrate that Kolmar not only 

identified the historical sources of her oppression (e.g. German anti-Semitism. racism 

and misogyny). but also inscribed a means for resisting them in her work. 

In this dissenation. some of the quotes from the Bible are in German to 
I!mphasize similarities and connections that are not apparent in translation. 
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While Kolmar \\Tote many explicitly anti-Nazi political poems (such as the 

binerly sarcastic "Anno Domini 1933." "Ewiger Jude." "An die Gefangenen" and others 

in the cycle "Wort der Stummen." \\nnen during the autumn of 1933). her entire oeuvre 

is implIcitly anti-fascist through her conscious construction of female and lev.·ish 

identities subversive of patriarchal and germanocentric norms. Kolmar's work is situated 

at the juncture of what are arh'1lably two of the most important liberation movements of 

the twentieth century. namely the \'v'omen's movement/s) and the Zionist movement. 

~ationahst. as well as artistic and literary. movements active in Europe at the tum of the 

century made particularly heavy use of folk literatures and cultural artifacts to further 

their causes. The resurrection of forgonen or neglected traditions and languages (I ike 

Hebrew and Gaelicl also played a crucial role in creating new nationaL'ethnic 

identittes--a project in which Kolmar self-consciously chose to take part through her 

poetry.' Even Else Lasker-Schuler (who has frequently and wrongly been accused of 

being apoiitical) asserted that she had worked for the Zionist movement through poetry: 

"lch habe zum Autbau Palastinas beigetragen durch die Dichtungen meiner hebraischen 

Balladen .... , Indeed. Gershom Scholem testifies that Lasker-Schuler's "Hebrew Ballads" 

were read at German Zionist meetings in the 191Os: the interconnectedness of political 

and cultural struggles was a key issue for the Zionist movement." 

Paradoxically, the use of '\'olkisch" ekments was also key to the success of 
right-\\ mg political movements throughout Europe. 
, "j participated in the building of Palestine through the \\TIting of my hebre\\' 
ballads. Das Hebraeriand ( j 937. Yliinchen. Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag. 1986). p. 
31. 

S~I.! Scholl.!m's autobiography. From Berlin to Jerusalem (~ew York: Schocken 
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Another influence to be considered is the ambient "classicism" of much early 

twentieth century literature in Europe I which was an important part of literary 

"Modernism"). The contluence of the interest in Jewish (nationalist) literature and 

traditions with the concomitant European nationalist movements produces a specitic 

branch of Jewish "Modernism" which has many cross-linkages to non-Jewish 

Modernism. Interestingly, this brings up the association of Je\vs and Modernity which 

occurred already in the 1920s. and partially arose from anti-Semitic put-dovwl1S of 

modernist. cosmopolitan. internationalist taste-an interestmg irony. considering the 

nationalist background of many important modernist works. This last point seems to be 

the grounds upon which many have detected similar elements in Modernism and 

Fascism. It is also the grounds upon which "progressive" forms of Modernism can be 

distinguished from the reactionary: whereas the reactionaries oftentimes are interested in 

exclusionary nationalism. the progressives. though often focusing on a panicular nation. 

are resolutely internationalist and concerned \"ith the margmalized or oppressed 

members within that nation. 11 They do not support. but consistently undermine 

nationalist ideals (merely contrast Joyce's ironic stance towards Ireland. and Kolmar's 

uneasy relationship to Palestine. with Pound's fervent support for imperialist Italy) 

Another important factor to be considered in both Joyce's and Kolmar's work is 

that linguistic revolutions seem to have alv,,'ays occurred with nation ones in European 

Books. 1980). pAS. 
11 Furthermore. I would argue that Modernist literature is so ineluctably comprised 
of "progressIve" and "reactionary" discourses that to distili either of these out of the mix 
wculd be ignore its basic character. 



history. In the middle ages. the rise of the modern nation states was ac\.:umpanied by a 

gradual rejection of Latin and the assumption of local vernaculars as the languages of 

statecraft. Again in the nineteenth century. the surge of nationalist movements 

throughout Europe led to linguistic revision. this time aided by the "scientitic" work of 

lh 
IV 

ph!lologists and historians (which also added racist precepts to the definition of "nations" 

and "races").11 The role of biblical Hebrew as a "lingua franca" for the Jews had a 

decisive role In shaping the meaning of that language for Jews. Not only was an ancient 

language preserved in this \ ... ay. but it now served a liturgical and a nationalist function. 

The sense that the language spoken at the time of the last Jewish state was still spoken in 

some minor way by modern Jews gave a sense of continuity and linkage to the past not 

present to such an extent in other nationalist traditions. The Hebrew language and its 

purveyor. the Bible. were keys to the past. to tradition, and to contemporary Jewish 

identity. This became one of the reasons why Ben Yehuda a late nineteenth century 

kwish nationalist and one of the strongest advocates of the revival of Hebrew as a 

spoken language. could even argue Jew·s should emib'TIlte to Palestine not primarily to 

fonn a Jewish state. but rather to save Hebrew literature~ I.; 

Kolmar's sister. Hilde Wenzel. testifies to Kolmar's interest in Zionism and 

revolutionary politics at an early age: "Als einzige aus der Familie \ .. ·ar sie schon als 

A related phenomenon can be seen today in the former GDR and USSR: in both 
lands. the widespread change of street and city names has accompanied the radical shift 
to new social and political orders. 
,; Eliezer Ben-Yehudah. "A Lener of Ben-Yehudah." in Arthur Hertzberg, The 
Zionist Idea. I :-";ew York: Atheneum. 1977), pp. 160-65. 
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junges yladchen dem zionistischen Gedanken zuganglich und 1ehnte die Eintlusse der 

wilhelminischcn Epoche bcwuBt abo obwohl ihr Vater diescm Geist. trotz seiner 

Zugehorigkeit zum Judentum. durch seine Tatigkeit stark verhaftet war."i~ Wenzel also 

notes that as a child. Kolmar had a great collection of newspaper clippings concerning 

Zionist and Jewish activities.!5 From 1933-34. Kolmar \\Tote a cycle of poems about the 

French revolutionary. Robespierre. as well as one about Napoleon and Marie. She also 

\\Tote her only extant literary essay on Robespierre (in 1933). which her brother-in-law. 

Peter Wenzel {who was married to Kolmar's sister. Hilde\. says was to have introduced a 

collection of poems entitled. "Robespierre. Religiose Gedichte. "l(, Kolmar's composition 

of these poems in the months after Hitler's Machtenrreifung indicates the 

leftist progressive politics which informed her work in the early 1930s. Although she 

was not "politically active" in a major way, a careful reading of her work shows that she 

was indeed highly politicaL even if historical circumstances did not allow her to express 

those politics openly and freely. 

The consciousness of the interconnectedness of art and ethnic nationalism also 

plays Itself out in Kolmar's work. One of my hypotheses is that Kolmar's sustained use of 

- ··:\'s the only one out of the whole family. she was already as a young girl open to 
Zionist thinking. and consciously rejected the intluence of the wilhelminian era. even 
though her father \\·as under its sway. in spite of his commitment to Judaism. which was 
strongly curtailed by his profession." Hilde WenzeL "~achwort" in Gertrud Kolmar. 
Weibliches Bildnis (MOnchen: Kosel Verlag. 1960). p. 77'1. 
! WenzeL p. 77'1. 

Cited by Johanna Leitler in her introduction to Kolmar's essay. 'Das Biidnis 
Robesplerre" in the Jahrbuch der deutschen Schiller1!eseiischaft. 9. Jahrgang (Stuttgart: 
.-\Ifred Kroner Verlag. 1965). p. 558. 
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the Hebrew Bible as an intenext in her poetry reveals a highly subtle subversion and 

rewriting of Jewish and Gennan traditions from another. and an "other." point of view. 

The poems in the cycle "Weibliches Bildnis." the key poems of\vhich are "Die hidin" 

and "Die Dichtenn," are \"Tinen about female characters who experience margmalization 

and alienation within their societies. and within themselves. "Die Jiidin" represents 

Kolmar's problematic anempt to recover forgonen Jewish traditions and texts both as a 

means of assening her historical identity as a Je\"ish woman within Jewish and Gennan 

cultures between the two World Wars. and as a tonn of resistance to both anti-Semitic 

and patriarchal representations of Jewish women. In "Die Dichterin." Kolmar rewrites 

the troIX! of text as female body to represt!nt I'i!mak desire and subjectivity as a textual 

construct. Kolmar deconstructs this gendered relationship to the text by pointing out the 

subordinate position ",,·omen. female poets and their texts occupy in the traditions of male 

readership and male literary production. In Kolmar's work. the experience of the woman 

poet 15 paradigmatic of the types of silencmg. erasure. and violation to which women are 

subjected in patriarchal socIeties. As if to underscore this point. "Die Dichterin" appears 

as the opemng poem in "Weibliches Bildnis:" in the tirst published version of this cycle 

(1938), Kolmar had "[)~e Jiidin" immediately follow "Die Dichterin." In setting up 

woman-authored encounters with text and tradition. Kolmar seeks not only to construct 

women's traditions within both Gennan and Jewish cultures and literary traditions. but to 

establish these texts and traditions as centers of resistance within Gennan society in 

pamcular. and patriarchal societies in general. 
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The word "tradition" shall playa key role in this dissenation. and here I \\iould 

like to clarify what I mean by using that tenn. I most certainly do not mean "tradition" in 

the sense of reactionary social and political values which seek to preserve the status quo. 

and which strive for a sense of cultural stasis: just the opposite. The authors discussed in 

this dissertation used "tradition" in an explicitly oppositional manner. although they 

constantly had to struggle against more conservative notions of "tradition" in doing so. 

Walter Benjamin's views acr:urately summarize the political and historical stakes that 

were involved in this kind of approach to tradition during the inter-war period: 

Danger affects both the content of the tradition and its receivers. The same 

threat hangs over both: that of becoming a tool of the ruling classes. In 

every era the attempt must be made anew to wrest tradition away from a 

confonnism that is about to overpower it. The Messiah comes not only as 

the redeemer. he comes as the subduer of Antichrist. Only that historian 

will have the gift of fanning the spark ofhopc in the past who is tinnly 

convinced that even the dead will not be safe from the enemy ifhe wins. 

And this enemy has not ceased to be victorious. 17 

Benjamin explicitly identifies his approach to tradition with Jewish mysticism. even 

though he. like Kolmar. was not terribly systematic in his appropriations. And while 

Kolmar's focus was not influenced. like Benjamin's. by dialectical materialism. her 

! • 
Benjamin. "Theses on the Philosophy," Illuminations \ New York: Harcourt. Brace 

and World. 1968), p. 255. 
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appropriations of Jewish traditions are just as engaged in counter-hegemonic struggles to 

rescue the present and the past simultaneously. 

It is this struggle which distinguishes the ""'orks of Joyce and Kolmar from the 

religious (or even the secular) Right. As shall be discussed further. the fact that they are 

deploying tradition from minority positions also affected the extent to which tradition 

served them as an oppositional tool. Along these lines. Kolmar's critiques of 

anti-Semitism and misogyny as key components of Nazism strongly resonate with 

contemporary feminist theories of race and gender. suggesting that while the Nazis may 

have been defeated in World War II, the social and cultural factors which helped propel 

fascism still remain firmly embedded in German (and European) culture. 

Kolmar also ties her deepest experiences of "Jewishness" \ ... ith a deep 

connectedness to the natural world. specifically to animals. In her work it becomes 

almost a literal interpretation of Else Lasker-Schuler's famous phrase "wilde J uden" 

(\ ... hich originally referred to her radical and bohemian friends like Gustav Landauer. 

Ernst Toller. et al).lli In Kolmar's work, "wildness" is a privileged space (and state) of 

significance: "wildness" signifies kaleidoscopIc images of Jewishness, femaleness, "the 

East" (mainly Russia and Palestine), and female sexuality. Kolmar's use of the trope of 

"the wild" bucks against the dehumanizing metaphors of bestiality which were employed 

in anti-Semitic representations of Jews. The possibility that Kolmar internalized 

anti-Semitic ponrayals of Jewish women as sexually dangerous animals comes up in a 

i~ Cf. Else Lasker-Schuler. "Moses undJosua." in Gedichte 1902-1943 (Ml1nchen: 
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag. 1986 L p. 298. 



poem like '·Verwandlungen." where Kolmar represents female sexual desire as vampiric, 

But the tauna and tlora that Kolmar associates \\ith Jewishness sidestep anti-Semitic 

stereotypes. and in her short story "Susanna" (\\Tinen in 1940 about a young Jewish 

woman persecuted by non-Jews. and misunderstood by the Je\vs she knew). Kolmar 

carefully distinguishes between the ditTerent representations. 

Another key issue "Susanna" deals with is the question of the textual transmission 

of religious and ethnic vaiues and identities. The character Susanna notes how texts and 

words tade with time. but it is in the perishabiiity oftextuai artitacts in which she sees 

the possIbility for new texts to arise. Through fading. they become bases upon which 

new texts. "immer deutlicher. immer schwarLer" can be written, 1<) Susanna impiies that 

through revision. old texts actually become more meaningful as the leners of the words 

become "darker" and "clearer." indicating the similarities that Kolmar's ideas have with 

Kabbalistic thought. In spite of the sometimes radical theoretical and theological 

ditTerenccs thl!Y dcveloped from more mainstream forms of Judaism. Kabbalists fdt that 

their interpretations wl!re based on tradition I hence the Hcbrc",,' term "Kabbalah." 

meaning "tradition"\. The palimpsest manner in which Jewish mystics layered their 

(re- )vislOns upon sacred texts enabled them to feel that they were not overturnmg or 

breaking away from tradition. but rather interpreting it even more faithfully. 

This is tremendously important for considering Kolmar's overarching project as a 

woman author. and highiights the great simiiarities that her work has with contemporary 

Gertrud Kolmar. "Susanna." In Das Leere Haus. Prosa judischer Dichter. ed. Karl 
Onen (Stungart: Cotta-Verlag. 1959). p. 315. 
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femimst critics who also see the intersection of feminist. traditional and spiritual 

concerns. Critics as diverse as bell hooks. Susannah HescheL Gloria AnzaldUa. and 

Trinh T. \1inh-ha have argued that the ethnic minority feminist often has to balance 

seemingly contradictory claims upon her loyalty at times when anacks on her and her 

people are ubiquitous. But they also argue that intersections of race. ethnicity. religion 

and gender are so intricate. that to privilege one of these strands at the expense of the 

others etTectively undermines both the teminist and ethnic liberation movements \vhich 

ultimately depend upon each other for their successes.'::\\ Although it is not possible to 

say that Kolmar found mysticism to be a fail-safe means towards developing a feminist 

spiritual and religious critique of Judaism and German society. it is fascinating to see the 

parallels benveen her revisions of "Scripture" and that of other Jewish and women 

mystics. Along these lines my research is influenced by the implications of 

poststructuralist and psychoanalytic descriptions of mystical experience and how they 

might suppon a more historical and feminist analysis of Kolmar's "mysticism." For 

example. Luce Irigaray's work on women's mystical experiences suggests that mysticism 

\vas a means through \vhich \vomen (sometimes unconsciously) challenged the symbolic 

meamngs of patriarchal religion. But rather than explore this obviously relevant topic. I 

v,'ish to examine the cultural and political shifts that occurred in German-Jewish and 

See bell hooks' and Cornel West's Breakin!! Bread: Insur!!ent Black Intellectual 
Life (Boston: South End Press. 1991); Susannah Hesche!. ed .. On Bein2 a Jev.ish 
FeminIst (~e\\' York: Schocken. 1983); Gloria AnzaldUa. Borderlands:La Frontera: The 
Ne\\ \1.!st:za (San Francisco: Spinsters. Aunt Lute. ! 987): Trinh T \1inh-ha. Woman. 
Nati\e. Other: Writinl! Pc~!colonialin' and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press. 
1989) 



Gennan communities because of the renewed Jewish interest in mysticism brought about 

largely through the intluence of Eastern Jews and the \vntings of Martin Buber. In this. I 

also wish to explore the different role that religious discourses play when they are 

employed by a minority group in its struggle against a larger oppression. This is not to 

say that all Jewish mystical discourses were fonns of political resistance. but rather to 

point to the frequent confluence of mystical and political thought in the v.·orks of Je\ .. ish 

intellectuals during this time period. 

But Kolmar's \ .... ork within the Je\\;sh and Biblical traditions also has its 

contradictory aspects. Throughout her work Kolmar enunciates the process of silencing 

which engulfed Jews and \vomen within Gennan society: yet. paradoxically. it is in the 

silences that she must speak. since enunciation from her position as woman and Jew was 

culturally and socially restricted.21 As Trinh T. Minh-ha (writing from a "Third World" 

feminist context) asserts. however. 

Silence can only be subversive when it frees itself from the male-defined 

context of absence. lack. and fear as feminine territories. On the one hand. 

we face the danger of inscribing femininity as absence. as lack and blank 

in rejecting the importance of the act of enunciation. On the other hand. 

we understand the necessity to place women on the side of negativity and 

: I Kolmar's work \\'as literally censored in her own lifetime. The tirst edition of her 
work Tiertraume. published in Berlin in 1938 by a Jewish publishing house. was 
conti seated and puh'erized by the Nazis before it could be distributed. 



to work in undertones. for example. in our attempts at undermtning 

patriarchal systems ofvalues.== 

While problematic. Kolmar's emphases on silence. darkness. and wildness represent 

strategies tor survival and self-enunciation in an antI-Semitic and patnarchal SOCIety. a 

series of defenses and resistances to hostile readings. both of her texts and herself. 

Kolmar's works. if they did not serve an explicit political function then. certainly can do 

so now. As Shoshana Felman argues in "Education and Crisis. Or the Vicissitudes of 

Teaching." the testimony of those who sutfered silencing and degradation in Nazi and 

German societies can playa vital role in compelling contemporary readers to question the 

contemporary vectors of the oppressions under which Jews and other oppressed peoples 

suffered and continue to suffer.=3 This is one of the key foundations upon which this 

dissertation is based: that is. the notion that the cultural biases and discourses which 

Kolmar worked with are still being negotiated and renegotiated (though in somewhat 

altered torms) in our contemporary society. 

It is also along these lines that I wish to pursue my study of the Irish author James 

Joyce (born 1882 in Dublin. died 1941 in Zurich while tleeing the German invasion of 

France). There is currently a movement under foot. spearheaded by the work of the Irish 

scholar and poet Seamus Deane (who is also the head of an all-Irish team editing the new 

Trinh T. Minh-ha. "\lot You:Like You: Post-Colonial Women and the 
imeri(icking Questions of Identity and Difference" Inscriptions 34 (1988). p. 73. 
=.' Shoshana Felman. "Education and Crisis. Or the Vicissitudes of Teachmg" m 
Testimom·: Crises ofWitnessmg in Literature. Psychoanal\·sis. arid Histof\·. ed. 
Shoshanna Felman and Dori Laub (New York: Routledge. 1991 t 1-50. 
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Penguin editions of Joyce's works I. to distance Joyce from the English literary tradition 

and to resituate him as an Irish Catholic author consciously writing as a British colonial 

subject. As Deane points out in his introduction to essays on Irish literature and 

colonialism by Edv,,'ard Said. Terry Eagleton. and Fredric Jameson In Nationalism. 

Colonialism. and Literature. Ireland is unique in that it "is the only Western European 

country that has had both an early and late colonial experience."~~ Joyce's positionings as 

an Irish colonial subject are crucial to an understanding of his v.·ork. so much of which 

revolves around questions of Irishness and the SUbjugation to external centers of power 

and authority. While I engage all of Joyce's works to some extent in the dissertation. 

Uivsses serves as a paradigm for Joyce's anti-colonialist stance. and provides an outline 

of the different issues I \~ ish to discuss in this dissertation. 

While the Irish Free State was established in 1921. the cultural effects of 

colonialism were not to be displaced through the fact of political liberation alone. This 

one of Joyce's key cntiques of Ireland. which is best illustrated by his refusal to write a 

wartime (1918) article about the Easter Rebellion for a Swiss journal: "The problem of 

my race is so complicated that one needs to make use of all the means of an elastic art to 

delineate it .... I am restricted to making a pronouncement on it by means of the scenes 

and characters of my poor art. ,,~~ Similar pronouncements about the intersections of 

0" Seamus Deane. "Introduction." ~ationalism. Colonialism. and Literature. ed. 
Seamus Deane (Minneapolis: LJniversity of Minnesota Press. 1990). p. 3. 
:~ Joyce. Letters L (\:ew York: Viking Press. 19521. p. II~. 'he onginai is in 
French. This translation comes from Dominic \1anganielJo's Jovce's Politics (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1980). p. 162. 
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colonial and artistic rebellion (the most famous of which are made by Stephen Dedalus in 

Portrait and Ulvsses) are interspersed throughout Joyce's writings. 

Of equal importance are the stylistic revolutions enacted in Joyce's work, which 

arose in part out of his anti-colonialist stance.;!> While Joyce's "revolution of the word" 

(as Eugene Jolas called it) has been the main focus of criticism on Joyce as revolutionary, 

his work is actually situated at the intersection of multiple revolutionary struggles. 

Arthur Power. in Conversations With James Jovce, reports that Joyce once called "the 

emancipation of women ... the hYfeatest revolution in our time ... the revolt of women 

against the idea that they are the mere instruments ofmen."::!7 Joyce's interest in the 

condition of women. symbolic constructs of the "feminine," and the Irish will constitute 

the focus of the second half of this dissertation. where I consider his preoccupation with 

the "feminization" of colonial male subjectivity, and the impact this perception had upon 

his notions of resistance and potential affinity with other oppressed groups. 

Joyce's parallel treatment of women's and Irish emancipation intersects \'.ith 

Joyce's concern and compassion for another marginalized group, namely European Jews. 

This engages the third key element 1 \vish to explore in this dissertation. Indeed, 

concepts of "Jewishness" will be the underlying theme which connects both Joyce's and 

Kolmar's work and their relevance for considering liberatory ethnic nationalism and 

Cf. Andrew Enda Duffy. "Parnellism and Rebellion: The Irish War of 
Independence and Revisions of the Heroic in Ulvsses." James Jovce Quarterlv 28: 1 
(1990). 179-95. 
;7 Arthur Power. Conversations With James Jovce (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press. 19741. p. 35. 
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religious discourses in the Western European context. The most obvious example of this 

connection in Joyce's work is Leopold Bloom. "the new womanly man" (U 15. 1798-99), 

who is the main protagonist of Ulvsses. Several critics have argued for the influence of 

Otto Weininger's Sex and Character (1903) as the key to establishing Joyce's linkage of 

the "feminine" and the "Je\\-ish" in Ulvsses, but such superticial comparisons do not 

account for the symbolic layerings and cultural critiques which underlie Joyce's complex 

mediation of "feminine" and "masculine" elements in his work.:!!! While Joyce did o\\-n a 

copy of Weininger's book (which was notoriously sensationalized throughout Europe), 

notions of corresponding "femininity" and "Jev.ishness" (as well as oppression) were so 

widespread that they are common throughout the literature of the time.:!') In his 

exploration of these elements. Joyce does not repeat Weininger's anti-Semitism and 

misogyny (though there are undoubtedly elements of both in his work--a point to which 

I'll return). Joyce's valorization of Bloom's "feminine" and "Jewish" aspects radically 

challenges the negative anti-Semitic and misogynistic stereotypes so prevalent in 

Western European society. His representation of Bloom not only links three of the most 

important liberationist movements of the twentieth century, but also suggests that his 

parallel treatment of gender, race and nationalism in Ulvsses-with his main characters 

always occupying the marginalized positions--was part of an overall critique of 

colonialism. anti-Semitism and patriarchy. 

:!! Cf. Ira Nadel. Jovce and the Jews (lo\ .... a City: Univ. ofImva Press. \989), pp. 
139-54. 
:'.1 See Sander Gilman, Je\\ish Self Hatred (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press. 1986). 
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And this brings up the question of Joyce's "feminism." Much critical ink has been 

spilled on this issue. with supporters claiming Joyce as a practitioner of "t!criture 

feminine" who radically disrupted patnarchy through language. and with detractors 

seeing his canonization and valorization of male characters as proof of his patriarchal 

agenda. 1. however. agree with the critic Susan Stanford Friedman. who argues that 

As we recognize the critique of patriarchy and the subversive effects of 

Joyce's experimental writing. \ ... e need to guard against res~ing the 

transhrressive solely on the grounds of the symbolic. the linguistic. the 

fonnal. We need to interrogate the teleological poststructuralist narratives 

that privilege modernism and postmodernism over realism. We need to 

identify scenes of the political within Joyce's modernism as sites of 

contradictory cultural discourses . .1 11 

Stanford Friedman's critique is leveled against literary critics who. in their infatuation 

with Joyce's style. all but ignore the "real" social and political grounds upon v,;hich Joyce 

bUilt his linguistic rebellions. It is through analyzing contradictory cultural discourses 

such as anti-SemItism. colonialism. gender and ethnic identity that I wish to examine the 

broader implications of the "political" in Joyce's work. 

Problematically. it ".·as through using the "tools of the master" that Joyce sought 

to construct the platfonn from which he staged his one-man Irish rebellion. But the tools 

of the master can. in cenain circumstances. serve empowering purposes. Seamus Deane 

,.. "Readmg joyce: Icon of Mcdermty'} ChampIon of Alterity? Ventriloquist of 
Othemess'ln (paper given at the 1993 California Joyce Conference l. p. ) 5. 
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argues that. "It was only when the Celt was seen by the English as a necessary 

supplement to their national character that the Irish were able to extend the idea of 

supplementarily to that of radical difference. This is a classic case of how nationalism 

can be produced by the torces that suppress it and can. at that juncture. mobilize itself 

into a torm of liberation. ".1 I An analogous phenomenon can be seen in Joyce's use of the 

Bible alternately as a support for and critique of the religiousmationalist characterization 

ofIreland as a type of modern Israel. Joyce's linkage of the Zionist and Irish nationalist 

movements demonstrates the incredibly powerful role that the Bible played in both as a 

text which exposes the oppressions against which these blfOUps fought, and provided them 

".ith a center of moral authority from which to create their national myths and 

consciences. Although the Bible is represented as a key source tor Irish conscience. what 

Joyce's work also shows is how the Bible became yet another textual prop for the 

romanticization of the Irish past. as well as their present subjugation. 

Thus. as David Weir argues. the analogies between the Irish and the Israelites 

made by the Irish nationalists in Ulvsses also serve to cover up their sense of their ov.n 

powerlessness . .1~ This becomes apparent through Joyce's frequent use of the Moses motif 

and the two levels on which this figure can be read. Although Moses led the Hebrews 

n·'t of the house of bondage (which Bloom tellingly misremembers as "into the house of 

bondage" l. he was not able to enter the Promised Land. Joyce's use of Parnell and Bloom 

Deane, "IntroductIon." p. 13. 
': David Weir. "Sophomore Plum( P)S for Old Man Moses," James Jovce Quanerlv 
28:3 I Spring 91 L pp, 657-61. 
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(both figures who failed to establish ditTerent types of "home rule") as Moses tigures 

allows him to both valorize and critique the idiosyncrasies of Irish nationalism. Thus. on 

one leveL Joyce deflates exaggerated Irish self-conceptions through invoking Moses' 

difficulties in overcoming the obtuseness of the ancient Hebrews as tried to lead them to 

the Promised Land. with the implication being that the Irish are just as likely to miss the 

point as Moses' followers were (and. ironically. he holds out the promise that they might 

someday get it). Through using biblical tropes of exodus and liberatIon. the Irish in 

Ulvsses imply that their oppression IS somehow liberatory. but Joyce shows how this 

"blessed are the meek" argument valorized the position of colonial subjugation. and fit 

into a imperialist co-optation of biblical thought which de-emphasized the elements of 

resistance in the Bible. 

Stephen's "Parable of the Plums" (subtitled "A Pisgah Sight of Palestine") serves 

as a critique not only of Irish romanticism. but also of the sexual submission of the Irish 

to the English. Stephen is a classic example of the male colonialized subject who. in an 

attempt to deal with his sense of being "emasculated" at the hands of the colonialist 

powers. becomes increasingly misogynistic as he projects the rage he feels at his o\\'n 

"feminized" position onto women. :\ contemporary analysis of this aspect of colonial 

experience is offered by bell hooks. who writes that 

Sexuality has alv"'ays provided gendered metaphors for colonization. Free 

countries equated with free men. domination with castration. the loss of 

manhood. and rape--the terrorist act re-enacting the drama of conquest. as 
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men of the dominating group sexually violate the bodies of women who 

are among the dominated. The intent of this act was to continually remind 

dominated men of their loss of power: rape was a gesture of symbolic 

castration .. '.' 

Hooks' analysis is a critique of the way in which African-American liberation has been 

gendered as male liberation. seen within the larger context of patriarchal competition 

between ditferent groups of men for the control of the bodies of the women of the 

dominated group. Not coincidentally. Stephen's violent subordination at the hands of 

British soldiers in Ulysses is occasioned by a dispute over an Irish prostitute-an 

incredibly accurate representation of the role women are forced to playas objects of male 

conflict. While Joyce's representation of Bloom expands the juxtaposition of different 

ethnic. sexuaL and religious identities, Stephen represents the male colonial subject 

trapped in the labyrinth of internalized colonialism and the concomitant essentialization 

of identity inherent in an absolute Britishi Irish dichotomy. 

In spite of Joyce's criticisms of the Irish and romantic Irish nationalism. it is often 

among the most parochial of Joyce's nationalists that a critical attitude towards the 

British is expressed in tenns of biblical righteousness. Significantly, the critique is 

leveled against colonialist and priestly appropriations of the Bible: 

We know those canters. says he [the citizen], preaching and picking your 

pocket. What about sanctimonious Cromwell and his ironsides that put the 

" bell hooks, "Reflections on Race and Sex," in Yearnin1! (Boston: South End 
Press. 1990). p. 58. 
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women and children of Drogheda to the sword with the bible text God is 

love pasted round the mouth of his cannon? The bible! (12 12.1506-1509) 

Joyce's manipulation of the English "canon" and his heavy use of biblical intertexts in the 

service of Irish literary nationalism constituted the mainstays of his pacifist rebellion 

against the British. As he commented in his remarks on England and Ireland to an 

unsuspecting Berlitz class in Trieste (1905): 

In spite of everything, Ireland remains the brain of the United Kingdom. 

The English. judiciously practical and ponderous. furnish the overstuffed 

stomach of humanity with a perfect gadget--the water closet. The Irish, 

condemned to express themselves in a language not their o\\rn. have 

stamped on it the mark of their o'wn genius and compete for glory \\;th the 

civilized nations. This is then called English literature .... '.l 

The occasion for the Citizen's remarks about Cromwell and the Bible is a diatribe 

against Bloom's assertions about the importance of love as the constitution of a nation. 

The Citizen's anti-Semitism (as well as that of the other members present in Barney 

Kiernan's pub) colors his reception of Bloom's particular form of utopian socialism, 

leading them to deride him as an "apostle to the gentiles." The Citizen glides from 

putting do\,," Bloom's Bible-based calls for compassion and understanding (and thus. 

ironically. the tenets of his own religion) to a more understandable assault on the radical 

misappropriation of the Bible for British imperialist aggression. Indeed. the Bible 

Quoted by Joyce's student. Francini Bruni. in Ellmann. p. 217. 
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becomes one in a list of "British Beatitudes" Joyce parodies: bound in a volume with 

"Calf covers of pissedongreen." they include: "Beer. beet: business. bibles. bulldogs. 

battleships. buggery. and bishops" (t; 14.1454-60). In this context. the covers of the book 

represent the pissed-on Irish state. the contents of the book. the gospel tools of British 

capitalism and colonialism. The eight beatitudes listed here are significant not only in 

the Irish context. They represent. in different ways, the vectors of colonialism by which 

Western European nations secured their empires through missionaries. capitalism. 

military might, and the protection of the status of the conquerors through the systematic 

degradation of the populations they colonialized. The denizens of Ulvsses express not 

only their staunch anti-imperialism and solidarity with other subjects ofthe British 

empire. but they do so in religious tenns expressing a traditionally Catholic contempt for 

the Protestant use of the Bible. Considering to what uses it was put, one can sympathize 

to some degree with their anti-Bible stance. Yet it is precisely the rigidity and narrow 

focus of the anti-intellectual stance which betrays the Irish parochialism and 

anti-intellectualism which compelled Joyce to leave Ireland. 

This is underscored by the discussion immediately following the Citizen's 

remarks about Cromwell's appropriation of the Bible for British imperialism. The talk 

centers around an United Irishman parody article about a "Zulu chief"s state visit to 

Britain. Although the "Alaki [sultanl of Abeakuta" (a part of Nigeria) referred to in the 

article was not a Zulu. the Citizen's supposed solidarity \ .. ith Africans likely arose from 

Irish sympathies with the Boers (i.e. white colonialists) during the Boer War 
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( 1899-1902 ).'~ Although the Irish sympathized with anyone who gave trouble to the 

British (including Nazi Gennany I. the Alaki turns out to be an African who sold out to 

colonial interests. and is in England to receive "the heartfelt thanks of British traders tor 

the facilities afforded them in his dominions" (IT 12.1516-17). In the aforementioned 

article. the Alaki is seen obsequiously responding to his British hosts "that he treasured as 

one of his dearest possessions an illuminated bible. the volume of the word of God and 

the secret of England's greatness. graciously presented to him by the white chief squaw 

Victoria ... " iI" 11.1522-25). The passage prompts Ned Lambert to query. "Wonder did 

he put that bible to the same use as I would" (i.e. to ,vipe his arse with it)? His friend 

Lenehan responds. "Same only more so .... And thereafter in that fruitful land the 

broadleaved mango flourished exceedingly"-thus satirizing the supposedly economic 

benetits that were supposed to follow the conversion of "heathen" nations (U 

12.1534-37). The denizens of Barney Kiernan's pub express not only their staunch 

ann-imperialism and solidarity with other subjects of the British empire .. '" but they do so 

in religious tenns. expressing a traditionally Catholic contempt for Protestant (ab)uses of 

.;~ The war was brought about through British anempts to block another nationalist 
community (the Boers) from achieving autonomy. As R.F. Foster notes in Modem 
Ireland: 1600-1972 (New York: Viking Penguin Inc .. 1988). "The Boer War ... tOcused 
much moderate Irish opinion into an anti-imperiul mould. and provided a mobilizing 
'cause' against the government." p. 433. 
;', The Irish did support the Boers in their fight against the British. and sympathize 
with the Africans suffering under Belgian colonialism in the Congo. but mainly through 
chanting the mantra that "England's difficulties are Ireland's opportunities." Thus it 
seems that the Irish nationalist movement. as represented in U!vsses. was so obsessed 
\\ith its 0\\11 ethnocentrism that it failed to see the ways in which they themselves have 
internalized racist. anti-Semitic and colonialist standards of behavior. 



the Bible. Indeed. Joyce neatly summed up the Philistine stance of the Irish in lener to 

his father w'here he remarked that "the Bible [is] a book which like UlYsses, no good 

Catholic should read. ,,37 
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But the narrow racist concerns of Irish nationalists are highlighted in the Citizen's 

ani tudes towards Bloom. and is brought out when Lenehan tells the others in the bar 

(wrongly) that Bloom has won a fortune on the horse races. This prompts the Citizen to 

reply. "'Is it that whiteeyed kaffir ... that never backed a horse in anger in all his life?" 

(l; 12.1552-53). "Kaffir" originally came from an Arabic word meaning "infide1." which 

was later used as an epithet for the South African Bantu tribes. In the Citizen's (as well 

as modem South African) usage, the term is equivalent to using the word "nigger." (So 

much for Irish solidarity with other races.) The Citizen's racial slur implies that Bloom. a 

Jew. IS racially inferior, thus managing to be anti-Semitic and racist at one S\voop. 

Indeed. most of the anti-Semitic discourses circulating at this time portrayed Jews as 

being black. and thus racially interior. 

The Citizen's critiques of the English shO\v an Irish penchant for valorizing their 

oppressed position through drawing parallels between Irish and ancient Israelite histories. 

Yet on a metanarrative level. Joyce critiques the empty nostalgia for the past evident in 

the rhetorical flourishes gracing the conversations of everyday Dubliners. The dual 

critIque spun out by Joyce's and his characters' use of Biblical elements serves both as a 

means of resistance and as a deflation of the means for political resistance. In sening up 

Ellmann. p. 540. 



the tension between these two positions, Joyce performs a critique of what he early on 

called a "hemiplegia of the will" which affected all the Irish:,g 
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Joyce cunningly connects colonial and biblical discourses to show that the Irish 

men panicipate in a displaced version of colonialism themselves in their relation to Irish 

Jews and Irish women. The relative positions of these two groups within Irish society are 

often paralleled in Joyce's work, implicitly through the textual congruences caused by 

Bloom's androgynous characteristics, but also through explicit reference to the specitic 

sutferings of women and Jews within the Irish context. The Irish anti-Semitism directed 

at Bloom also points to the usurpation of Jewish identity by the Irish who identified 

themselves as Jews needing to be freed from the British (though not necessarily Roman 

Catholic or Irish) house of bondage. Their desire to occupy this place in the authoritative 

discourse of their religion is a major contributing factor to the general anti-Semitism 

expressed by the Irish in UlYsses. 

What unites the works of Kolmar and Joyce is precisely this desire to renegotiate 

the meanings of Je\\ishness. ethnicity and gender in a historical context \\ithin which 

opposition to new. polyvalent configurations of religious. sexual, ethnic, and national 

identities was panicularly virulent. Joyce and Kolmar struggled against hegemonic 

configurations of gender. ethnicity. religion and nationality. and as Europe goes through 

yet another round of ethnic. nationaL sexual and religious upheavals. their works perhaps 

offer strategies and points of historical reference for understanding continuing European 

Joyce. Lt:tters L p. 55. 
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contlicts in these arenas:") As religion continues to playa major role in national/ethnic 

conflicts and post-colonial struggles. the works of these authors offer us readings and 

strategies for resistance of relevance not only for European. but for other socia-political 

contexts \\<ithin which religious struggle plays a key role . 

. ,., I might add that it is not insignificant that two of the films nominated for Best 
Picture in 1993-Schindler's List and In the Name of the Father--deal with precisely with 
the issues covered in this dissertation. 
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II. GERTRUD KOLMAR 

Toward a Minority German Woman's Literature 

In this dissertation. I wish to explore German-Jewish literature as a "minority" 

literature within the German literary tradition through focusing upon the life and writings 

of Gt:rtrud Kolmar, Tht: qut:stion of pam lids bt:twt:t:n Kolmar's work and vdriOUS aspt:ct!:i 

of the Je\..,·ish tradition. or between the Zionist or women's movements. highlights the 

tension between the representations of Jewishness and women's lives in cultural 

traditions. individual lives. and larger societal movements, The editors of the recently 

published collection DitTerent Voices: Women and the Holocaust consider Kolmar's 

work so pivotal that they organized the book so that "Her words provide the epigraph for 

this book and the thematic preludes for its various pans as well" (the epigraph to the 

book is Kolmar's poem. "The Woman Poet").~o Although they note that her life "was only 

one of the millions wasted hy the Third Reich's destruction of European Jewry:' the 

authors say that an emphasis on and understanding of Kolmar's life and works is 

important not only for itseit: but also because "her story can help to provide a historical 

context for contemplating what happened particulariy to women during the Holocaust. " .. I 

In tht: pot:m cydt:s "Tht: Word of tht! Silt:nt" and "Ft!malt! Portmit." Kolmar 

represents the increasingly marginalized position of Jews and women in what she 

!., Carol Ritter and John K. Roth .. t!d. and intro .. Different \'oices: \l..'omen and the 
Holocaust (New '{ ork: Paragon House. ! 993). p. ! 
, Riner and Roth. p. -+. 
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castigates. in "Anno Domini 1933." as the "third christian-german Reich." But Kolmar 

also resists the projection of anti-Semitic and misogynistic stereotypes on to Jews and 

\\lomen through her appropriations and recontigurations of the discourses of the Hebre\\" 

Bible and Jewish mysticism. I wish to situate Kolmar's work within the larger context of 

minority women writers for whom religion and spirituality constitute a form of resistance 

to dominant cultures and ideologies. Although the contexts and stakes are vastly 

ditferent. this intem'vining of spirituality and resistance manifests in the works of several 

key. contemporary minority feminists in the US. and I believe that their insights are 

extremely valuable when considering Kolmar's situation as a German Jewish woman. 

Gloria Anzaldua writes in Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza that. on the one 

hand. "No. I do not buy all the myths of the tribe into which I was born." but on the other 

hand. she affirms what she calls "folk Catholicism." citing the Virgin de Guadalupe as 

"the symbol of our (Chicano] rebellion against the rich. upper. and middle-class: against 

their subjugation of the poor and the indio. nJ: 

The Chicana connection is perhaps the most interesting intertext for Americans 

dealing \vith German Jewish women's poetry. Writers representing strong currents 

among both groups of women share an interest in ancient h,,:xts and the strong influence 

of typically patriarchal religious traditions--a paradox which drives feminist work in both 

traditions. Both are marked by the desire to redefine their ovm cultural metaphors while 

still maintaining the richness and variety of traditions within which live. Both are also 

Anzaldua. pp. 21: 30. 
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intensely concerned with using the language of the dominant culture. as well as the status 

of being both inside and outside of the dominant culture against which they are 

struggling. Marta Ester Sanchez wTites in Contemporarv Chicana Poem· that Chicanas 

can identitY with both the oppressed and the oppressors, and yet even this ability leads to 

ambivalence: "Like Chicanos. Chicanas experienced racial discrimination in the larger 

society: like white women. they also experienced sexual discrimination. Chicanas thus 

had reason to identitY \vith both communities .... [but] this double identitication was 

characterized by a double ambivalence.".)·' 

Other minority religious traditions in America also offer significant insights for 

the study of German Je\vish literature. bell hooks writes in Breakinl! Bread: Insurgent 

Black Intellectual Life that "when I'm called to talk about the roots of my own critical 

consciousness. I invariably go back to the Black church, and religion" which, as she 

specifies. is a key site for generating African-American liberation theologies in the U.S . .)..I 

All this is to say that although relibrious texts and traditions have made sil:-rnificant and 

unforgivable contributions to the history of oppression. in minonty conte:-..1s they do 

perform socially and politically liberatory functions. Along these lines. I wish to suggest 

that the resistant strategies Gertrud Kolmar develops in her poetry occur through what 

bell hooks calls a "politicization of memory," i.e. the conscious act of remembering of 

events. peoples and traditions repressed by hegemonic discourses and representations in 

\1arta Ester Sanchez. Contemporar\, Chicana Poem·: A Critical Approach to an 
EmeT!!In1! Literature (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press. i985). p. 5. Sanchez also sees 
the identity of "poet" as one which further complicates these ambivalences . 
.).) hooks. Breakin1! Bread. p. 51. 
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order "to illuminate and transform the present ... .!; The intersections between Kolmar's 

socio-historical positionings as a Jewish woman in Weimar and Nazi Germany and the 

representation of these positionings in her poetry demonstrate that Kolmar not only 

identified the historical sources of her oppression, but also resisted them through her 

construction of affirmative Jewish female identities. The concept of plural or multiple 

facets of identity is crucial for understanding Kolmar's work and how she situated herself 

in her writings. Thus in her work we find focuses on the identity clusters around the 

designations "woman," "Jewish woman," "German-Jewish woman," "European," "Jew," 

"Eastern Jew," and other combinations which all have their particular cultural nuances, 

and which express ambivalence about both the cultures she was rejecting and those she 

embraced. I wish to argue that these multiple identifications arise from Kolmar's holding 

a socio-cultural position similar to the one Sanchez describes above, one which is in 

itself based upon the confluence of many different inputs and influences. While I will not 

be exploring all of these permutations in this dissertation, they need to be acknowledged 

as factors playing a role in this interpretation of Kolmar's works. 

And yet, Kolmar cannot be described as a pious or orthodox Jew. In fact, as far 

as we know from her letters and the reports of her sister Hilde. she seems to have been 

averse to all sorts of rituals. even going to synagogue. although she does remark in the 

letters that she has celebrated Passover and Hanukkah-as well as having observed Easter. 

In one letter. she is particularly critical of her father's renewed interest in Judaism which 

~< bell hooks. "Choosing the Margins as a Space of Radical Opposition" in 
Yearning. p. 147. 
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she sees arising from a false piety of the aged. Of her father and her uncle in panicular 

she says the following: 

(Es) ist mir nicht \vohL wenn er wie ein "uberzeugter Jude" davon spricht: 

es dUnkt mich bei ihm. der immer frei von religiosen Bindungen war, 

etwas ... stilwidrig. Onkel Max hatte einmal an lIse nach Paris einen 

Brief geschrieben. in dem viel vom lieben Gott die Rede war. lise hatte 

sich daIiiber belilstigt: er aber meinte zu mir: "Wenn sie mal alt ist. \vird 

sie schon fromm werden." Ich halte von solcher Altersfrommigkeit nichts 

und ob sie Gott gefallt? Er ist doch kein Bettler. den man mit Resten 

abspeisen konnte. Dem man den Knochen abzunagen gibt. der vom 

uppigen Mahle ubrig blieb. in der Hoffnung. er werde dafur wie fur guten. 

sanftigen Braten danken und lohnen. ~b 

As Kolmar wa.xes prophetic in the last lines of this brief jeremiad. she criticizes the false 

piety of those who tum to religion out of adversity--son of a reaching for the opium of 

the masses. She makes distinctions between spirituality and religiosity. the latter which 

she views-possibly taking her cue from the prophetic tradition of railing against stagnant 

religious practices--as a form of comfortable bourgeois nicety. not as the son of 

experience which is liable to shock one into an experience of the divine. Kolmar \"Tites 

to Hilde that she hates the kind of prayers which just proceed through rote repetitions of 

formulas. and says to her "WeiBt Du. wann ich am innigsten gebetet habe? Nicht da ich 

Jh Kolmar. Briefe. p. 166. 
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micn ungiUcklich fiihlte. Sondem da ich glucklich war. unendlich glucklich. ,,-Ii Kolmar 

descnbes a kind of spirituality which is more dynamic. criticaL and which offers 

possibilities for transtonnative action. 

Kolmar seems to have distrusted all types ofpeity, and her remarks about a 30 

year old Christian woman-who was still in a "Jungmadchengruppe"--she was torced to 

take in as a boarder in 1941. What galls her most is the manner in which the Christian 

woman has decorated the room she has taken over: "Aufder Tapete. am SpiegeL in den 

Bilderrahmen Postkanen. weiB. mit Versen und Bibelspruchen In schwarzer und roter 

Schrift: ein Brandmalerei auf Holz: ein weiBes Kreuz aus Pappe mit dem silbernen 

Aufdruck "Jesus." dazu in einem Glase auf der Kommode ein kunsterlicher 

RosenstrauB-scheuBlich~"-ll! She observes that the Madonna her parents used to have in 

the house never did bother her. but she cannot stand the anificial and superficial pious 

religiosity. It is not the fact that this woman is a Christian that bothers her. though. tor 

she \\TItes that she is positive that many "true Christians" would also be repulsed by such 

commodified religiosity. 

Kolmar's increasing isolation as the war progressed, as her friends and relatives 

either escaped into exile or were sent to concentration camps. is most evident in the last 

letters she \\Tote to Hilde before being deponed. She maintained her critical stance on 

her sltuation and that of those around her it seems until the end. In one letter. she 

descnbes her reassignment from one factory to another. and details the differences in 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 166. 
Kolmar. Briefe, p. 177. 
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class consciousness she encountered. and provides insights into her perception of middle 

class. assimilated German jews: 

Dabei gehore ich "von Haus aus" den gleichen Gesellschaftskreisen an. 

wie meine jetztigen Kolleginnen. wogegen die Manner in L. [Lichtenberg] 

zumeist einer minder begOnstigen sozialen Schicht entstammten. Und zu 

jenen fand ich Zugang. und zu diesen finde ich keinen. Vielleicht. weil die 

Rasse starker mitspricht als die Klasse. \veil iene, im Guten und 

Schlimmen. Juden waren and diese, in einer unguten rein auBerlichen 

Weise assimilien erscheinen und sich zum Teil kaum darein finden 

konnen. Juden zu sein. nachdem sie's jahrzehntelang nicht waren? 

Moglich ... Jedenfalls. bin ich jetzt recht einsam .... .:'; 

She clarifies in a following letter that "man iwnme diese Damen zum groBen T eil 

'sympathisch' nennen. doch scheinen sie mir urn eine Generation alter als ich. auch wenn 

sie es gar nicht sind. ,,)11 It seems that through their privilege they managed to keep hold 

of the Wilhelmenian values that Kolmar seems to have challenged at an early age. 

Crucial to an understanding of the resistance inscribed in Kolmar's poetry is its 

historicai coincidence with the Zionist and women's movements of the early twentieth 

century. I say "co-incidence" because Kolmar \vas not an active participant in either of 

these movements. In fact. as far as we know. she was a very private person who 

preferred solitude over society. She was also the daughter of assimilated Jewish parents 

Kolmar. Briefe, pp. 195-95. 
Kolmar. Briefe, p. 195. 
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and shared. to a large extent. a commitment to maintaining their place in the bourgeois. 

suburban worid of Weimar Germany. Although her first collection of poems was 

published in 1917. she showed little interest in joining movements or networking with 

other writers and intellectuals. This was partially due to the fact that the years of her 

bTfeatest productivity as an artist were between 1927 and 1942 - years of intense political 

and economic crisis. and year in which the options and opportunities for Jews and 

women in Germany were drastically curtailed. And it was only in ) 928 that Kolmar had 

correspondence \\ith her cousin. Walter Benjamin. about getting her poems published in 

German literary magazines.~1 In spite ofthis apparent isolation. what work of hers that 

did appear drew great praise. and even earned her inclusion in the volume Hcrz zum 

Hafen: Frauen Gedichte der Ge!!enwart ( 1933) as one of the leading women poets If. 

Germany.5~ 

Kolmar remained relatively close to her parents. although she was. before her 

mother's illness. a nanny and social worker in other parts of Germany. Certainly the 

career prospects for women. and especially Jewish women. were still very circumscribed 

at this time. In spite of this. her sister. Margot. became a Ph.D. zoologist. so there does 

not seem to have been any overt parental constraints preventing her from continuing her 

<I There is no way to tell how much they talked about her poetry or his \\TItings, 
although two letters of hers to Benjamin from 1934 indicate that they talked at some 
length about her revising poems from the collection "Alte Stadtwappen." 
~: Herz zum Hafen: Frauen Gedichte der Gegenwart, ed. Elisabeth Langgasser and 
Ina Seidel (Leipzig: Voigtlanders Verlag, 1933), Although it is unclear to what extent 
she participated in their publication. Kolmar was also listed as a contributing editor to the 
journals Neue Schweizer Rundschau and Der weiBe Rabe. 
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education. ~~ It is also unclear as to why Gertrud. of all her siblings, was the only one to 

return home to take care of her ailing mother in 1928. Perhaps since her two sisters were 

already married. and the brother would not have been expected to perfonn such a task: 

thus the duty fell to her as the oldest unmarried daughter. That Kolmar felt an enonnous 

sense of filial duty is explicit in the fact that she had an abortion in 1917 in order that her 

father's career and social standing would not be hurt by the scandal of an "illegitimate" 

pregnancy. As Johanna Woltmann explains it, 

Entweder muBte sie, schwanger geworden. ihr ungeborenes Kind opfem 

oder das Ansehen ihrer Eltem und dam it womoglich die erfolgreiche 

Karriere ihres Vaters auis Spiel setzen. 1m Grunde aber war sie in keiner 

Weise eigenstandig genug, sich gegen ihre Eltem zu stellen, ihnen eine 

"solche Schande anzutun". Oder, \\;e es Hilde Wenzel [Kolmar's sister] 

an anderer Stelle ausdrti.ck.'t: "Bei ihrem stark ausgepriigten PflichtgeiUhI 

und Traditionsbewu13tsein durfte Sle ihnen solches niemals antun. und das 

war der Grund, daB sie kein uneheliches Kind bekam.,,5-I 

These and similar attitudes about \vomen and their place in society presented one 

of the key dilemmas which Kolmar was to face throughout her life: the difficulty of 

mediating conflicting desires between herself and her family, and between herself and 

<; Although she later speculates that she could have been a psychiatrist were it not 
for sexist professional standards: "lch entsinne mich. daB ich in friiheren Jahren 
manchmal dachte: 'Wenn ich ein Mann ware. hatt' ich vielleicht lrrenarzt werden mogen'" 
(Kolmar. Briefe, p. i 50). 
<~ Johanna Woltmann. Bearbeiter, Marbacher Maeazine: Gertrud Kolmar 
1894-1943 (Doppelheft)6J;1993. pp.31-32. 
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religious. social and cultural constraints. After World War II. Hilde Wenzel often 

oversimplified the role tradition played in her sister's life. and muted Kolmar's emphasis 

on her Jewishness. For example. when she edited Kolmar's novel Eine jOdische Mutter 

tor publication in \965, she had the title changed to Eine Mutter, eliding the Jewish 

issues which play such an explicit role in the novel. Be that as it may, Kolmar's complex 

and often contradictory allegiances to her family and tradition were both the source of 

her greatest work and some of her most difficult personal dilemmas. In this. Kolmar's 

life retlects that of many other Jev-;sh women who have struggled v-;th contlicting 

identities and the problem of expressing them simultaneously. Kolmar's forays into 

Jewish tradition. while fraught \\;th difficulties. provided her. as a Jewish woman. \'.ith 

lines of escape and liberatory possibilities not available through other means. 

movements. or traditions. Gail Shulman touches upon some of these difficulties when 

she writes in "A Feminist Path to Judaism" that 

It is my very 1ewishness which is at the root of my feminism. Femmism is 

a prophetic movement concerned \\ith justice for the oppressed. 

compassion for those \vho sutTer, a sense of history. of community, of 

righteousness. and the courage to live in opposition .... my feminism is 

enriched by and rooted in my Judaism. and so the two are inseparable: yet 

I do not feel accepted by the very tradition that has formed and informed 

me. for it fails to support and affirm the women that I and many other 

feminists have become!' 
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It is indeed paradoxical that a patriarchal tradition gave her more possibilities as a Jewish 

woman in Gennan society. But Judaism and the struggles of ethnic minorities in their 

complexity are not reducible to black and white stances on patriarchy: Kolmar's and other 

Jewish women \\Titers' ability to create a Judaism in their own image testifies to this 

possibility. 

While today it is commonplace (though still ditlicult) for Jewish women to affirm 

their Je\'.ishness. womanhood and independence. in Kolmar's time it was only rare 

individuals like Bertha Pappenheim or Else Lasker-Schuler (both of whom did not 

necessarily face the problems which Kolmar faced) who managed to openly express their 

Jewishness in social and political realms. And whereas the more famous 

Lasker-Schuler's work celebrates an expressive and playful Judaism, retreating into 

biblical fantasy as a means of creating new utopias. Kolmar's less famous work engages 

the biblical and Jewish traditions as the foundations of twentieth century Jewish 

consciousness which grapple with the reality of anti-Semitism and forge contacts of 

resistance with both modern and ancient texts. 

The poems in the cycle "Female Portrait," all of which ultimately revolve around 

the poem "Die Judin" ("The Jewish Woman" or, more literally, "The Jewess"). are written 

about female characters who experience marginalization and alienation within their 

societies. and within themselves. "Die Jiidin" (,\-Tinen sometime in the early 1930s. and 

published in 1938 in an Je,\-ish press edition which was immediately confiscated and 

Gail Shulman. "A Feminist Path to Judaism." in Hesche!. p. 108. 
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shredded by the Nazis) represents an attempt to recover forgotten Jewish traditions and 

texts as a means of asserting her historical positionings and identities as a Je\\;sh woman. 

The poem begins with the jarring assertion: "Ich bin fremd," \vhich can be translated "I 

am strange" or "foreign." This three word sentence stands alone in its 0\\,11 stanza. 

demonstrating from the start "Die Judin's" consciousness of her "foreigness" and marginal 

status in German society. But it also affirms her difference and independence from the 

constructs of Jev.';shness and womanhood offered her by German and Jev.;sh societies. 

Even the word "Judin" serves to mark her otT from the rest of society insofar as it is a 

signifier of both ethnic and gender identities marginalized from mainstream culture. 

Thus. one of her first responses is to construct a resistant identity. one that could 

withstand the multiple discriminations to which she was subjected. In the next stanza she 

expresses the desire to gird herself with towers, which metaphorically represent the 

Jewish biblical and mystical tradition through the allusion to the Song of Songs (V\!. 

8:8-10) and other biblical texts. \vhere the female body is troped as an impenetrable 

tower: "Since no one dares approach mell \vould be girded with towers! That \ .... ear their 

steep and stone-gray caps! Aloft in clouds./ The bronze key to the musty stairs You \vill 

not find. It spirals s\..."ywardi As a serpent lifts its scaly head! Into the light." Here the 

Jev"ish woman's resistance occurs through her reappropriation of traditional. but 

patriarchal. Jev.ish texts: but the patriarchal baggage of this trope is immediately 

undermined as the tower metamorphosizes into a serpent - another biblical image. but 

one associated with female desire and wisdom. 
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The Song of Songs is a recurrent intenext throughout Kolmar's work. as in the 

representation of the female body as a garden in Western literary and anistic 

representations. As I shall demonstrate. the use of ·'doors." "gardens" and "towers" as 

metaphors tor the female body (as well as the city) in the Song of Songs and is rewrinen 

by Kolmar in her poetry and the short story "Susanna" in a way that suggests not only that 

Kolmar's relationship to the Biblical text is both sacred and erotic. but also that this 

relationship occurs as a result of the conscious intem\ining of her aesthetics. her 

sexuality. her Je\\ishness. and her spirituality. 51> 

Another area in which the biblical influence is manifest is in Kolmar's animal 

poems. It is also likely that she knew of the research in biblical and archeological studies 

during the 1920s and 30s which substantiated the historical ground upon which biblical 

narratives were based and posited different roles for women even in the ancient period 

(one example of this new scholarship posited that the story of Eve and the serpent 

represented a pre-patriarchal religion of which associated women and snakes \ .. ith 

goddesses and wisdom). The influence of this new research upon Kolmar's work seems 

to be contirmed in the follO\ .... ing stanzas. where she writes of a Jewish woman's process 

of personal rediscovery through the metaphor of an archeological expedition: "I wish to 

Kolmar emphasizes the imponance of biblical tradition not because she is a Bible 
thumper. but because she was intent on exploring the imponance of the Bible's 
determining role in Jewish interactions with culture and society. Her use of the Bible is a 
conscious engagement with the founding text of Judaism (and thus. Jewish identity), an 
anempt to rewrite the key dements of her identity_ and thus her ability to deal with the 
society around her. It is a "radical" act. in the original sense of the word (i.e. through 
gening at the "radix" or "root" of the problem l. 
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undertake an research trip: In my own ancient land.! Perhaps I can still discover 

somewhere! The buried Ur of the ChaldeansJ The idol Dagon. the tent of the Hebrews.: 

The trumpet from Jericho." 

The national and ethnic liberation movements active in Europe at the tum of the 

century. of which Zionism was a product. made heavy use of folk literatures and cultural 

artifacts in building national and ethnic consciousness. The intluence of linguists. 

historians. archeologists. orientalists. etc. was felt especially strongly in these 

movements. For groups like the Irish. Latvians. or the Jews (to cite but a few examples) 

to recreate a national identity that was based upon a unique ethnic. linguistic and cultural 

heritage required a resurrection offorgonen or neglected traditions and languages (like 

Gaelic. Latvian and Hebrew). Ancient and folk literatures played a crucial role in 

creating a nationalist consciousness which was seen as crucial in order for the work of 

Zionists or Irish nationalists to succeed. For Kolmar to have taken literature as the most 

important realm in which she could help her people has a strong basis not only upon a 

Western belief in the power of the text. but in the actual political uses of ethnic 

1 iterature. 57 

Hilde Wenzel testifies to Kolmar's interest in Zionism and revolutionary politics 

at an early age. saying that. "As the only one out of the whole family. she \ ... as already as 

a young girl open to Zionist thinking. ,,5x She notes in the same passage that. throughout 

Naturally. there is also the element of Kolmar's increasing "inner emigration" and 
interest in mysticism as the realities of life in Nazi Germany beClL'!1e more and more 
oppressi\'e. But to hew exclusively to this interpretation would be to ignore the influence 
of the liberation mo\"ements to which she constantly refers throughout her work, 



her life. Kolmar held an admiration for Robespierre. one of the leaders of the French 

Revolution. In fact. during the 1920s. there was something of a Robespierre revival on 

the part of German leftists who looked to the French Revolution for inspiration in dealing 

with the rise of Fascism. (Kolmar \\-Tote a v .. ·hole cycle of poems about Robespierre and 

the French Revolution from 1933-34. i.e. during the time of Hitler's takeover.) 

Significantly, it was during this time that in "Die Judin." Kolmar chose biblical 

texts which describe material and political victories for the ancient Israelites: these. 

combined with her support of Zionism and interest in the French Revolution. suggest her 

hopes for a revitalized Jewish resistance to the Nazis. As she notes of the trumpet of 

Jericho. "\Vhat once blew down the haughty walls'! Now lies in twisted ruin 

underground:; And yet I once drew breath! To sound its note." On her research trip 

through tradition and the imagination, Kolmar posits the Jewish woman finding a trunk 

containing beautiful. ancient garments -- texts and textiles - within which she clothes 

herself and tinds protection: "Amazed I clothe myself. For I am small: And far from ages 

glorious and strong.! Yet all about me tower shining expanses; Like shelter. and I grow 

into them .. Now I seem strange, and no longer know myself,/ For I \vas there before 

Rome and Carthage.; Because in me the altar fire suddenly bums: Of Deborah and her 

tribe.: And from the hidden golden bowli A painful glistening runs in my blood.; And 

then a song rings out a name; That suits me once again." As the locus of "Die J udin's" 

"identity" shifts from present to past. from Germany to ancient IsraeL and back again. the 

WenzeL "Nachwort." Weibliches Bildnis, p. 772. 
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distinctions between her life. literature and history are reconfigured.. and it is from this 

reconfiguration that Kolmar tries to open up new possibilities. Significantly. the only 

biblical personality Kolmar cites in this poem is Deborah. the only knowll woman leader 

ofthe ancient Israelites. Kolmar uses historical and biblical allusions specifically as 

components for the reconstruction of her identity as German-Jewish woman. and the 

desire to construct this "identity" textually (expressed in detail in her letters and other 

\vritings), represents an attempt to base this new "identity" -- which included. but ",·as not 

limited to. her historically specific identities as a twentieth century German. a Jew and a 

woman - in sacred texts and history. In this assertion of her complex and nonlinear 

sense of her historical identity as a Jew. Kolmar's works resonates \\ith the strand of 

Jewish mysticism known as "Kabbalah" (\vhich literally means "tradition") in which 

traditional texts were radically revised and reinterpreted through the authority of personal 

mystical experience. In discussing contemporary Jewish women's writing in the United 

States. Claire R. Satlof writes that. "J udaism itself as a text-centered religion provides a 

model for the activity of these \vriters. for the theme of Jewish feminist fiction is the 

notion of the text.";'! For Kolmar. it seems that the bYfeatest single desire intertwined 

throughout her poetry is to merge her personal texts with those of the sacred traditions. 

Thus. she has "die Judin" clothe herself in ancient Jewish textiles as a means of 

decreasing the distance between the personal and the traditional. And yet she also tinds 

herself alienated when she clothes herself in the Je\\ish tradition. indicating at once a 

<'J Satlof. "History, Ficti.:>n and the Tradition: Creating a Je\\;sh Feminist Poetic." in 
Hesche\. p. 192. 
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recognition of the stranger she and other Jews had become to their heritage through 

assimilation into Gennan society. but also. on another leveL the stranger she remained. 

as a woman. to a patriarchal Judaism. 

Kolmar's work is also cOIncident with the emergence of discourses of the "modem 

Jewish woman·' in early twentieth century Gennany. While again Kolmar was not an 

active participant in any \"omen's movement. her works are marked throughout by a 

consciousness of different roles and possibilities for \ .. ·omen. The main character of 

Kolmar's novel ~ Je"';sh Mother (wrinen between the years 1930 and 1931). is a single 

mother who supports herself and her daughter through photography. Woman-centered 

poerr.s fenn the majority of Kolmar's works. and poems such as "The Woman Poet." "The 

Jewish Woman." and "The Witch" testify to Kolmar's revisions of traditionally negative 

representations of women in a manner which parallels and anticipates the strategic 

deconstructive reversals practiced by some contemporary feminists (here I think 

specitically of ~v1ary Daly. Luce lrigaray. and Hdene Cixous). \'voile such strategies have 

run the risk of reproducing essentialist notions of women through engaging misogynistic 

sociaL cultural constructs of "woman" (i.e. through affinning negative tigures like 

witches. crones. and aspects of women's lives traditionally devalued or denigrated under 

patriarchy), in certain contexts they can also prove to be liberato~' gestures. an initial 

freeing up of cultural conventions which can lead to new possibilities for representation. 

The affinnation of Jewish women. and \vomen in general. in Kolmar's poems can be seen 

on one hand as an attempt to restore a female presence in a tradition dominated by male 
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tigures. but also as being disruptive of patriarchal order and androcentric norms through 

her engaging "alterity" as a potentially liberating force. 

Kolmar's \vork \vithin the Jewish and biblical traditions also has its contradictory 

aspects. "Die Jiidin" ends \vith a disturbing vision: "Enormous. crumbling towers of 

wind. As green as nephrite. red as coral.i Blow across the towers. God lets them fall in 

ruin. And yet they stand for ages more. nOl' In spite of her construction of affirmative 

Jewish and female personae. the alternations of divine suppon and inditference 

ultimately leave her uncenain as to her work's transforrnative potential. This uncenainty 

is also expressed in her poems "Towers" and "Asia" (both wrinen in the late 1930s). 

Kolmar again uses the trope of towers as tradition. but in these poems she connects them 

to silence. suggesting both their suppression and their neglect in modem German society. 

In a horrifYing premonition of the Holocaust and a pessimistic assessment of the 

possIbilities for resistance. "Asia" ends \'·ith the image of "Tiirmen des Schweigens." the 

"towers of silence" where Parsis leave their dead to be excamated by vultures. The poem 

"Towers" also expresses ambivalence towards Jewish traditions. The last stanza reads: 

"Perhaps my soul forgot me in my dream.! And sank, \vings spread to\vards morning, 

where the tower.' stood to meet its wandering flight,.' And roved through hot. enchanted. 

-,q They also sound like the \\·inds of history blo\\'ing Walter Benjamin's "angel of 
history·' backwards into the future: "His face is turned towards the past. Where we 
percCl\·e a chain of events. he see one single catastrophe which keeps piling \\Teckage 
upon \\Teckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel \vould like to stay. awaken the 
dead. and make whole what has been smashed. But a storm IS blowing from Paradise: it 
has got caught in his wings with such violence that the angel can no longer close them" 
(Pp. ~57-581. Walter Benjamin. "Theses on the Philosophy of History." 



lifeless rooms./ In search of ancestors.} And touched the hovering strings that still 

resound ... " As is to be seen. throughout Kolmar's entire oeuvre towers simultaneously 

work as images of womanhood and Je\vishness. silence and death. Yet in spite of the 
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risk of losing herself and her identity. Kolmar still tinds meaning in texts - the German 

word "Saiten." strings. is a homonym with the word "Seiten." pages - that still resonate 

with her personal and historical dilemmas as a Jewish-German woman. In these poems. 

Kolmar shows hO\1,,· religious traditions were. on one hand. complicit in the silencing of 

women. but on the other hand. served as potential sources of inspiration for Jewish 

women in their struggles with the dual plagues of patriarchy and anti-Semitism. They 

also ser\'e as testimony to voices marginalized by hegemonic discourses which do not 

recognize or cannot understand the meanings of their words -- hence her choice of the 

paradoxical title "The Word of the Silent" for the collection from which these poems are 

selected. 'N'hile often complex and contradictory. Kolmar's emphases on silences and the 

breaks within silences represent strategies for survival and self-enunciation. a series of 

defenses and resistances to hostile readings. both of her texts and of herself. As the 

editors of Different Voices: Women and the Holocaust put it, "In its o\\'n distinctive 

manner. Gertrud Kolmar's life and especially her question. 'But do you hear me feel?' 

echo protest and even resistance .... Listening for that question. hearing it. heading it. 

responding to it-those acts could lead us. as the poet urges, to change our minds. to wake 

ourselves. and to move in ways that mend the world.",,1 While Kolmar's testimony to the 

Riner and Roth. p. 16. 
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increasing silencing and degradation experienced by Jewish women in Germany was not 

sufficient to help her escape Auschwitz. her work does open out to a delineation of the 

racism and sexism built into the fabric of Euro-American cultures and societies. and thus 

can help us to continue the work of exposing, resisting, and ultimately overcoming, the 

racist. anti-Semitic. and misogynistic discourses which pervade our societies and our 

everyday lives. 
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Constructions of Resistance in Gertrud Kolmar's "Die Judin": the Bible. Ethnic 

Liberation. and Jewish Mysticism 

"schreiben war leben. uberleben" 

--Rose Auslander"" 

Two recurring dements in Gertrud Kolmar's poetry are Jewish traditions and the 

different facets of female identity, While women In Gertrud Kolmar's work are often 

portrayed as the victims of historical forces beyond their control. in many poems Kolmar 

seeks to tum the power of traditional texts to the advantage of her female protagonists, 

Among the most remarkable and powerful of these poems are those in which the 

discourses of the Bible and Jewish mysticism intersect with the textual construction of 

o\'erlapping female "identities".'" The intersections between Kolmar's socio-historical 

positionings as a Jewish woman in German society and the representation of these 

positionings in her work suggest that Kolmar not only identified the sources of historical 

t.~ "Writing was to live. to survive." Ro:;e Auslander was a German-Jewish poet who 
survived the Holocaust and collaborated with Paul Celan during the 1950s. She died in 
1988. The quote comes from her letters. but I ha\e not been able to find the exact 
source. 
t.; As the quotation marks indicate. this problematic term requires some 
justification. When speaking of "identity." I do not mean a stable. unItary identity. but 
rather the multifaceted foci and intersections of factors such as gender. class. race. and 
hIstory ito name but a few) \\hich int1uence and determine an individual's psychic 
make-up and which. in spite of discernible panerns. are in continuai states of flux or 
rcconstructi on. 
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oppression in her works, but also inscribed within them the yearning tor resistance, and 

the revision of cultural grounds in which political and cultural action could take root. 

Kolmar's interest in Jewish traditions influenced by the political and cultural 

developments fomenting at the beginning of the tw·entieth century. one of the most 

imponant being the increasing interest in Jewish mysticism on the pan of West European 

Jews. The development of Jewish mysticism has been linked by Gershom Scholem to 

increases in anti-Semitism and the persecution of Jews throughout the ages. Scholem 

\"Tites in Major Trends in Je\\1sh Mvsticism (published originally in 1941) that 

Kabbalistic Aggadah (legend) "reflects a narrow and circumscribed life which sought, 

nay, was compelled to seek, inspiration from hidden worlds. as the real world turned for 

them into the world of the Ghetto."t>-! The increasing numbers of Eastern Je\vs seeking 

refuge in Western Europe because of the pogroms enacted in Russia between the years 

1871 and 1911 testifies to the increasing narrO\vness of circumstance for Eastern Jews 

which toreshadowed the dilemmas faced by Jews in Western Europe. The Chassidism 

which tlourished in the East. as well as the fact that Eastern Jews were less assimilated 

than their Western counterpans. also came to playa large role in the reevaluation of folk 

and mystical Jewish traditions that many Western Jews like Franz Kafka. Else 

Lasker-Schuler. and Walter Benjamin made from the tum of the century onwards 

(especially through the tremendous influence of the works of Manin Buber). Primary in 

.,.. Gershom Scholem. Major Trends in Je\\;sh \-1vsticism (New York: Schocken. 
19741. p. 32. 
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this reception of Eastern Jewish culture was an increasing identitication, on the pan of 

Western Jews, with Eastern Jews. 

Kolmar's search for inspiration from Eastern Jews. is alluded to in a letter to her 

sister, Hilde (dated May 13, 1939), in which she rejects the possibility of emigration to 

America or England (referred to as "der Weg nach Westen") because "Ich habe nun 

einmal-wie bei unserem Gebet-das Antlitz nach Osten gekehrt und daB dies bei mir 

keine 'neue Mode' ist \veiBt Du. "D; She then recalls meeting (at age nine) a girl from a - - -
family she calls "sehr asiatische Russen," which occasions her to remark. "Ich bin auch 

wohl so eine Art 'verhinderter Asiatin'--und ware froh, wenn die Verhinderung beseitigt 

werden konnte; als Europaerin wurde der Weg nach Westen mir wahrscheinlich leichter 

fallen .... "66 Kolmar's affinity for the East. as well as her consciousness of her 

problematic relationship to the "East" as a "European," leads her to perceive herself as a 

"verhinderte Asiatin" caught between her life in a Western. highly assimilated Jewry. and 

her yearning to be part of an "Eastern" kwry. one whose location--both cultural and 

geographic--Iay uncertainly between Palestine and Russia. In this statement can also be 

seen an awareness of her hindered position as a woman. Jew and artist \vithin a society 

which defined her as "oriental" Asian and other. and which prohibited her from 

identifying herself as a European in the same way that non-Jews could. 

Kolmar's engagement \"'ith orientalism finds resonance in her statements to Hilde 

about her physical appearance as she's aging: 

Kolmar. Briefe, p. 25. 
Kolmar. Briefe. p. 25 (her ellipses). 
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Wo ich als Frau (nicht als Mensch abseits von aller Wechselbeziehung 

z\\1schen den Geschlechtern: das kommtja auch ofter vor) auf Manner 

Eindruck machte. geschah es nicht. wie man denken konnte. durch me me 

An. durch mein geistiges Wesen. sondern durch mein Gesicht. Das haben 

Frauen sich oft schwer vorstellen konnen. 67 

While analyzing her situation within contemporary gender relations. she also alludes to 

the racial lines along she felt she was discriminated against as a Jewish woman with 

Ashkenazi physical characteristics (ef. "Susanna"). The "homophobia" she diagnoses 

herself with in the same letter could also be connected with her perception that German 

women found her ugly and a potential sexual rival. She notes that it was mostly men 

who found her anractive. especially because of her eyes and mouth (144). The cultural 

nexus of German European male desire focused upon the stereotyped "dark," "exotic." 

and "oriental" characteristics ofJev,,;sh and Mediterranean women was one against which 

Kolmar had to tight. But it also became one of the main tropes in her poetry and other 

\\Titings. Kolmar seems to situate herself as an "inappropriate:d other" (to borrow Trinh 

Min-ha's term). the Jewish woman "other" in the presence of German society. Although 

she constructs her identities out of the same or similar materials which were used in 

anti-Semitic ponrayals. there are also counter-currents to the extreme racism of Nazi 

propaganda. The orientalist desire for the exotic other was not only racist. but also 

imperialist in inspiration. But then there was the strategic and willful reassertion of pride 

Briefe. p. 144. 
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in ethnic identity which tried to steal such tropes back. Just as the slogan "Black is 

beautiful" was part of the 1960s movement to reassert Black pride and belief in a system 

that had been appropriated and denigrated. so Kolmar's construction of alternate Jewish. 

female identities with an emphasis on darkness. silence. and the East tries to 

reappropriate and reconfigure tropes which have been represented as negative in 

dominant. racist discourses. 

When Kolmar quotes lin another letter to her sister) a newspaper article that hails 

her as the "bedeutendste jiidische Lyrikenn seit der Else Lasker-Schiiler." she considers 

the value of her work in a way which reflects upon literature vis-a-vis the sutferings of 

European Jews: 

Es gab eine Zeit. cia mich fremdes Lob erfreuen und fordern konnte (nur 

forderte ich es damals selten heraus und hatt' es drum meistens nicht): 

heut weiB ich ohne Kritiker. was ich als Dichterin wert bin. was ich kann 

und was ich nicht kann ... Ich habe gar kein Verstandnis fiir Nero. der 

sich in der Arena von allem Volk Beifall klatschen lieB: ich hatte an seiner 

Stelle Meine Dichtungen als kostbare. nur Auserwahlten zu spendende 

Gaben betrachtet. ... "8 

The allusion to Nero tiddling away his talents while Rome burned could represent 

Kolmar's ambivalence towards her own artistic endeavors at a time when Jews v.·ere 

being persecuted and murdered. Kolmar published linie of her work during her lifetime. 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 14 (her ellipses l. 
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and what she did publish drew remarkably little critical attention even before the Nazi 

rise to power. The letter above expresses not only a belief in her 0\\11 powers of critical 

perception. but also suggests an almost mystical belief in the pow·er of her work to 

transform political events without their having to recelve public praise or comment. 

Kolmar's interest in the fate of the "chosen people." and her consciousness of 

historical events seems to indicate that she was \"Titing consciously for two levels. for the 

present and for posterity. She describes her project as making sure that her "poems." her 

"costly gifts" are spent only on the "chosen." Her roundabout reference to "chosen 

people" in a reference to Nero(''! undoubtedly occurred in order to avoid censorship by the 

German authorities (all of her letters after 1939 have the stamp of the German censors on 

them: having worked for the censors during World War I, she would have known what 

son of censorship she herself could expect). In another letter to her sister (dated October 

16. 1938), Kolmar asks for forgiveness for having to \\Tite in an "umgehend" fashion as 

she was forced to veil even passing references to her life or the conditions of Jews living 

in Germany in metaphor and historical allusion.-n Thus her allusive and elusive style is 

not simply. as Johanna Zeitler \Hites in her afterword to Kolmar's letters to Hilde. the 

result of a "MiBtrauen gegenuber einer Sprache. die das Erfahrene nicht mehr prazis 

auszudrucken vermag,";! but rather a continuation of the aesthetics and political 

".) Interestingly, Nero seems to have been one of the Roman emperors who was 
more tolerant towards the Jews. See Paul Johnson. A History of the Jews (London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 1987). p. 136. 
-, Kolmar. Briek p. 12. 
-1 

Zeitler. in Briefe, p. 218. 
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positionings that Kolmar had already developed in her poetry and in her life. For her and 

other Jewish women in her position. this was not merely a matter of style. but of survival. 

Kolmar's attitudes towards her writing intersect , ... ith strains of mystical Jewish 

thought that writing itself has a pennanent basis in the divine Logos. In Je\.,.ish 

mysticism. writing and language mediate the relationship between human beings and 

God. and the text is seen as a locus of both history and revelation. the textual ground 

upon which God and humanity meet. The Scriptures and the Hebrew language occupy a 

privileged position within this tradition. one which has had an obvious influence upon the 

general Western attitude towards texts and writing. 71 Indeed. by 1941 Kolmar undertook 

reading the Bible only in Hebrew. It was also at this time that she began writing her 

poetry in Hebrew-a gesture which confinns to her commitment to immersing herself in 

different levels of Jewish tradition not only for their own sake. but also as a gesture of 

resistance. 73 

In a letter written in late February 1939. Kolmar alludes to Hesse's "Weg nach 

Innen" in a context \\ihich suggests a belief in Messianism (which can be tied to Jewish 

nationalist beliefs insofar as it implies the restoration of Erez Israel). 70l Kolmar tells her 

- See Herbert N. Schneidau. Sacred Discontent: The Bible and Western Tradition 
(Berkeley: University of California Press. 1977). In generaL my views on the influence 
of the Biblical tradition upon Western culture have their genesis in my reading of this 
book and my subsequent discussions \\;th Professor Schneidau. 
", See Kolmar. Briefe. p. 84. 

.. This retreat from the \\'orld of political activity can also be tied to a \\idespread 
current in Gennan intellectual thought which began as early as 1930. Anton Kaes writes 
that. "Der be\\uBte Ruckzug aus der Poiitik war Ausdruck der Ohnmacht der 
Intellektuellen gegenuber \\irtschaftlichen und politischen Prozessen. die sie weder 
durchsehauen noeh beeintlussen konnten. Die unmittelbaren Folgen der 
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sister. lies scheint mir. daB Du eine Wanderung angetreten hast. die ich den 'Weg nach 

Innen' nennen mochte. (Gibt es nicht ein Buch von Hermann Hesse mit dem gleichen 

oder einem ahnlichen Titel?) 'Bereit sein ist alles."'i5 Kolmar's allusion to Hamlet, 

combined with that to Hesse's mysticism, would support other passages in \ .... hich she 

alludes to the mystical Jewish belief that inner preparation of individuals or an entire 

people was an essential ingredient in preparing the way for the Messiah and redemption. 

Scholem notes that in Lurianic Kabbalah. 

This final redemption. however. cannot be achieved by one single 

messianic act. but will be effected through a long chain of activities that 

prepare the way. What the Kabbalists called "restoration" (tikkun) 

implied both the process by which the shattered elements of the world 

would be restored to harmony-which is the essential task of the Jewish 

people--and the final result. the state of redemption announced by the 

appearance of the Messiah. who marks the last stage. Political liberation. 

and all that the national mjth connected \ .... ith it, w'ere seen as no more 

than external symbols of a cosmic process which in fact takes place in the 

secret recesses of the universe. 76 

Weltwirtschaftskrise -- Massenarbeitslosigkeit und materielle Existenznot auch bei den 
geistigen Berufen. Abbau der Privilgien und die reale Manrinalisierun!! der !!eisti!!en 
Lebens I!el!enuber dem materiellen -- wurden von den Schriftstellem nicht okonomisch 
oder politisch. sodern als Symptom einer tieferlie!!enden Kulturkrise interpretiert" 
(emphasis added: p. xh')' Anton Kaes. Einleitung. Weimarer Republik: Manifeste und 
Dokumente zur deutschen Literatur 19! 8-\933 (Stuttgart: 1.B. Metzlersche 
Verlagsbuchhandl ung. 1983. 
-< 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 21. 
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Kolmar and many other progressive German Jews (like Benjamin. Kafka. Toller. 

Landauer. et al) believed that some form of inner preparation of the individual and 

community was a necessary step in politicaL as well as spirituaL liberation (both are 

combined in Zionism and in all nationalist movements that speak of fighting for the 

"soul" of the nation). The spiritual dimension of this struggle has been a key site of 

Jewish feminist activity and challenge since the Reform movement started over a century 

ago. Many Jewish feminists have pointed out the need for women to take an increased 

role in the spiritual life of the Jewish community in order to be considered full members 

of that community. and thus to take part in its political and cultural activities. Thus 

Claire R. Satlof asserts. in a discussion of contemporary Jewish women's writing. that 

"any Je\\ish teminists' attempt to create a literature of their own must h'TOund itself in the 

area of Jewish ritual activity-the area most immediately in need of change. ,,77 While 

Kolmar was probably not interested in the transformation of Jewish ritual in the 

synagogue. her key work involves the day to day struggle of transforming. creating and 

recreating Jewish life in a Jewish woman's life. In this project. she made use of both 

Jewish and non-Jev,,'ish sources and materials. 

Th~5 what I am calling KoImar's "mysticism" is not easily fixed into a standard 

form of Je\."ish mysticism. It is also related to a less specifically "Je\\ish" mysticism 

propounded by such German Jev.ish intellectuals such as Fritz Mauthner. Gustav 

Gershom Scholem. Kabbalah (Jerusalem: Keter. 1988). p.245. 
Claire R. Satlof. "History. Fiction and the Tradition: Creating a kwish Feminist 

Poetic." in Hesche!. p. 187. 
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Landauer and Martin Buber. All of these thinkers drew key intellectual concepts from 

Je\\iSh mysticism. and then combined them with radical politicaL intellectuaL and social 

beliefs. ranging from anarchism to linguistics to mathematics to philosophy. All of them 

shared as \ .... ell a reverence tor nature and the interconnections between all living 

things--the influence of growing anti-urban and anti-industrial sentiments as well as the 

"ne\v age" movements active from the tum of the century onwards. This strain also 

appears in Kolmar's \vorks: she comments on it explicitly in a letter she V"Tote to her 

sister shortly after the beginning of the second world war: "ich habe mich inz,\ischen 

immer tiefer in das Bleibende. das Seiende. das Ewigkeitsgeschehen zutiickgezogen (dies 

E\\igkeitsgeschehen braucht nicht nur "Religion." es kann auch "Natur." kann auch 

"Liebe" heiBen). "i8 

Kolmar's sense of mysticism also extends to her writing and her focus on 

women's positions in and relationship to society. What I wish to suggest is that the points 

of slippage and contact between these realms constituted a "mystical" experience tor 

Kolmar precisely because they were aspects of her life. The relative freedom to rev.Tite 

and re-vision the canons of tradition is ,vhat unites her interest in \ .. Titing and mysticism. 

her interest in both the text and the spiritual signiticance of texts. And Kolmar clearly 

saw. as I hope to demonstrate below, that these issues were irrevocably bound with her 

experience of the gendered and racialized discourses \\'hich marked her experience as a 

.kwish woman living in Germany between the two world wars. 

Kolmar. Briefe. pp. 29-30. 
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A wake. awake. 0 Deborah 

Awake. Awake. strike up the chant! -Judges 5: 11 

Gertrud Kolmar's "Die JOdin" is a nexus of the intersecting discourses of the 

Bible, German literature. Jewish mysticism. and Jewish temale "identity." "Die JOdin" 

undertakes the dual project of reviving Jewish traditions while at the same time creating 

spaces \vithin German and Jewish literary traditions for the enunciation of a temale 

voice. In "Die J Odin." Kolmar also shifts the locus of her "identIty" from present to past. 

Germany to ancient Israel. blurring the distinctions between life to text. The historical 

and Biblical allusions she uses as components for the (re- )construction of her identity as 

Jew and \,,·oman. as well as the desire to construct this "identity" textually. represent an 

attempt to base this new "identity" in sacred history and the most sacred of Jewish texts. 

the Bible. But it also indicates that she believed that the textual markers and dimensions 

of identity could be continually rewritten--a theme which reverberates throughout her 

works. Her project as v,Titer was intricately bound with her sense of the textual traditions 

of Judaism and her awareness of her exclusion from those traditions because of her 

gender. Thus, the poem "Die Jodin" serves in many \vays as an assessment of her 

position as both a Je\\;sh woman in an anti-Semitic and sexist society. and as a woman in 

the patriarchal Jewish tradition. 

"Die JOdin" expresses Kolmar's consciousness of her marginalized position as 

Jew and woman in anti-Semitic and misoh~'nistic German society. but also reaffirms her 

desire to re\\Tite the traditional metaphors of Jewish ness offered by Jewish tradition: 
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Ich bin fremd. 

Weil sich die Menschen nicht zu mir wagen, 

Will ich mit TOrmen gegiirtet sein. 

Die steile. steingraue MOtzen tragen 

In Wolken hinein. 

Ihr findet den erzenen SchlOssel nicht 

Der dumpfen Treppe. Sie rollt sich nach oben. 

\Vie platten. schuppigen Kopf erhoben 

Eine Otter ins Licht. 

Ach, diese Mauer morscht schon wie Felsen, 

Den tausendjahriger Strom bespOlt: 

Die Vogel mit rohren. faltigen H.:ilsen 

Hocken. in Hohlen vel"\vUhlt. 

These tirst three stanzas constitute a complex allusion to the Song of Songs and other 

Biblical texts which constitute the city (usually Jerusalem) as a female entity protected by 

walls and towers. The tower/wall trope is freqently associated \'with the female body as 

well as the literal. figurative, and divine defenses of Israel in the Bible. 7
'i The most 

relevant passage for interpreting "Die Judin" in this context is the Song of Songs: 

The metaphorical transformation of the towers into a serpent (an adder) also 
points to her defiant alliance of her identity with traditional figure of evil. one clearly 
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Unsere Schwester ist klein und hat keine BIiiste. Was sollen wir mit 

unsrer Schwester tun. wenn man urn sie werben wird? 1st sie eine Mauer. 

so wollen wir ein silbemes Bollwerk daraufbauen. 1st sie eine TOr. so 

wollen wir sie sichem mit Zederbohlen. -

Ich bin eine Mauer, und meine BIiiste sind wie TOrme. Da bin ich 

geworden in seinen Augen wie eine. die Frieden findet. (8:8-10) 

The analogy between the defense and continement of the female body and that of Israel 

is also appropriated by Kolmar in her description of "die JOdin." While the Song of 

Songs represents women and their bodies as in need of patriarchal protection. Kolmar's 

re-presentation attempts to create a subjectivity the women in the Bible are denied. 

Paradoxically. she represents this attempt at the beginning of the poem as a passive desire 

to be "girded with towers". This phrase. and many other similar examples throughout her 

work. indicate the sometimes ambivalent attitude she had towards her project of uniting 

her concerns as a Jew and a woman. of taking refuge in a patriarchal tradition while 

striving to go beyond that very same tradition. Considering the constraints w'hich 

constituted the core of the traditions she was working in. this is no cause for surprise. 

But it is also no cause for suspecting or doubting the viability of her endeavors--as 

the influence and leadership of thousands of Jewish feminists since Kolmar testifies 

(think only of Gloria Steinem. Hannah Arendt. and Golda Meir. to name just three l. 

assocIated \\ith women and women's quest for knowledge. The frequent metamorphoses 
of her characters into animals is a device she shares in common with Kafka. one which 
they both may have been exposed to in Hassidic folklore. 
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Thus it is not necessarily an insurmountable contradiction that the phrase "breasts like 

towers" also indicates. in Kolmar's usage, the creation of an alternate Jewish women's 

tradition. The slippage between the "towers" as metaphors tor patriarchal defenses. and 

as a representation of the cultural meanings and appropriations of the temale body, 

comes out in Kolmar's poem "Die gelbe Schlange". The poem begins: 

Ich war ein Madchen auch im Traum. 

Und meine Brilste lagen, helle Inseln. 

Auf jeder eine kleine braune Stadt 

Mit spitzem Turm 

Und rot geheimer Strome unterirdnem Rinseln. 

Kolmar literalizes and reappropriates the metaphor of "breasts like towers" through 

connection them \\;th a subversive and independent women's tradition-one which finds 

its roots in ancient Near Eastern traditions connecting women. snakes. and goddesses to 

\\isdom. While many have recently begun to question the valorization. and even the 

existence. of ancient matriarchal traditions which integrated women and notions of 

female po\ver into religion and society. during Kolmar's time. they were still relatively 

new discoveries. and ones which played an incredibly important role in empowering 

\vomen for whom religion still played a key role. 

Of course. the speaker here is ambiguous: is the snake asking this: Or is it an 

incursIon of a narrator constructed by the woman poet? Or is it the snake dreaming that 

it was once a girl asking herself this question: Or the snake dreaming that it was a girl 
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dreaming she was a tower? .A.mong such strong biblical allusions. one is automatically 

reminded of the snake in the Garden of Eden. whose color is never given. but who is. to 

my knowledge. never represented as yellow. In Kalmar's \\'TItings. however. yellO\v is a 

color which is explicitly tied to Jewishness. This is most obvious in the poem. "Die 

gelbe Rose." where the petals of the rose transform into a swan and then into the leaves 

of a page.lIO The poem precedes another called "E"';ger Jude." and ends \\;th the lines: 

"Der Nordmann besser sich preist als Jude und Hottentot; Und der Priester im engen 

Himmel ihm schafft einen neuen Gott-I Ich wane auf aile gleich still mit der gleichen 

Schaufel vall Erde." Both "The Yellow Rose" and "The Yellow Snake" were written 

sometime in the late 1930s. Laws requiring Jews to wear the yellow "Judenstem" have 

been enacted since the Middle Ages, but already in 1933. Raben Weltsch wrote an anicle 

titled "Wear the Yellow Badge With Pride" for the Judische Rundschau. s1 Nazis and 

their sympathizers affixed yellow stars of David (which Weltsch calls a "Magen David" 

or "shield of David") to the storefronts and houses of German Jews in 1933.~: What 

Weltsch's article points out is that other German Jews during the same time period 

considered displaying their Jevv'ishness publicly and \\'ith pride. If yellow is a color 

representing Judaism in Kolmar's. "The Yellow Snake" also suggests that the relationship 

X" This also gives us a possible meaning to the word "Tierblumen." literally 
"animalflower." In Kolmar's poetry. the plant and animal kingdoms overlap and jut 
against one another. just as in the compound word Kolmar created. 
,i Weltsch. "Wear the Yellow Badge \\ith Pride!" cited in DawidowicL ~ 
Holocaust Reader iNew York: Behrman. 1976). p. I-B. 
s: Weltsch. p. 148. 
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is not an entirely satisfactory one. While she sustains support and detense through the 

spiritual supports. elements of the same tradition undennine those very supports. S3 

The issue. of course. is one which cannot be avoided when dealing with the 

\ .. ntings of Jewish women tor whom ethnic identity is inextricably bound with religious 

traditions. Even secular Jews interested in Jewish ethnic identity have to deal with that 

identity's powerful and enduring roots in religious tradition.x.< Earlier feminist 

movements were always concerned with religious issues (for hetter. or for worse\. and it 

has only been in the past few decades that more secularized movements have taken the 

fore: the tie between minority women's feminism and spirituality has always been. and 

continues to be. b'Teatiy influenced by religious concerns. 

Since she was an urban poet. Kolmar's concern \\ith the women's de tenses in the 

city also implicitly deals with the very real risks women face in the city (more of which 

will be discussed in regards to her novel A Jewish Mother). Thus. in can be argued that 

"Die Jiidin" remakes herself as a tower for her own self-defense and even torthe defense 

of the Jewish people. In her poem "Wir Juden," Kolmar likens herself to a victory arch 

,. A psychoanalytic reading wouid suggest that it is patriarchy--represented by the 
snake--which brings down the proud Je~ish woman. And yet another reading that runs 
parallel to this is that the snake could represent the feminism which causes her to 
question the patriarchal structures within which she sought comfort. After all. the image 
of the female body as a walled city presents an image of patriarchal control female 
sexuality and independence. 
lU Progressive Jews have perennially struggled with the problem of having pride in 
their ethnic heritage while at the same time feeling ambivalent or outright hostile towards 
the politically regressive aspects of that heritage. While some have gone to an outright 
rejection of Judaism. others have tned to salvage and re\'ise the aspects they tind useful. 
while rejecting others. In doing so, they engage in the process of contlict. negotiation. 
and change that is common to all progressive movements. 
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through \vhich her people will some day march: "Ihr~ Wenn die hinere Stunde reift. so 

",ill ich aufstehn hier undjetztJ So will ich \\ie ihr Triumphtor sein. durch das die 

Qualen ziehn~"lS~ Through such tropes. she explicitly identifies herself v.'lth the land of 

Israel and Israel as it refers to the Je",.ish people collectively. It is obvious that Kolmar. 

who died childless yet yearning to have a child. is also representing herself as a Jewish 

mother. carrying out the traditional maternal functions of nurturing and defense for 

children she never bore. But her extension of these "responsibilities" to the whole 

Je\\ish people is an indication of the social and political dimension Kolmar ascribed to 

her personal desires and sufferings. Writing such poetry within the context of German 

anti-Semitism and the progressive growth of the Zionist movement marks the explicitly 

political agendas Kolmar works out through her \vriting. Again. it is tricky navigating the 

elements here which recapitulate patriarchal role models for women which emphasize 

self-sacrifice. and those elements which are liberatory and which engage the bound issues 

of personal and ethnic struggle. The key question is: does Kolmar approach these issues 

as acquiescing to traditional gender roles. or through taking up a revisionist stance which 

both includes and tries to move beyond these stereotypes and limitations? 

S~ Kolmar. Bildnis. p. 751. When she \\Tote this poem. there was no way she could 
have known that the mam arch she and her fellow Jews would be marching through 
would be inscribed with the words "Arbeit macht frei"--the words inscribed on the main 
entrance to Auschwitz. And yet it is precisely the sort of hope and resistance inscribed in 
this and other poems which made possible the creation of the state of Israel and the 
multiple success stories of American Jews. The inscription of hope and despair. 
Holocaust and survival which have marked the twentieth century Jewish experience. 
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The troping of both the city of Jerusalem and the land of Israel as female bodies 

in Kolmar's work would seem to trap her within the same patriarchal constructs which 

would deny her power and subjectivity. But since these tropes are also aligned with God 

in the Bible. they also serve to align her power as a woman \\ith the divine. Psalm 61. 

verse 4. proclaims that God is "ein starker Turm vor meinen [David's] Feinden." and 

Isaiah. in a passage with striking parallels to "Die Judin" and "Wir Juden." writes of faith 

in God in terms of urban defence: 

Zu der Zeit wird man dies Lied singen im Lande Juda: Wir haben eine 

feste Stadt. rum Schutze schafft er Mauern und Wehr. Tut auf die Tore. 

daB hineingehe das gerechte Volk. das den Glauben bewahn! ... Gott der 

HERR ist ein Fels ev"iglich. Er erniedrigt, die in der Hohe wohnen; die 

hohe Stadt wirft er nieder .... (Is. 26: 1-5) 

Even though the "wall" serves a .. protection for the faithful. hiblical thought hold .. that 

city walls can easily crumble under proud or arrogant people. or through divine caprice. 

In both instances. the deciding factor is faith in God. the "Rock" that stands forever. 

unlike the "walls" and "cliffs." i.e. the various constructs of Jewish identity obviously 

alluded to "Die Judin" which succumb to historical elements beyond their control. But 

Kolmar seeks to restore the vitality of these defenses through renewing these textual 

connections \\;th her alternate visions of Biblical tradition and of the construction of 

Jewish female identity. one which maintains or forges a link to tradition while rejecting 

the limitations imposed through the simple valorization of the "yinues" of biblical 
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women. Although Jev.ish feminists have extensIvely documented the use of biblical 

women as socially and culturally restrictive role models for women. there has also been a 

great deal of concern tor how the lives of these biblical women can be understood 

differently, and, more Importantly, how modem Jews can revise these roles to include 

developing models of Jewish consciousness. \Vbile Kolmar's attempts at revision are not 

universally "liberatory" or oppositional. they serve as testimony to her struggle to remake 

these literary and cultural tropes which resonate with her experiences. Thus. she often 

engaged unreformed tropes and often tound them wanting. or was daunted by the 

fundamental challenge her work presented to Jewish life. Her main line of resistance 

was through challenging the uses of language, again through approaching the meaning of 

sacred texts in Jewish life. 

The trope of tower so prevalent in Kohnar's work is also tied to language in the 

story of the Tower of BaheL where the people decide: "laBt uns eine Stadt und einen 

Turm bauen. dessen Spitze bis an den Himmel reiche. damit \Vir uns einen Namen 

machen" (Gen. 11:4). Likewise. "Die Judin" wishes to construct a tower whose 

"steingraue MOtzen" reaches to the heavens. but tor far different reasons. What the two 

approaches do have in common is the desire to access the divine through the architecture 

of language. As argued above. Kolmar's relationship to language and textuality mediated 

her relationship to the divine, and informed her understanding of her position as both a 

Jew and a woman. While taking on the burden of her history. "Die Jiidin" expresses a 

widely-held German Jewish intellectual belief of the first half of this century that the 
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traditional patriarchal defenses of Judaism \vere crumbling like clitTs washed by the tides 

of millennia: Judaism was seen as a series of ancient ruins. not as a living tradition. Yet 

consldenng the constraints placed upon her by histoncal cIrcumstances. Judaism was one 

of the few tradItIons Wlthm whIch she could create. Kolmar - as well as many other 

German-Jewish intellectuals - was determined to find her strength and greatest suppons 

in the ruins of this tradition. ~6 In the context of the 1930s. she drew upon the 

margmalized elements of German society in order to help her to define and empower her 

positIon as a Jewish woman in Hitler's Germany. It is tor this reason that she decides to 

undenake a "research trip" to the roots of Jewish culture in "Die Judin." a poem which 

testifies not only to her political interests. but also the intluence of contemporary 

archeology and hihlical scholarship upon her work: 

Ich mocht eine Forscherreise riisten 

In mein eigenes uraltes Land. 

Ich kann das begrabene Ur der Chaldaer 

Viellelcht entdecken noch irgendwo. 

Den Gotzen Dagon. das ZeIt der Hebraer. 

Die Posaune von Jericho. 

Cf. Kafka: tor him. ruins and failure are not sources of stren!;'1h. but rather an 
indulgence In decadence and cultural pessimism. whereas Kolmar actively sought to 

reconfigure the ruins in hopes of reconstruction and cultural transformation. 



Die jene hohnischen Wande zerblies. 

Schwarzt sich in Tiefen. verwiistet. verbogen: 

Einst hah ich dennoch den Atem gesogen. 

Der ihre Tone stieB. 

Und in Truhen. verschiittet yom Staube. 

Liegen die edlen Gewander tot. 

Sterbender Glanz aus dem Flugel der Taube 

Und das Sturnpfe des Behemoth. 

Ich kleide mich staunend. Wohl bin ich klein. 

Fern ihren prunk.-voll machtigen Zeiten. 

Doch urn mich starren die schimmernden Breiten 

Wie Schutz. und ich wachse em. 

!'-!un seh ich mich scltsam und kann mich nicht kennen, 

Da ich vor Rom. vor Karthago schon war. 

Da jah in mir die Altare entbrennen 

Der Richterin und ihrer Schar. 
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In "Die Jiidin" Kolmar treasures Biblical narratives of deciding events in Jev,ish history. 

such as Abram's departure from the city 0fUr (Genesis 11).s7 or ancient Hebrew 
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victories. such as the conquest of Jericho (Joshua 6), the victory ofthe Judge Deborah 

over the Canaanites (Judges 4-5). and Samson's pulling down of the temple of Dagon 

(Judges 16:23-30: cpo also I Sam. 5:2-7). The Biblical figure of most importance to the 

poem. however. is cenainly Deborah. into whom "die Jiidin" finds herselftranstormed 

during the course of her "Forscherreise." 

The fact that she would cast what is. in some ways. the most important of her 

poems in terms of a "research trip" belies the imponance of scholarly. oriental and 

Zionist discourses in her work. Although the three cannot be separated. I wish to tocus 

for the moment on the imponance of the trope of archeology in her work. Kolmar seems 

to have had a great interest in archeology. Archeology played a great role in the religious 

and cultural debates of the tirst half of this century, a period marked by its increased 

interest in scientific explanations for human culture and history. The work of biblical 

scholars and archeologists was of key imponance during this time. when Germans like 

Schliemann discovered the toundations of Troy. when the ruins of biblical cities such as 

Jericho. Ur. and Megiddo were being uneanhed. This new understanding of biblical 

history created by such discoveries had a profound intluence upon both modernists and 

Zionists. for these discoveries provided historical evidence for the basis of biblical texts. 

No longer was it possible to vie",,' the Bible as "mere" m~1hology: the scientific 

substantiation of biblical history proved to be an affirmation ofJevwish identity and 

x7 Considering the poem's obsession \\;th origins. it is fitting that Kolmar should 
trace the origins of Jewish history to Ur. a word which also means "primitive." "ancient" 
and "primal" in German. This. of course. tIes her work to one of the propelling forces of 
Modemism--the desire to tap the primal powers and wisdoms of the past. 
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history at a crucial time. No longer did assimilated Jews have to settle for being a pan of 

someone else's history: they now had a "scientifically" documented history of their O\\ll.SK 

Her connection of the land of Ur to Jewish history also resonates with 

significance. Not only was Ur the hometO\\-ll of the tirst patriarch, Abraham. It was also 

a town that played a key role in the Sumerian myths of Gilgamesh. She once wrote to 

Hilde that "Mir ist der 'Gilgamesh' sehr nahe: ich weiB. ich fohie. daB ich aus seinem 

Ursprungsland komme. doch bezweifle ich. daB er Dich ebenso ansprechen wOrde."x~ 

Although Kolmar feels the affinity for the Orient through Zionist and Orientalist 

intluences. she acknowledges that Gilgamesh himself: and by extension. those living in 

the East. might not feel the same affinity towards her that she does towards them. 

(Gilgamesh's ancient cities ofUr and Uruk lay in what is now present-day Iraq.) 

Kolmar's relationship to the East. Eastern Jews. Russia. and Palestine occurred 

within the context of a nuanced German-Jewish "orientalism"--i.e. the "orientalism" of 

Jews who themsdves were continually represented as being from the East. e\en if they 

had been living in the West for generations. Anti-Semitic discourses represented Jews as 

being foreigners and Easterners. and trope of the threat from the East is a constant refrain 

It is with this background in mind that we must read "Die JOdin" as well as 
Kolmar's one extant comment about archeology in general. During her correspondence 
\\ith Hilde. she learns that her niece. Sabine. has expressed thi! desire to become an 
archeologist. As she \\TItes to Hilde, "Sabine als Archaologin! Was wird sie mit der Zeit 
noch alles werden! Ich kann mir aber denken. daB einem Kinde das sehr verlockend 
erscheint: man buddelt im Sand und grabt dann irgendetwas Schones. eine tJberraschung. 
aus. (Die meisten Kinder wissen von diesen Dingen nients. sonst wOrden ge\', i13 viele. \ or 
allem J ungen. Altenumsforscher werden wollen ... " lBriefe, p. 140). 
~') Kolmar. Briefe. p. 138. 
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in Western European xenophobic discourses. But for European Jews at the beginning of 

this century. the East began to symbolize not only the ancient. but the newly reborn 

homeland. In the search for both cultural and political rootedness. the East. 

encompassing both the Diaspora experience in Russia and the developing state of Israel. 

began to loom larger and larger as a haven in the Jewish imagination as it emerged as a 

threat in the German imagination.90 Kolmar makes it clear in "Die Judin" that her 

relationship to the East is predominantly mediated through texts and through the study of 

the East. not through the actual experience of the place. In this. Kolmar shares the 

position of Westerners and Occidental Jews who were primarily drawn to the East 

through the imagination. While this had obvious consequences for those who finally 

emigrated to Palestine. for an author and poet. the stakes of such imaginative excursions 

helped plot an entire spectrum of ideological challenges. Through the "research trip" 

undertaken in "Die Judin." Kalmar traces a journey from experience to text to textile (the 

"edlen Gewander" I. back to experience. and then tinally to an undecidable space between 

history. life and the text. "Die JOdin's" vitality and power springs from the \vay she 

situates herself textually. as well as through the poem's situation ~ithin the tex1ual 

tradition of Judaism and that tradition's reception in the twentieth century. 

After she ciothes herself in the garments of her ancestors. "die Judin" finds herself 

merging ,\ith Jewish texts. traditions. and histories in a type of intertextual 

'"I This overlap between different aspects of the "East" is readily apparent In Hitler's 
rhetonc. which contlates Jews. Bolshevism. Russia. the Orient and primitivism as poles 
apan from hiS Aryan ideals. 
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intersubjectivity.'JI It is certainly no coincidence that Kolmar highlights the role of the 

only known female leader ("Richterin") of Israelites. Deborah. \Vhat is perhaps more 

coincidental is that the Song of Deborah is considered by many contemporary scholars to 

be one of the oldest texts of the Bible. It is thus titting that in composing her own "song" 

about the Jewish people Kolmar goes back to one of the rarest and most costly of all 

Biblical texts: one ascribed to a female author.'J1 In Deborah. "Die Judin" tinds her most 

valued and important textual/spiritual ancestor: a woman who stood out in a 

male-dominated tradition and roused her people to active reSIstance. 

Judges 4:3-4 holds the promise that when the people cry for help, the Lord will 

intercede upon their behalf by sending forth a Judge to lead them out of bondage. 

Kolmar's representation of "die Judin" as a modern Deborah who sought to wake up 

assimilated Jews to their traditions. heritage and faith suggests that Kohnar was primarily 

interested in a Jewish revival which arose as the result of personaL historicaL spirituaL 

and textual changes based upon textual revelation. This does not mean. however. that 

political and social concerns did not playa tremendous role in her enunciation of these 

possibilities. They \vere part of her conscious attempt to create a unified theory of 

Jewish life. one which included women's experiences as well as "tradition". Again her 

'II Kolmar writes to her sister about books in a way that also connects tex1S and 
textiles. especially as they relate to herself: "Manchmal kommt mir's auch vor. als hatt' 
ich dies oder jenes Buch. das mir fruher paBte. ausgewachsen \\;e ein Kleid" (105). 
'I: There is. of course. no way to ascertain whether or not the Song of Deborah 
actually \vas written by Deborah or another woman. Rather than entering that particular 
debate. I would assert that since the tradition held the song to be sung by a woman. 
Kolmar could have been considered it as a woman-authored text. 
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strategies and aesthetics point in the direction of a type of Jewish mysticism. Scholem 

writes in Major Trends that "[r]evelation ... is to the mystic not only a definite historical 

occurrence which. at a given moment in history. puts an end to any further direct relation 

between mankind and God .... instead of the one act of Revelation, there is a constant 

repetition of this act. This new Revelation ... the mystic tries to link up with the sacred 

texts of the old. ,,~.; From Scholem's remarks it seems possible to speak of Kolmar's 

attempt to forge a "mystical" connection to the Jewish tradition in her poetry. Kolmar 

perceived "Die Judin" (at once the text. Kolmar herself. and potentially all Jewish 

women) as a type of "judge," one whose victory would not be military, but rather 

"spiritual." or. more precisely. in Kolmar's case. textual. Kolmar's poetry can thus be 

seen as the "costly gift" which she felt was to make the greatest contribution to Jewish 

liberation. 

Here it is also worth mentioning that Else Lasker-SchUler. the most famous 

Je\\;sh lyricist of the early twentieth century. assens In her prose memoir. Das 

Hebraerland ( 1937). that her response to those who asked her \vhat she had done for the 

Zionist movement was, "Ich habe zum Autbau Palastinas beigetragen durch die 

Dichtungen meiner hebraischen Balladen: bin nicht untatig an Gotteswerk gewesen .. ,.,.! 

However. in her wonderfully ironic way. she continues: "Und leichtglaubig. \ .. ;e ich mal 

bin. freute es mich. daB die Dichterin etv,,·as gilt im Vaterland. Och lasse es ankommen 

Scholem. Major Trends. p. 9. 
'!.! Else Lasker-Schuler. Das Hebraerland (MOnchen: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag. 
1986). p. 31. 
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auf die endgiiltige Blutprobe. )",!5 While she undoubtedly contributed to Jewish (and 

German I culture through her work.. she wryly acknowledges that the work of a 

"Dichterin" is not valued in the "vaterlaneL" \vhether it be Palestine or Germany. This is 

the same dilemma Kolmar taced as she sought to reconstruct and expand the notions of 

Jev.1sh identity. Of course. the question of whether or not this type of work would be 

valued in the "fatherland" is still a key issue in the consideration of the reception of 

Jev.;sh \\'omen's writing in Germany. IsraeL and America. <)(, 

The textual. spiritual. and trans- or a-historical "union" Kolmar tries to forge in 

her poetry has similar social and political implications. Scholem also helps us 

understand the historical positioning of the subject in "Die Judin" when he notes that 

The historical aspects of reI igion have a meaning for the mystic chiefly as 

symbols of acts which he conceives as being divorced from time. or 

constantly repeated in the soul of every man. Thus the exodus from 

Egypt. the fundamental evt!nt of our history. cannot. according to the 

mystic. have come to pass once only and in one pi3C\,.. it iTIust correspond 

to an event which takes place in ourselves. an exodus from an inner E!:,Jypt 

in which we are all slaves. '17 

Lasker-Schuler. Das Hebraerland. p. 31. 
The problem has been compounded in Germany and America because of the 

instItutIonal anti-Semitism and misogyny which has hindered the study and the reading of 
German Jewish women's works . 
.;7 Scholem. Major Trends. p. 19. 
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When "die Judin" proclaims that she existed before both Rome and Carthage, she plays 

out a belief in the spiritual recurrence of major events in Jewish history in the soul of 

every Je\\ish woman (and man I. The relevance of Scholem's remarks about slavery. 

Egypt and the hopes for Exodus are obviously underscored by his personal experience of 

leaving Gennany for exile during the 1930s. So rather than representing some flaky "new 

age" belief in reincarnation, "Die Judin" becomes an assenion of the continuity of Jewish 

"identity" on ditTering social. spiritual and historical levels. At the same time Kolmar 

assens this beliet: she is also engaged in forging a historical Jewish "identity" which is 

time and place specific. namely that of an alienated Gennan Jewish woman in the early 

twentieth century. 

Kolmar makes this clear in one of her later letters in her most explicit statements 

concerning the role of religion and history in her life and works. In this letter. she repons 

a conversation she had with Spinoza scholar who was also doing forced labor: 

Wir redeten von unserer Geschichte. von Cberlieferung und er meinte: 

"Ich glaube an die Vergangenheit nur. soweit ich sie in mir trage." Mir 

geht's genau so. Was nicht im Blut, in der Seele lebt, das kann aller gute 

Wille. alles Denken des Hirns mir nicht vollig zu eigen machen: ich habe 

nur. was ich schon bin. Andersens haBliches junges Entlein brauchte gar 

nichts yom Schwann zu wissen: es trug ihn in sich und eines Tages war er 

da. Der Grund. weshalb manches gute Alte. manch loblicher Brauch zum 

Leidwesen seiner Erneurer durchaus nicht wieder aufleben will. ist der. 
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daB keiner der heutigen Menschen nur ein Quentchen davon in sich trag!. 

Das gilt auch fUr die Versuche. Hingst entschlummerte Religionen zu 

erwecken. zu deren Riten und Rh)'1hmen nicht mehr die Herzen Tausender 

schlagen, die eigentlich nur noch Zeile und Zahl eines Geschichtsbuches 

sind. Mir ist ein Stuck des Gewesenen so ins Sein eingewachsen. daB ich 

es. ohne mich schwer zu verwunden. nicht herausreiBen kann ... 

Vergangenheit. Geschichte. Mir fallt zuweilen auf. \\lie viele Daten. 

Namen. T atsachen. die ich frtiher sozusagen im Schlaf herzahlen konnte. 

mir inzwischen entschwunden sind. Doch glaube ich kaum. daB mein 

Gedachtnis sich sehr verschlechtert hat. Nur daB dies Erleben der 

Geschiehte wie ein Strom alles. \'lias ieh einst las, ubersehwemmt und 

hinweggespult hat. Manches haftet noch irgendwo. manches treibt noeh 

umher. anderes ist untergegangen ... ~R 

Kolmar's use of Biblical allusion in this context may thus be viewed as a highly 

subtle form of subversion and re\\lriting of Jewish and German traditions from another 

(or an "other") point ofvie\\'. Many of Kolmar's poems in the cycle "Weibliches Bildnis," 

within which the poem "Die Judin" is situated. are \'oTinen about female characters who 

experience marginalization and alienation within their societies."') In these poems 

'JX Kolmar. Briefe. p. 198-99: the emphasis and ellipses are Kolmar's. 
"<J Although the affirmation of !Jewish) women in these poems can be seen as an 
anempt to restore a female presence in a tradition dominated by male figures. there are 
many poems in the cycle which explicitly disrupt patriarchal order by undermining 
androcentric nOTITIs. In poems such as "Verwandiungen" ["Metamorphosis"] (in which 
Kolmar \'oTites playfully of a \ampire-like woman seducing an unsuspecting male). "Die 
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Kolmar builds centers of resistance and self-aftirmation which seek to counteract the 

etTects of marginalization: with this in mind. it becomes possible to reread the opening 

line of "Die Judin" -- "Ich bin fremd" - not only as commentary upon the marginalized 

position of the Jewish woman in German society, but also as an affirmation of her 

difference. the opening act of displacement in a poem which seeks to redefine the 

identities and historical meanings of "Jewishness" among German-Jewish women. IUU The 

rest of the poem can thus be read as an attempt to recover torgotten Jewish traditions and 

text( i le)s both as a means of asserting her historical identity as a Jev.;sh woman v.;thin 

Jev.ish and Gelman cultures between the two World Wars, and as a form of resistance to 

both fascist and patriarchal representations of Jewish women. 

A corollary to "Die Judin" is found in Kolmar's last cycle of poems, Welten, in the 

poem "Turme," where imagery drawn from the Song of Songs also represents the tower 

as a defence against a hostile environment: 

Am Strande nordlichen Meeres. 

Wo schwarzer grausamer Sturm Schwarme gell kreischender Mowen 

peitscht, 

Dichterin" ["The Female Poet"] (in which Kolmar sets up a congruence between the text 
and the female body), "Die Drude" ["The Witch"] I in praises of\\;tches l. to name but a 
few. Kolmar represents female personae who mock images of women promulgated 
\\ithin male-centered discourses. Many, ifnot all. of these poems also deal explicitly 
v.ith the lives or characters of women who are poor. marginalized, or otherwise 
discriminated against. 
'<Ill Susan Neiman asserts in Slow Fire (New York: Schocken. 1992) that. as a 
contemporary Jew. it is almost a mark of pride to declare oneself "foreIgn" in Gennany 
(p.65). 



Wo an rissige Klippen geschleuderte Woge eisgrUn 

klirrend zerbricht. 

Zerschellt. zerspritzt. 

Starn der Turm. 

Hart. finster. lastend. stumm in grauer Ode. 

Erstorben. 

Ohne Mund. 

Kein Tor. keine Pforte: verschlossen. 
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The ragged reefs, the storm. and the crashing waves evoke the violent and degrading 

forces to which the female persona. girded up as a tower. is subjected to in "Die Judin." 

The words "starr." "finster." "stumm" and "verschlossen" are used by Kolmar throughout 

her work to represent her own silencing and increasing alienation as she attempts to 

withstand the society around her. It is here that the resonances v.ith "Die JUdin" and the 

Song of Songs make it clear that. on one leveL Kolmar is describing the position of 

women and the women artists within patriarchal cultural traditions which silence them 

and their literary traditions. Her poem "Asien." a paean to mothers and the East, ends 

\vith the image of vultures circling the "Totenttirmen.: Ttirrnen des Schweigens .... " 

remembering not only the so-called "towers of silence" where Parsis leave their dead to 

be excamated by vultures. but also presaging the slaughter of millions of Jews during the 

Holocaust. Yet "Turrne" suggests that the walls and (paradoxically phallic) towers 

erected by the Judin. while providing her with "spiritual" protection against an 
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anti-Semitic and misogynistic society, cannot prevent her further isolation. persecution. 

and silencing within that society "on the shores of a northern sea". Thus, in spite of her 

silent scream of protest. she still finds herself "silent." "dark." "oppressed." and "without 

mouth." and her gifts oflanguage are rendered useless. Considered apart from the rest of 

her work. such images suggest a strong ambivalence towards the Jewish tradition. as well 

as an emphatic pessimism about the possibilities for European Jews. These dark strains 

resound throughout her work. but they also open up into persisting concerns about ethnic 

and gender identity. about the ubiquity and sustaining power of racist and anti-Semitic 

discourses. and about the issues which relate to Jewish women's continuing struggles 

with both their own traditions and those of the non-Jewish societies within which they 

live. 

The poem "TOnne" strongly suggests that Kolmar sensed the oppressive cultural 

and social forces unleashed by Nazism would soon overwhelm her. But the last stanza of 

the poem also suggests the ambivalence Kolmar may have had about the appropriation of 

Jewish traditions for her own work: 

Vielleicht vergaB mich meine Seele im Traum. 

Sank gen Morgen gebreitet. und ihres Wandelfluges 

Harne der weiBe Tunn: durch seine heiBen, verwunschenen. lebenlosen 

Gemacher irne sie. 

Ihre Ahnen suchend. 

Und ruhrte versch\vebend Saiten an. die noch tOnen ... 
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Even though she trusts in or longs for the "towers." metaphorically the protections 

offered by Judaism. she also risks losing herself in the passages of tradition in her search 

for (textual) ancestors. In spite of finding "Saiten" ("strings") and as well as "Seiten" 

("texts") "die noch tonen," i.e. that still resonate with life and vitality, she still, on 

occasion, finds herself trapped within the "lifeless chambers" of that tradition. At the end 

of the poem she is still searching for the cultural! textual! linguistic space in which she 

can sound out her own identity without having to compromise it within canons which 

traditionally elided women and their voices. 

The last stanza of "Tiirme" thus can be taken as a critique of the constructed 

female and Jewish identities which Kolmar had to negotiate in order to come to a "truer" 

sense of her self: one that acknowledged her positionings as woman. Jew. and German, 

but one which also sought to break through the trap that such constructs could become 

when they grew rigid through uncritical identification. or were cultural stereotypes forced 

upon her. Kolmar had to work against German society'S notions of "the feminine" and 

"the Jewish," and at the same time that she struggled with patriarchal notions of Jewish 

womanhood \ ... ithin Je\ ... ish traditions. in order to be able to assen an historical identity 

which panook of and yet went beyond these constructs. 

The ending of "Die Ji.idin" also makes reference to the vicissitudes of Je\.,.ish 

history and the seeming impossibility of tinding suppon from a patriarchal tradition. 

While tradition is seen to foster "Die JOdin"'s strength. God baners the "towers" of her 

strength. allowing them to both stand and fall in the storms of history: 
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Riesig zerstUrzende Windsaulen wehn. 

Griin wie Nephrit. rot wie Korallen. 

Ober die TOrme. Gott laBt sie verfallen 

Und noch Jahrtausende stehn. 

Although Kolmar's letters to her sister detail how her relationship with Judaism provided 

her with wellsprings of strength and courage during the war years. here we see further 

signs of the limits of that tradition. lui The "Windsaulen" \vhich destroy the "Tiirme" 

sound suspiciously like malevolent avatars of the "pillars of cloud and fire" through 

which the Lord led the ancient Israelites through the wilderness to Palestine. Itt: Kolmar's 

recognition of God's apparent indifference to the fate of the towers built in memory of 

him would indicate a belief that even though the "towers" are allowed to faiL they 

paradoxically remain standing at other times and in other places. Insofar as Kolmar 

literalizes the "breasts like towers" as a metaphor for the female body. divine opposition 

can be read as alternating patriarchal indifference or hostility to the lewish woman and 

her \'lorks. But it also seems that Kolmar tries to reappropriate the Bible and Judaism for 

11\1 The question of whether or not the sort of spiritual or emotional strength Kolmar 
speaks of was communicable to others seems to be answered by Kolmar herself: "ich 
kann anderen. Schicksalgenossen. von der seelischen Kraft. die ich doch wohl besitzte. 
nichts abgeben: sie konnten sie mir. wenn ich mich tiefer mit ihnen einlieBe. nur 
mindern. ohne selbst davon irgendwelchen Nutzen zu haben" (Brick p. 160). Although 
she felt that her "spiritual strength" was not transferable to her "companions in fate" 
through her work or through her personal intervention. it nevertheless provides key points 
of entry for our interpretations of the world and the various vortices in which Kolmar 
lived. In another passage she speaks of a faith that "wohl brechen. aber nicht beugen 
kann" (Briefe, p. 1631. 
Ii.: See. for example. Ex. 13:21. 
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Jewish women. and that her work constitutes a kind of Midrash. one which she knew was 

threatened by. and threatening to. traditional Judaism. This does not imply that she saw 

Judaism as hopelessly patriarchal: indeed. her work is a testimony to the fact that she saw 

it as a living and growing tradition capable of change, even though many of those 

changes came slowly (although certainly no slower--and in many ways faster--than the 

non-Jewish patriarchal traditions). The locus of this sense of permanence is the text. 

Kolmar saw the main possibilities tor Jewish strength and survival in the textual 

tradition. and hence the quote from Rose Auslander \vhich opened this section: 

"schreiben war leben. uberleben." While the intertextual ties to the tower of Babel in 

both the Bible and "Die Judin" would suggest that all attempts to reach God through 

language are in vain, paradoxically, in the Jewish tradition. it is only through language 

and texts that any relationship to the divine is possible or sustainable. 

This faith in the text could also represent one aspect of Kolmar's "inner 

I!migration" as social and political options tor Jews in Germany began to vanish. 

Consider. for example. the cry for justice issued in Kolmar's "Wir Juden." dated the 15th 

of September. 1933: 

o konnt ich \Vie lodemde Fackel in die finstere Wuste der Welt 

Meine Stimme heben: Gerechtigkeit~ Gerechtigkeit~ Gerechtigkeit~ 

And yet here. too. we see the silencing and margmalization that Kolmar experienced 

early on: as she \\ntes a few lines after this. "~ur Nacht hort zu." Nevenhless. the poem 

ends with the hope that someday the Jew's "muder Wanderschuh" will tread "auf den 
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Nacken der Starken" in a fulfillment of God's promise to Eve (Gen. 3:15). It is this 

sometimes paradoxical nature of Kolmar's writing that seems to perplex many of her 

tirst-time readers the most. One the one hand. she expresses positive feminist insights. 

on the other hand. she retreats into patriarchal traditions. At one point in her work, she 

sees the spirit and power of Jewish tradition as liberatory for all human beings, at another 

point. she sees nothing but ruins and darkness in that same tradition. Readers of 

Kolmar's \'v'ork must constantly keep in mind the fact that Kolmar was writing and 

working during very turbulent times. times during which the cultural and social meanings 

of "Jewishness" and "womanhood" were undergoing tremendous change. This produced 

varying levels of often contradictory images and ideologies which were not easily 

separable. Thus. while aspects of Jewish identity such as ancient texts and religious 

tolerance might appear valorized in a philo-Semitic context. those same aspects could 

appear in demonized forms in anti-Semitic contexts. The same could be said of the 

representation of women and women's sexuality. both of which were demonIZed and 

valorized during this period. 1u3 

It is another paradox in Kolmar's work that she seems to be \\-Titing on two levels: 

one grounded in the present. and another based in utopian or idealistic visions of the 

power of words and the spirit to shape and heal and repair the world. In 1941. Kolmar 

apologized to her sister for \'v'riting leners that ",,'ere "zu wenig menschlich" because she 

1113 This could also be said of our contemporary situation in America. where 
antl-p,e,and anti-feminist backlashes contribute to a whole slew of mixed signals and 
contradictory images which problematize the expression of any minority 
identity-especially when that identity is one that has been traditionally marginalized, 
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could not dedicate more time to writing them. This was due to the long hours she put in 

doing forced labor in a Nazi munitions factory in Berlin. Kolmar writes off these types 

of letters as "Nur Literatur," and laments that "ich hier die Dinge. entgegen meiner 

Gewohnheit, nicht wie ein bloBer Liebhaber behandelt habe, sondem recht 

fachmannisch, wie eben einer yom Bau."IQ.I As an example of "mere literature," Kolmar 

produces a critique of a contemporary and very popular writer of fiction. Mary 

Lavater-Sloman. who Kolmar sees as being only "Schriftstellerin" as opposed to a poet: 

"Ich bin eine Dichterin. ja ... aber ein Schriftstellerin mOchte ich niemals sein. ,,105 

Rather than just seeing this as an elitist distinction between high and low art. it is also 

possible to see Kolmar's resentment over a writer who could still be published in 

Germany (her last publication during her lifetime. Die Frau und die Tiere [1938], was 

pulverized by the Nazis shortly after its printing). In spite of her having nothing personal 

against Lavater-Sloman, Kolmar still says that she finds something alienating about the 

other woman's work.. and this is when she expresses her mystical sentiments most 

strongly: "Aber es ist da etwas mich Befremdendes. etwas mir Femes ... Sie schaffi fur 

die Zeit und ich versuche, \vahrscheinlich mit unzulanglicher Kraft. fUr die Ewigkeit zu 

schaffen. Sie hat jedenfalls Erfolg und ich-Nun er ist mir nicht wichtig genug, 

wesentlich ist anderes. ,,106 Kolmar's remarks to Hilde indicate that it is not just 

professional jealousy that motivates her critique. but rather a sense that Lavater-Sloman 

105 

Briefe, pp. 105-106. 
Briefe, p. 106. 
Briefe, p. 107 (her ellipses). 
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was only creating "for the times": a project forbidden Kolmar in Nazi Germany. The 

elements she finds most "alienating" or ·'distant" in Lavater-Sloman's work could have 

been those she saw as being the most "German." "fachmannisch." and transitory. and the 

least "Jewish." "passionate." and "eternal". For Kolmar. God and literature are not 

approachable on the grounds of "mere literature." but rather upon the hallowed ground of 

texts founded in tradition. While the idea of "withstanding the test of time" has often 

been used as an elitist standard of exclusion in canon formation. in this context. such a 

concept has equally important resonances \\;th Kolmar's belief in the necessity of uniting 

life and text. spirit and flesh. creating the conditions for what the critic Lawrence Langer 

once called Kolmar's "survival through an." Although the term takes on somewhat 

mawkish sentiments in Langer's usage (through the implication that Genrud Kolmar. the 

person. somehow "survived" the Holocaust through the survival of her writings), this 

conception of "survival" is imponant for understanding Kolmar's relationship to writing. 

spirituality and textuality. for it highlights the imponance of culture and spiritual 

traditions in the shaping of ethnic identity and individual lives \vithin that identity. As 

many \ .. Titers and critics of ethnic and \vomens literature in the United States have 

argued. cultural survival is a key issue. one that cannot be considered as secondary to 

political and social survival. Therefore Kolmar's preservation of Jewish tradition. or the 

preservation of a new vision of the Jev.ish tradition. can be seen as making a major 

contribution towards the survival of possibilities for a transformed Judaism. 
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Hebrew. the Question of Language. and the Gendered Metaphors of Writing 

As has been intimated in previous chapters. there is a certain level of paradox 

evident in Kolmar's eroticization of sacred texts and her concomitant sacralization of the 

female body. But as the Song of Songs demonstrates. the conflation of sacred and erotic 

de;:ments is not alien to the biblical and religious thought: but in Kolmar's usage, and 

a:>ainst the cultural background \ ... ·ithin which she was writing. this "sacralization" 

represents a feminist challenge to both Jewish traditions and mainstream German 

constructions of gender. The erotic relationship between text and poet that Kolmar 

projects throughout her writing as the relationship between the text and the female body 

is nowhere more apparent than in her poem "Die Dichterin." In this poem. the 

connection between the value of her work from specifically Jewish and female 

perspectives. and its value as a text rooted in the sacred. become almost 

indistinguishable. Just as she uses towers to represent one aspeCt of female subjectivity 

in "Die Judin." in her poem "Die Dichterin." Kolmar rewTites the trope of text as body to 

represent how female desire and subjectivity are powerfully int1uenced by, and formed 

within. textual constructs: 

Du hcllst mich in dt!n Hclnden gaJlL und gar. 

\1ein Herz wie eines kleinen Vogels schlagt 

In deiner faust. Ocr du dies liest. gib acht: 



Denn sieh. du blatterst einen Menschen um. 

Doch ist es dir aus Pappe nur gemacht. 

Aus Druckpapier und Leim, so bleibt es stumm 

Und trifft dich nicht mit seinem groBen Blick. 

Der aus den schwarzen Zeichen suchend schaut. 

Und ist ein Ding und hat ein Dinggeschick. 

Und ward verschleiert doch gleich einer Braut. 

Und ward geschmuckt. daB du es lieben magst. ... 
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The Biblical influence is strongly present in this poem. especially through 

Kolmar's use of archaic words like '\\lard," and phrases like "Denn sieh." demonstrating 

the influence of the Luther Bible upon her work. and firmly situating it within the 

German tradition as well. What is more interesting. though. is the trope of the bride. 

frequently used in the Bible to describe the land of Israel in relationship to "her" 

bridegroom. i.e. God. The poem shows not only how this relationship mirrors those of 

husbands and wives in patriarchal societies. but also how the female body is troped as 

text and homeland in the Biblical tradition. While this may give the impression that 

Kolmar was merely repeating such tropes in her \'w·ork. a further analysis of her aesthetic 

strategies reveals a subversive political agenda which info!11ls her aesthetics. and again 
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highlight the ditTerent position Jewish women writers tind themselves in when they seek 

to create a space for themselves in both Jewish and non-Jewish traditions. 

"Die Dichterin" is ironically addressed to a male readership which has been 

conditioned to respond to the text as a female entity (e.g. bride, text, homeland) which 

exists solely to serve male pieasure. But Kolmar deconstructs this gendered relationship 

to the text by pointing out the subordinate position women. female poets and their texts 

occupy in the tradition of male readership and literary production. She laments the lack 

of attention her work receives. even though it has been arrayed in the garments of 

patriarchal tradition: a bride's dress and veil. But the "schwarze Zeichen" that looks back 

at the male reader are, in Kolmar"s usage, markers ofa Jewish female subjectivity in a 

consciously critical stance towards male-dominated traditions (the color black is 

ubiquitously associated with her position as a minority throughout her works). This 

intenext also problematizes the question of "silence." and focuses not on the silent 

women and texts. but rather on the inability of her (male I readership to perceive the 

meaning of women's voices. and of texts by \vomen. As Gloria Anzaldua has remarked 

in discussing minority American \vomen's literature, "When she transforms silence into 

language. a woman transgresses."!'" Through challenging the traditional prohibitions 

placed upon \vomen's \\-nnen expression. Kolmar implicitly challenges the entire 

Western literary tradition. Through the conceit of the Jev.ish female body as "text." 

Kolmar questions the stereotypes which themselves silence women poets. Through this 

," Anzaldua. Makin!.! Face. ~'lakin!.! Soul: Haciendo Caras (San Francisco: Aunt Lute 
Foundation. 1990). p. xxii. 
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metaphorical juxtaposition. she is able to assert that not only are women's texts not 

understood. but neither are the women behind (or within) the text. For the objectifying 

gaze of the implicitly male reader. she is only "a thing. \vith a thing's fate." "Die 

Oichterin" undermines this objectification through imbuing her text with subjectivity. 

and refocuses the attention on the standards which undermine women's work a priori. 

Thus. it is perfectly fitting that Kolmar mocks the critical conventions which hold 

that men are better suited to make literary judgments: 

Oer Mann ist soviel kluger. als v.ir sind. 

In seinem Reden unterh:ilt er sich 

Mit Tod und FIiihling. Eisenwerk und Zeit: 

Ich sage: "Du ... " und immer: "Ou und ich." 

In "Die Dichterin," Kolmar castigates the phallic singularity of the male critic which 

stands in opposition to the plwality of women's texts and voices alluded to in the word 

'\\ir" in opposition to "Oer Mann." The pronoun "we" also implies a female readership 

and sets up a space in the poem for women (and men?) to unite in resistance to the 

critical male gaze. "We" implies that, in some ways, all \vomen occupy the position of 

"texts" and "brides" within patriarchal societies. and that "die Dichterin" could be any 

woman who takes pen to hand, who tries to resist and revise the patriarchal texts that 

construct women's (and. implicitly, men's lives). The text is arrayed like a bride whose 

jewelry and finery is arranged to attract male desire. lOR But the poem also describes the 

J"~ Ironically, it is this arrayal in tradition which indicts my 0\\11 position as a male 
critic vis a vis women and women-authored texts. Therefore pan of my project has been 
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violent rejection that she (both the text and the poet I has suffered at the hands of a male 

dominated society. The experience of the woman poet is paradigmatic of the silencing, 

erasure. violation to which women are subjected in such societies. As if to underscore 

this point. "Die Dichterin" appears as the opening poem in a cycle entitled "Weibliches 

Bildnis" (in the first published version of this cycle [1938], Kolmar had "Die Judin" 

immediately follow "Die Dichterin"). In constructing this "image." "portrait" or "parable" 

of the woman poet (the word "Bildnis" has all these connotations). Kolmar uses not one. 

but multiple female personae. It is significant that all of these personae have Jewish 

markers-which is not to say that all women are Jews (a la Sartre's assenion that all 

outsiders are Jews), but rather an assenion of her multiple and diverse heritages as a Jew 

and as a woman. :'") She sets up a distinction benveen "the man's" speech and women's 

texts, suggesting the potential subversiveness of texts by women. Yet she also recognizes 

the dependent relationship upon men and male literary traditions when she writes that 

while the man can speak to himself she always is forced to say "you and I." The 

typically egocentric. abstract and theoretical male concerns with iromvorks. death. and 

time devalue the seemingly "feminine" concerns appraised from the (phallic) locus of a 

"man's world." In this, Kolmar also stresses the social constructs which base female 

subjectivity on the primacy of male desire--and on the subordinate position of women. 11<1 

not only to read Kolmar "differently." but in the process to challenge the traditional 
gendered relationship benveen text and reader. 
;,,9 This also highlights the affinities that Kolmar's work has \\;th Chicana writers 
who position themselves as mes(cas or muiafloes: see especially her poem 
"Mulattenrose." which resituates the Nazi eugenic term "Mischling" in a context which 
celebrates her "wilde Braun." 
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Und dieses Buch ist eines Madchens Kleid.. 

Das reich und rot sein mag und armlich fahL 

Und immer unter liebem Finger nur 

Zerknittem dulden will, Befleckung, Mal. 

So steh ich. \veisend, was mir widerfuhr: 

Denn harte Lauge hat es wohl gebleicht. 

Doch keine hat es ganzlich ausgespult. 

So ruf ich dich. Mein Ruf ist dUnn und leicht. 

Du horst, was spricht. Vemimmst du auch, was fuhlt? 

In representing "this book" as a "girl's dress," Kolmar works yet another literal 

intertextualization. Not only does she focus on texts which construct women's lives. but 

also the textiles in which they are clothed. and sometimes enclosed. III While she wishes 

to be imbued with richness (tied to fertility and passion through the color red). she also 

realizes that, in her current state, her "Ruf' (both her call and her reputation) are pale and 

Iight. il1 As opposed to "Die Judin," where the poet arrays herself as a judge, not a bride 

110 This can also be seen as an ironic commentary on and a feminist critique of 
Martin Buber's classic work Ich und Du, which would imply that the act of putting "Du" 
tirst is constituted differently in the experiences of men and women. This would have 
obvious implications for the analysis of the differences between men and \'lomen's 
spirituality. 
111 Compare this with the walls. towers. and "noble garments" she girds herse!f\~ith 
in "Die Judin". 
i 1~ Of course the opposite meaning is also present in these words: the red stain on the 
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in ancient Jewish texts and textiles. and grows and tinds protection as a result of taking 

them on. the woman poet is much more tentative about her tinding acceptance in the 

literary world. The fact that "Die Dichterin" speaks of girls' and not women's clothes 

reflects upon the female poet's position within the male-dominated literary canon where 

"women's literature" can still be a phrase of belittling contempt. The position of the 

woman in "Die Jiidin" as opposed to "Die Dichterin" suggests that Judaism otTered her 

the opportunities of h'Towth not available in German or European society in general. 

This is one of the factors which accounts for Kolmar's celebration of the text and 

female sexuality as well as female authorship and subjectivity intersects with her belief 

in the value of sacred texts. Her desire to unite her works v"ith that tradition represent an 

attempt to obliterate sexual/textual dichotomies, and to overcome misogynistic cultural 

norms through representing both women's texts and bodies as sacred. The book's. 

metaphorically the woman's. state of limbo between rich and red and poor and pale 

retlects not only the yearning for sexual maturity. but also the violence that both the book 

and the woman sutTer at male hands. 113 She suffers the wrinkling of" gentle fingers" 

dress could represent the texts and the poets violation under the "wrinkling fingers" of the 
male reader. Thus. the poem becomes a meditation upon the unease Kolmar may have 
felt as a poet when she realized that texts which had a certain meaning for her could lose 
that meaning in the wake of the reader's biases. 
11, This passage can also be tied to the abortion Kolmar underwent in order to 
maintain propriety in the patriarchal system-one which both affinned the primacy of 
motherhood in women's self-identity. and yet denied the right of having "legitimate" 
children to women who were not properly situated \\;thin patriarchal systems of 
exchange. Kolmar suffered doubly through being forced to have an abortion when she 
did not want one. and through not being able to have children when she later desired 
them. 
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which produce the "stain" (Betleckung) or "stigma" (Mal) produced by the bridegroom. 

who symbolically rapes the text with his misunderstanding critical gaze.; l~ Indeed., "der 

Manns" concern with "time" ("Zeit") may also violate the poems. for in his concern \\'ith 

"Mal" (time), he produces the "Mal" (stain) upon the pages of the book implicitly 

designed for eternity (as is suggested not only by Kolmar's letters. but also by the biblical 

language of the poem). 

But the passage also speaks to the cultural and textual silences which Kolmar is 

trying to enunciate. Again. she tests the limits of the "female body as text" metaphor. 

describing the reading and handling the book receives, and through placing that in 

apposition to the abuse she receives at the hands of a patriarchal society. "This book" is 

in apposition \\ith the lyrical "I," and expresses the ambivalence she feels towards her 

position as a Jewish woman. She asserts, at first. a passive submissiveness to the 

patriarchal order through the book which "will suffer a thing's fate." And yet, after she 

has sutTered that treatment. she stands to give testimony to all that she has sutTered. even 

though her experiences have been subjected to a violent process of erasure. In the image 

of lye and stains, she sets up a symmetry bet\veen the erasure of v.·omen's texts and 

violence against women which again underscores the relationship between the discourses 

of sexuality. textuality and political liberation in a patriarchal society. 

11-1 Kolmar ties the image of a stain explicitly to Je\\ishness in "Susanna." where the 
narrator. in contrast to the proud young Je\\ish girl. Susanna. takes no pride in her 
Je\\;shness: "Ich war nicht stolz. trug kein Zeichen des Konigsgeschlechts: ich trug einen 
Makel" (p. 303). Thus. what happened to her can also be taken to be a loss of her 
Jewishness. or the transformation of her Je\\ishness mto a "stain" in anti-Semitic 
discourse. or through Jewish self-hatred. 
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But the next stanza explains that the text is an attempt to tell or. alternatively, to 

bleach out the memory of what has happened to her. literally, what has happened against 

her ("widerfuhr"l. Even though the "lye" has bleached out most signs of the stain she 

bears. It has not fully washed it away, enabling her to give testimony, even though her 

voice has been rendered "thin and weak" through the experience. She makes a final plea 

to the reader to not only hear the words she says, but also to perceive the feeling subject 

inscribed in the text. Here Kolmar works through the conceit that text is the woman poet 

but the tensions set up between this trope and that of her experience of violation and 

marginalization at the hands of" der Mann." Yet her textualization of female sexuality 

also shows the ways in which it is precisely this process which silences her voice as a 

woman. Her ",\ide gaze" is imprisoned in a text which searches in vain to meet the 

(malel reader's (as ... vell as God's) c::yt:, but ultimately it is rendered just an "thing" with a 

"thing's history." 

The stam aiso symbolic of intercourse between the veiled bride of the text and 

(implicitly male) reader as bridegroom. Kolmar inscribes the stain of that encounter in 

her texts much as the stain is also a sign of consummation in lsak Dinesen's story "The 

Blank Page," where an explicit connection between the page and the female body is set 

into play. In contrast to the proud female defiance inscribed in Dinesen's story. where the 

unstained ,,,"'hite sheet is the sign of a woman who resisted phallic authority, Kolmar's 

poem IS about the violation of women's writing. or more specifically. the violation of the 

male critical gaze and the male-dominated literary canon with its exclusionary politics. 
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The troping of the color "black." as well as the strong association oftextuality with 

Jewishness, shows the way in which metaphors of Jewishness and womanhood overlap in 

Kolmar's \vork, Thus her meditations upon women's writing and traditions inevitably 

focus upon her situation as a Je\\-ish women, but they also point out that women's 

traditions can never be separated from the other traditions (such as ethnicity and religion) 

within \vhich they are inscribed. 

Kolmar weaves back and forth between a description of the position of the 

minority \voman poet. and that of woman-authored texts which also searched in vain for 

a significant response from the patriarchal society. While she is seemingly bashful in 

asking if "the man" might change his mind, might learn to drive away habits and 

indifference in order read the text and be moved by what it has to say, she subverts male 

standards at the same time through woman-authored encounters with text and tradition 

which serve as centers of resistance within German society in particular, and patriarchal 

societies in general. So while her critique is specifically based in her experiences as a 

Jewish woman, she continually works with underlying misogynist precepts which 

function in many different contexts, and which apply in varying degrees to the cultural 

and political positionings of all women living in patriarchal societies. 

Kolmar further explores the gendering of women's writing processes through her 

meditations on female sexuality and reproduction. While the trope of gestation is a 

common one in describing the act of literary creation. it's use, contexts. and potential 

meamngs alter according to the gender and historicai situation of the author describing 
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the experience. As many have pointed out. the credit for the reproductive powers of 

women and the female body has been appropriated by male authors for centuries. But 

Trinh T. Minh-ha posits in Woman, Native, Other that 

Writing as an "intrinsic" child/birth process takes on different qualities in 

women's contexts. No man claims to speak from the womb, women do. 

Their site of fertilization, they often insist, is the womb, not the mind. 

Their inner gestation is in the womb, not in the mind. The mind is 

therefore no longer opposed to the heart: it is, rather, perceived as part of 

the womb, being "englobed by it." Men name "womb" to separate a part 

of woman from woman (to separate it from the rest that fonns her: body 

and mind), making it possible to lay legal claim to it. By doing so, they 

create their own contradictions and come round to identifying her with 

their fabrication: a specialized, infant-producing organ. Women use 

"womb" to re-appropriate it and re-unite (or re-differ) themselves, their 

bodies, their places of production. 115 

While Trinh's description of this process veers close to essentialism, it is an accurate 

portrayal of the way in which the metaphor (and actuality) of gestation has empowered 

many minority and Third World women \"Titers. Implicit in Trinh's argument is a holistic 

sense of the connection between the mind, heart, and body. as well as different 

configurations of the role of women and mothers in non-Western society. With regards 

115 Trinh T. Minh-ha Woman. Native. Other pp.37-8. 
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to Kolmar's work. the sense of wholeness that she attempts to create through mystical 

discourses merges not only with her attempt to inscribe women's experiences into the 

Jewish tradition. but also with her enunciation of the silences surrounding women's 

bodies and sexuality. As with the rest of her work. this leads her into an exploration of 

the ways in which the discourse of motherhood is constructed by and within the Jewish 

tradition. 

In KoImar's work. most explicitly in her letters. gestation and writing are 

ponrayed as specifically solitary acts. And because Kolmar herself never bore a child (a 

fact which she regretted throughout most of her life). it seems that she projected what 

maternal desires she did have onto the act of iiterary creation. But at times it seems she 

focuses upon her powers of creation as if they were unique to her alone: 

die Tatsache. daB mein Schaff en anderen Menschen etwas gibt, macht 

mir. so erfreulich sie ist. doch nicht solche Freude \Vie das Schaffen selbst. 

Es geht mir mit meinen kleinen Werken wie einer Mutter mit ihrem 

neugeborenen Kind: naturlich freut sie sich tiber die Begeisterung des 

Vaters. der GroBeltem, die Gliickwunsche der Verwandten. jedoch die 

Hauptsache bJeibt. die groBte Freude ist ihr. daB sie es zur Welt gebracht 

At the top of the list of relatives she wishes to please is the father: in Kolmar's personal 

life. this has two possible resonances: one \\;th her father. and one v.;th the unnamed 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 21. 
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lover who rejected her. and about whom she \'Tote her first cycle of poems. 

Interestingly. it was her father who got Kolmar's first collection of poems published as a 

surprise present for her in 1917. And yet. by the time that Kalmar was producing her 

most important works. it seems that she had come to a sense of her own worth as a poet 

which transcended that influence (much like Adrienne Rich claimed that it was initially 

the support of her father which helped propel her work in its early stages). In noting that 

her cycle "Die Frau und die Tiere" has lead her to be hailed as the "bedeutendsten 

judischen Lyrikerin seit der Else Lasker-Schuler." she remarks that "so macht das Vati 

mehr Freude als mir: mich erregt es nicht sehr." I I; 

However. it also needs to be remembered that it was for the sake of her father and 

his career that Kalmar got an abortion in 1917. The repercussions of this abortion in 

Kolmar's work deserves a chapter in its own right. II g Kolmar seems to have regrened her 

decision and the coercion of her parents throughout the rest of her life. So while on one 

hand. the trope of gestation in her works can be read as the anempt to fulfill the 

patriarchal injunction for all women to become mothers. on the other hand. her desire to 

bear children and to create can be seen as the desire to transgress paternal wishes. This 

becomes all the more evident when considering the fact of her \\Titing as a violation of 

patriarchal constructs of "proper" womanhood. As the acts of writing and reproduction 

II Kalmar .. Briete~ p. 14. 
:;~ I currentiy have an untinished wiele which deals precisely with this issue. even 
though it is not polished enough for inclusion in this dissertation. 



become linked in Kolmar"s works. they constitute rebellion against the control of the 

female body and the control of female literary productions. 
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And yet. m later life. she had a rather conventional stance toward being a mother 

and housewife. one which seemingly contlicts with her aftinnations of female 

independence: 

[Ich] hatte mich vennutIich. ohne viel zu entbehren. dem Hauswesen und 

der Kindererziehung widmen kannen. Ohne. \Vie Du mir glauben wirs!. 

deswegen zu veraufierlichen. zu verflachen. Nein. diese einfachen. 

taglichen Dinge hanen fUr mich einen anderen. tieferen Sinn bekommen 

als fur die meisten Frauen. Meine Aufgahe hat immer gleichsam in mir 

gelegen .... IIY 

This passage highlights again the many contradictory discourses that Kolmar had to 

mediate in coming to a sense of herself as a Jewish woman. Within the context of this 

letter. Kolmar is trying to console her sister. Hilde. over the doubts and problems that she 

had m dealmg with her daughter. Sabine. But agam. Kolmar returns to her own 

staunchly independent stance on the project of childrearing as being mostly an 

opponunity for her to continue the work on herself. Her desire to continually explore the 

deeper levels of daily experience. even the mundane aspects of childrearing, indicate her 

sense of the deeper poetics of daily experience which are brought out in the rest of her 

works. 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 25. 
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Kolmar's attitudes towards her work also otTer insights into her detiant 

independence and consequent inability to sympathize with other women. In responding 

to her sister's suggestion that they should at some point work on a joint project together. 

Kolmar responds that 

Wenn ich mit jemand zusammen eine Dichtung hervorbringcn so lIte. so 

v,,·are das etwa so. \\;e wenn zwei Frauen sich miteinander in die Geburt 

eines Kindes teilen wollten. Das geht einfach nicht. Jede dichterische 

ErschatTung ist fur mich eine Geburt (die We hen sind manchmal 

scheuBlich!). Zur Zeit findet dieses Ereignis-in Etappen-immer nachts 

stan: ich gehe fnih zu Ben und wenn dann die oberen Mieter bei ihrer 

allnachtlichen. sehr gerauschvollen Heimkehr zwischen lund 3 Uhr mich 

wecken. habe ich schon ein paar Stunden geschlafen und die Kopfarbeit 

kann beginnen. Wenn ich dann das "Kind" wieder urn einige Zentimeter 

weiter "gehoben" habe. ist 5 Uhr vorbei. und ich kann noch ein bischen 

druseln. Morgens nach dem Anziehn wlrd glecih alles medergeschrieben: 

dabei bin ich sehr mude. tUhle mich elend, habe wohl auch 

Kopfschmerzen, kurz aIle Anzeichen eines "Katers." \Vie nach einer 

nachtlichen Ausschweifung. die es ja auch ist. Die nachste Nacht durch 

schlafe ich dann meinen "Rausch" aus ... I~O 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 43. 
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At the time she wrote this letter (January 15. 1940). Kolmar was working on the story 

"Susanna" (which. according to the editor's notes. was \WItten between 29 December 

1939 and 13 February 1940).1:1 The passage indicates a multitude of insights into 

Kolmar's daily life and the dynamics of her process of creating poetry. Not only does she 

explicitly claim that the process of poetic creation is for her an act of giving birth. but 

also that she compares it to an act of "Au5sch""iefung." which translates as 

"extravagance" or "excess." and also a form of "Rausch." which can be interpreted as 

"intoxication" or even "ecstasy". The complex intertwining of the meanings of 

childbearing. writing and ecstasy in this passage indicates a traversing of desire across 

her hody which is hoth painful and yet productive. When interlinked \\;th a poem like 

"Die Dichterin." the differing aspects of Kolmar's woman-based aesthetics of creation 

correspond descriptions of "writing the body" found in French feminist and 

post-structuralist theories. But rather than settling the issue of such ahistorical and 

psychoanal~1lc approaches. I \\1sh to contextualize Kolmar's responses \\ithin the 

different ethnic and religious discourses \'v·hICh shaped the Issues she dealt with in her 

work. 

In a passage where she discusses her recent reading of works by D.H. Lawrence 

and Joseph Conrad. she marks a clear distinction between their works and hers. opining 

that hers is not amenable to high-minded literary discussion. But she clarifies that though 

she enjoys the work of such authors. 

Briefe. p. 237 (fn. 15:2). 
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Mir ist jetzt so gar nicht nach literarischen Er6rterungen zumut. Mir ist 

zumute ... wenn es sich urn K6rperliches handelte. wurde ich diesen 

Zustand als Schwangerschaft bezelchnen. Und das 1St er wohl auch. 1m 

Geistigen. da trage ich zur Zeit ein Elefantenkind: denn soviel ich weiB, 

tragt das Elefantenweibchen sein Junges etwa zwei Jahre. Ich werde es am 

Ende noch langer tragen ... 1:1 

In the following paragraph. Kolmar clarifies that the "es" of this paragraph refers to her 

study of Hebrew. and what is fascinating is that even when speaking explicitly about 

gestation. she specifies that. for her, the physical intertWines with the spiritual in an 

intimate manner which suggests that her experience of the physical is spiritual. She 

describes her intellectual experience of composing poetry as both physical and spiritual: 

it is through the body that her emotional and spiritual joy occurs. through the intersection 

of the jouissance of writing and exploration of her sexuality that she unites the two 

projects (the exploration of her sexuality and her Jewish spirituality) so that the root of 

each is in the other. That IS. through exploring her sexuality she finds her spirituality. and 

through discovering her spirituality and her Jewish heritage, she discovers deeper levels 

of her sexuality. For Kolmar, the two are inseparable, just as her identities as a Jew and 

as a woman are inseparable. The key to this is a further understanding of the 

borderline!liminal field ofjouissance. the excess which is both physical and excessive of 

the physicaL that goes beyond. While it is an act of interpretation to tie this to spiritual 

Kolmar. Briefe. p. 83. 
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ecstasy. critics such as Cixous and Irigaray have previously suggested that there is a very 

strong tie between the two expenences. 

And this is again where Kolmar's relationship to motherhood IS problematic. 

comes in. perhaps through the iconography of the blissful mother. the blessed virgin. 1=.; 

Kolmar does not usually use Christian imagery. and she does not betray any knowledge 

of Christian women mystics who conceived similar ecstatic visions of childbirth 

(although she , ... ould have known of the Madonna,. The key difference. however. lies in 

Kolmar's :inkage of this vision explicitly to \\Titing. :':.l 

Just how connected to language and writing her conception of childbirth. 

womanhood. and Jewishness was is indicated by the following passage from the same 

letter which introduced the "elephant-child": 

Ich berichtete wohl gelegentlich schon. daB ich ein paar hebraische 

Gedichte gemacht. die meme Lehrenn. nach etlichen Verbesserungen. fUr 

druckrelf erklart hatte. Das mag nun stlmmen oder mcht. Jedenfalls \Vell3 

ich nur zu gut. daJ3 diese Gedichte. wenn auch nicht \\'ortwortlich. so doch 

in einem feineren Sinne. Llbertragungen aus dem Deutschen sind. daB ein 

\\'irklich hebraisches Gedicht ganz anders aussehn, ganz anders klingen 

1':3 Although her insights are mostly applicable in psychoanal~1ic and Catholic 
contexts. Julia Kristeva's essay "Stabat Mater" stands out as one of the few pieces of 
academic criticism which takes seriously the problem of spirituality and motherhood. and 
the need to move beyond the patriarchal constraints upon new visions of maternal 
spirituality . 
:.:~ In a different context. Koimar writes after linishing a short 5tOiY that. "\1ir 
scheint. daB diese Leistung mich nicht bloB see lisen. sondern auch korperlich gekraftig 
hat. .. " (p. 145). 
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muBte. Es ist nun gliickhcherWlese mcht so. daB ein Dichter (sic) cur In 

seiner Muttersprache reden kann und muB. sonst batte ich keine Hoffnung, 

je mit meiner Vatersprache zu dichten. 115 

Kolmar situates her \ .. Titing in Hebrew within historicai and cultural terms which 

demonstrate her awareness of the symbolic weight carried by that act: "Beim 

Hebraischen kommt hinzu. daB es bis vor kurzem wohl nirgendwo in Europa die erste 

Sprache eines Menschen gewesen ist. sondern h6chstens die zweite ... dort. wo Jiddisch 

die erste war."I~b She also observes that pan of the attraction of Hebrew for her is that it 

is "ganz undeutsch, unfranzosisch, unenglisch ausdrUck"t."1.:!7 Her move to writing 

Hebrew represents a s~mbolic move away from the European tradition, a move to the 

East. And yet. she expresses this as a movement away from a "mother" to a "father" 

tongue. While it may be possible to interpret this as Kolmar's retreat into one patriarchal 

tradition to resist another. the relationship is far more complex. In a context where her 

"mother" tongue. Gennan. was taken over by the Nazis and their bureaucrats. her move 

away from the Gennan language is understandable.I~8 As I have indicated throughout 

this dissertation. Kolmar's forays into Jewish tradition, while fraught with difficulties 

from a feminist point of view. provided her. as a Jewish woman, \\~th lines of intellectual 

I ~5 Kolmar, Briefe, p. 84. 
Kolmar. Briefe, p. 84. 
Kolmar. Briefe, p. 84. 

::R There are still many Jews today who refuse to speak German because of 
resonances it has with the Holocaust. 
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escape and liberatory (representational) possibilities not available by other means. Gail 

Shulman writes in "A Feminist Path to Judaism" that 

it is my very Jewishness which is at the root of my feminism. Feminism is 

a prophetic movement concerned with justice for the oppresseci 

compassion for those who suffer. a sense of history. of community. of 

righteousness. and the courage to live in opposition .... my feminism is 

I!nriched by and rooted in my Judaism. and so the two are inseparable: yet 

I do not feel accepted by the very tradition that has formed and informed 

me. for it fails to support and affirm the women that I and many other 

feminists have become. 1:9 

It is indeed paradoxical that a patriarchal tradition gave her more possibilities as a 

woman. But Judaism and the struggles of ethnic minorities in their complexity are not 

reducible to black and white stances on patriarchy: Kolmar's ability to create a Judaism in 

her o\\n image testities to this possibility. 

Later in the same letter. she returns to the "e\ephant-child" in her most explicit 

connection of Hebrew. gestation, and writing: 

--Und das Elefantenkind? Nun. das Elefantenkind ist dies: Seit kurzem 

weiB ich. wie ein hebraisches Gedicht nicht sein. \'.ie ich nicht dichten 

darf. und tUhle jetzt. daB ich bald wissen werde. wie ich dichten muB. und 

dieses Gedicht. das noch nicht da ist ("das Ungeborene"). das bildet sich 

Gall Shulman. "";' Femmlst Path to Judaism." in Hesche!. p. 108. 
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schon 10 mir. Vielleicht wlrd es Monate. Jahre dauem. bis lch es 

ausgetragen: aber ans Licht kommen wird es. und ich hofte. es wird keine 

Fehlgeburt sein. trotz ailer wahrscheinlichen Mangei ... Vielleicht hab' 

ich deshaib letztlich auch gar nichts mehr in deutscher Sprache 

geschaffen .... 1.
1
0 

Kolmar's apparent abandonment of the Gennan language in favor of Hebrew resonates 

among many levels. Although her writing was connected to her experience of female 

sexuality from quite early on in her writing career, this statement marks a major 

departure for her work. As she mentioned earlier in this key lener, the tum from Gennan 

to Hebrew constitutes a tum from the "mother's" to the "father's" tongue.131 From the first 

poems in which she began to explore the Jewlsh tradition. the tension between her 

woman-centered poems and patriarchal Judaism were quite apparent on the surface. j," 

And yet there are many ways in which her embrace of Judaism fostered the 

woman-centered poems. it is not possible to separate out gender from ethnicity. and in 

Kolmar's work-as well as that of many contemporary feminists-ethnicity functions as a 

sustaining force in the definition and expioration of women's \\Titings and social 

concerns even as the limitations and drawbacks of that tradition are painfully realized. It 

1.10 Kolmar, Briefe: p. 85. 
131 In another connection to the language of the fathers. Kolmar connects her ability 
in languages to her grandfather Schoentlies (also Walter Benjamin's grandfather), whom 
she claims to be unlike except "nur die Begabung fUr Sprachen habe ich. nach Munis 
Aussage, von ihm geerbt" (p.92). 
I..: She \\Tites to Hilde in March] 942 that she has seen a book \\ ith the title Oas 
Lied der Vater (by Edzerd Schaper). and notes that she. too. wishes to compose a work 
\vith the same title (p. 138). 



IS for this reason that Kolmar's work must be contmually resltuated m the hlstoncal 

meanings and resonances which helped produce it. 
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Kolmar's embrace of Judaism also has compiex associations \\'ith her embrace of 

femaie sexuaiity and the probiems of anti-Semitic and misogynistic cuitural 

representations in early twentieth century Germany. For example. Judaism was often 

reviled as a "feminine" religion as opposed to the "masculinist" ideologies which came to 

be main supports of Nazism. On a more socio-politicalleveL Kolmar's interest in the 

strong emphasis on justice in the Hebrew Bible and the Jev.;sh tradition is just one 

example of biblical thought which can be appropriated without being lost in patriarchal 

baggage. This aspect of biblical narrative is a highly influential background for poems 

such as "Wir Juden" and "An den Gefangenen." and Kolmar explicitly invokes it at the 

beginning of her cycle of Robespierre poems. which are prefaced by three epigraphs from 

Isaiah (33:12.14: 11:3-5: 53:2.9) which hlghhght the suffenngs nghteous and their hopes 

for redemption. 

Kolmar also describes her reiationship to her own sufferings in chiidbirth 

metaphors which suggest another rationale for her poetry: "ich bin sehr, sehr ungiucklich 

gewesen: ich habe groBe und tiefe Schmerzen erduldet. die ich doch auch geliebt habe. 

\vie eine werdende Mutter die Qualen lieben kann. mit denen ihr Kind sie segnet. "I.;, 

Rather than just indicating a type of masochism. what such a thought seems to underlie is 

Kolmar's commitment to making use of her pain Her approach to her life and her work 

Kolmar. Bnefe. pp. 131-32. 
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seem both characterized by the desIre to shape expenence 10 terms which confront pam 

and struggle while transforming that expenence into spiritually meaningful metaphors. 

She uses the metaphor of King Midas' goiden touch to describe how she shaped 

experience 10 her work: 

Du magst mich fur sehr anspruchslos halten: ich war es nieht. Ich hane 

eine geringe EntzOndbarkeit und fing nicht leicht Feuer-ein Feuer. das 

dann schnell wieder ausgeht-brannte es aber (wie selten!) einmaL dann 

auch mit starker und dauemder Glut. Mein GefOhl besaB dann die 

Eigenschaft Konig Midas', dem alles. was er bertihrt<:. in den Handen zu 

Gold ward .... I;" 

The immediate context of this lener concerned her young lover at the factory. but the 

larger context also suggests relationship to nationalist and political themes in Kolmar's 

oeuvre. The "Feuer" of which she speaks IS linked to the "(Jetlamme" With which she 

charactenzes the importance of Robespierre in her life and in history. 

The poem "Die Kerze'; also includes a sly reference to and recontextualization of 

the story of the Garden of Eden, notabiy centering on the serpent and the woman. The 

candle of the story is obviously Robespierre, as the epigraph to the poem explains (he 

'vas called "the candle from Arras"). and yet he also seems to take on the role of a 

historical and absent Adam to the female persona's Eve. In the process. she produces a 

more surreal and oriental view ofFden. ~;th an emerald-eyed viper slithering over 

l-:.olmar. Bnete. p. 132. 
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Robesplerre's table, but stIll bemg very "shy" and even "laughable". Yet Kolmar casts the 

viper as "ohne Helter," '\"ithout a helpmate." suggesting that the snake is Adam before 

the creation of Eve. In the same stanza. though, the poet is present. indicating that it is 

not her. Yet eariier still in the poem she implores Robespierre to be her guide, stating 

"Sieh. ich bin allein, bin schwach und erden.! Doch ich lebe, gehe redend urn.! Schweife. 

deine Dienerin zu werden." Although she places herself in the position of servant to the 

male revolutionary. the objective of her "service" is in question. Although she claims 

that for her Robespierre is "more than just a phantom." she cannot provide for his 

domestic or material needs in the typical position of household subordination. However. 

the cultural and domestic significance of the "candle" \,,;thin Judaism would suggest the 

position of housewife in relation to the candle. In Jewish households. it is usualiy the 

responsibility of the "woman of the house" to light the candles before sunset on the eve of 

Sabbaths and testivals. Kolmar would undoubtedly have been aware of this traditIon. 

and may have associated it with the iines addressed to the candle as It is lit in the last 

stanza. Moreover. these candies are taken to symbolize the light of the Lord (cf. Ps. 

97: 11. Mic. 7:8). Candies are aiso iit \"hen a person dies. and eastern Jews traditionally 

lit candles on the graves of revered rabbis. They are also used as representing human 

souls (cf. Pr. 20:27). All of these potential uses of candles in the Jewish tradition 

resonate \',ith the "Kerze" representing the revolutionary Robespierre. Thus Kolmar 

could see him as a teacher and guide, as she ohviously does in the first stan7a, but the 

expression of ardor in this cycle of poems also indicates that she sees him as a messianic 
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figure along the lines of DavId.. for whom the Lord placed a lamp 10 Jerusalem (cf. 1 Kg. 

11:36). 

Although she uses a gendered term within a biblical reference which would 

suggest an Eve-like role for her. in the last stanza of the poem, she makes expiicit the 

cultural constraints under which she had to work as a woman poet. expressed 

metaphorically as the work of a sculptor and a singer: 

Kann ich Stein behauen. modeln. schweiBen. 

Tun. was keiner Frauenhand gereif) 

Nur aus scharten will ich Graser reiBen, 

Eh ein Tag in seine Dammer tlieht. 

Will. du Kerze. dich inmitten setzen 

Als ein neues schaundes Gesicht. 

Meinen Mund mit deiner Flamme netzen. 

DaB sein Lied von ihrem reinen Licht 

Wei lend tone. (340) 

Of course. the work of a sculptor is also taboo according to the Torah commandment to 

make no graven images, so in undertaking her work of "serving" Robespierre (and thus 

the broadening of the Revolution into a contemporary context. blasting him out of 

history. as it were. into the present as also a rebellion against Jewish tradition and 

German fascism. As Benjamin phrases it in his "Theses on the Philosophy of History." 

"History is the subject of a structure \vhose site is not homogeneous. empty time. but time 
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tilled by the presence of the now ["Jetztzeit"]. Thus. to Robespierre ancient Rome was a 

past charged with the time of the now which he blasted out of the continuum of 

history."1.~5 It is almost as if Kolmar chose the French Revolution because there she could 

rind a successful revolutionary movement that she could identify \\<ith. since neither the 

Jewish nor the German history offered her modem models of successful radical social 

change. 

But in a way she also hopes to resurrect Robespierre. to "blast him out of the past. 

as is implied by her desire to situate him as a "new gazing face." one which is looking at 

the present. Where her toe touches the pasL she wishes the past to touch and look upon 

the present: the act of looking is one v.ith the act of shedding light and with giving voice 

to the n;oman poet's song. for it is through moistening her mouth \\<ith the flame of the 

candle that her new vision will be produced. Through the paradoxical "moistening" her 

mouth with the t1ame. she seems to counteract the dIvine remonstrance against the 

serpent for tempting Eve: "dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life" (Gen. 1: 14).13(' In 

the end. it may well be that Kolmar merges the identity of snake and v.·oman in her 

poetry. 

In the poem "Maximillian" (from the cycle on Robespierre) she calls Robespierre 

a child. her child. a child that she has dreamed: 

.;5 Benjamin. Illuminations, p. 261. 
:-,(, The second biblical story of creation contains the well known pun about "adam" 
(man) being formed from the "adamah" (ground). and then of Adam having to labor on 
the same "adamah.!! Conrraposed to the moistening name is the "drizzling dust" of the 
previous stanza ... (back to the primordial stories. alliance \\ith forces rebelling against 
patriarchal god. women and animals as liminal figures of exile and rebellion.) 
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Du Kind. 

Du Kind. Ich traumte dich: 

Du hast in mir geklungen. 

Du Kind. Mein Kind. Du lebtest mich: 

Du warst der sanfte Geigenstrich, 

Aus meiner Saite aufgesprungen. (374) 

The conceit of the female body as an instrument. the vision of her body as a violin. 

envisions Robespierre as a violin stroke coming out of her side would seem to indicate 

the stereotypical characterization of the female body as an instrument. And yet the pun 

on the \vord "Saite" (Seite) that occurs in the poem "Turme" as well. She characterizes 

their relationship as a physical one, whereby which she literally and physically resonates 

with the image of Robespierre which she has conjured in her mind. Underscoring the 

physicality of the relationship is her use of a maternal metaphor which suggests that she 

gave binh to Robespierre. And. considering her sense of the connections between 

historv. \\Tinen texts. and life. it is possible to see her as "giving birth" to a new 

understanding of Robespierre's history. Yet it also represents an almost mystical. 

transhistorical assenion that the narrator of the poem gave binh to Robespierre through a 

sort of textual immaculate conception.l.n 

The recurring paradox of a silence which enunciates itself occurs in a passage of 

"Maxlmillian" which combines many of her most complex metaphors: "1m Himmel stand 

Cpo with the Gospel of John's Word that becomes flesh. 



die Nacht und sang! Das Schweigen reiner Femen." Distance. night. and silence all 

coalesce in the night's song. The singing of silence is analogous to the "words of the 

I ", ... 
-~ 

silent." which for Kolmar are the most powerful enunciations. The resonance of stillness. 

the items which are sung and spoken. but are silenced. Indeed. she laments to 

Robespierre that "Ich nannte dich und sprachiStill uber dir den GlaubenjDen 

Ungerechtigkeit zerbrach." indicating her belief in the power not only of "silent words" 

(i.e .. in one sense. written ones). but that of "the faith that can break injustice". But 

Kolmar also asserts the desire to assume the revloutionary role once occupied by 

Robespierre through the confession that "Du Kind. Ich siegte nicht." As she and other 

progressive German Jews and Leftists saw both the failure of their political and 

ideological struggles to stop the Nazis. Kolmar confesses in silence that her "silent 

words" could not bring about revolutions and social justice on their own. Even though 

she and many other Jews believed in the evocative power of words. history. literature and 

poetry which can activate contemporary consciousness and a thirst for justice. their 

works stand today as testimony to the difficulty of forging new political realities from 

oppositional discourses. But their contemporary relevance also testifies to the continung 

need for discourses which challenge social injustice and seek new means of negotiating 

the racism. anti-Semitism and sexism which still lie at the heart of our society. 
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Jewishness and the Liminal Realms of Animals. Womanhood. and Nature 

As discussed in the previous chapters. Kolmar's aesthetics are intricately bound 

with her consciousness of her position as a Je\\,lsh \voman in an anti-Semitic and sexist 

society. In this chapter. I wish to discuss the ways in which this sensibility was also 

plaYl:!d out in hl:!r sl:!l:!mingly non-political focus on nature and animals in many oCher 

works. While women are ubiquitously represented as dark. unknowable. nature-bound 

"others" within the Western literary tradition. Kolmar's resituates and revises such tropes 

in her animal poems and her only short story. "Susanna" (written in 1940). and it is on 

"Susanna" that I \\ish to focus in this section. My reading of "Susanna" shows that 

Kolmar's manner of representing women and "the feminine" has startling affinities with 

the interpretive strategies used by post-structuralist French feminists like Luce lrigaray 

and Helene Cixous who. using deconstructive reversals. move traditionally negative 

stereotypes of women and the female to the center of their narrati\es and critiques in 

order to call such representations into question and to break dO\\TI rigid dichotomies. !.-S 

I <x Susanna's pride in her Jewishness is emphasized throughout the story. She 
declares that she is a "Konigstochter" and then asserts. "Ich bin eine Tochter vom Konig 
David oder yom Konig Saul. Die lebten. das ist schon lange her: aber \\ir haben es nicht 
\ergessen. Aber die anderen vielen Leute stammen nicht von Konigen abo BloB ich. Denn 
ich bin eine J udin." While this may be seen as an expression of megalomania. it is also a 
problematIc expression of her awareness oC and pnde in. her JC\\lshness. Her emphasis 
on her "nobility"--as mamtest in her Jewishness. the allusion to Christian II. and the 
aristocratIc asSOCIatIons of RussIan woltbounds-IS. on one hand. a simpie rcvcrsai of thc 
rhetonc of the to\\TIspeople. but on tht: other hand. an expresSIOn of the larger 
~thnic.nationalist discourse of Zionism which pervades Kolmar's works. 
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Kolmar's representations of Jewish women in "Susanna" draw on the Bible as a 

main intenext anci as in the rest of her works. the tension bet\veen traditional and 

changmg roles for Jewish women revolves around their reception and interpretation of 

sacred history. In a palimpsest of Biblical allusions. Kolmar ties these characters' 

sexuality and agency not only to their Jewishness, but also to their connection with the 

animal world. Indeed. the story "Susanna" can almost be seen as Kolmar's attempt to 

inscribe her totemic animals 'Within the Jewish tradition in order to create a kind of 

Jev-;sh mystical ·'ecoteminism". While "ecofeminism" may be too exalted a term to 

apply to Kolmar's sense of women and Nature. her valorization of Nature and animals as 

"feminine" entities. as well as her blurring of the boundaries between women. Jews and 

animals. suggests an overarching conception of their union. And it is predominantly 

through the sacred ground of the text that this union (for Kolmar) becomes actualized. 

The narrator of "Susanna" (who remains nameless throughout the story) begins 

\\;th an assertion about her inability to tell the story: "Ich bin keine Dichterin. nein. Wenn 

ich eine Dichterin \\lare. \\lurde ich eine Geschichte schreiben .... Aber das kann ich 

nicht."I.N From the stan. she blurs traditional literary boundaries by describing a 

"Oichterin" as someone who tells "Geschichte"--in German both stories and 

history--especially ones with clearly defined beginnings and endings (in particular those 

\\ith happy endings). This is an appropriate definition of Kolmar's poetry. which is 

suffused \\ith historical themes and details (Kolmar even seems. from evidence in her 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 293. 
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letters. to have considered herself an amateur historian). The narrator claims that she can 

create her narrative only out of "what she knows." the facts in front of her relayed 

without an historical awareness. l~ll Yet "Susanna" seems to challenge and disrupt the 

narrator's conceptions of the relationship between textual representations. historical 

"reality." and lived consciousness. through showing her how our perceptions of what is 

"real" are intimately tied to the kind of stories \ve tell to ourselves and to one another. 

As becomes clear throughout the story. one of the reasons why the narrator 

remains without a name throughout the story is because she has no understanding of her 

position and history as a Jew. Kolmar emphasizes throughout the story how alienated the 

narrator is from her Judaism. and how she is also alienated through her economic 

displacement as a nanny. She is multiply marginalized: economically, through her 

precarious situation as a temporary domestic worker (especially through the lower status 

of "women's work"): socially through her position as a self-supporting Jewish \voman: 

and spiritually. t!motionally. and personally through her alienation from. or inability to 

find meaning in any of her various social identities. 

One of the first indications of fluid boundaries between text and experience in 

"Susanna" is the narrator's recollection of a mid-night rendezvous between Susanna and 

her boyfriend. Rubin. She recalls it clearly, yet notes that "was ich sah. schien so 

un\\<irklich. das weiBe Madchen. das Gitter. der Mond. und der Geliebte im Garten. \vie 

1~11 Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 193. 
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aus eines Buches Blattern gelesen .... " IJI It is no coincidence t.l-iat it reminds her of a 

book. for the scene has strong overtones from the Song of Songs: 

Siehe. er steht hinter unsrer Wand und sieht durchs Fenster und blick-t durchs 

Gitter. (2:9) 

Ich bin gekommen. meine Schwester. liebe Braut. im meinen Garten. (5: 1) 

Da stand ich auf. daB ich meinem Freunde auftate ... (5:5) 

These passages tind their echo not only in the narrator's reference to the textuality ("\Vie 

aus eines Buches Blattern") and "Uny,irklichkeit" of the scene v.ith Rubin in the garden 

and Susanna at the "Gitter." but also, symbolically. through neighboring phrases such as 

"Susannas Tur stand weit otTen" and "da klaffte die Tur. "lJ2 Rubin also tells how he first 

saw Susanna "vor einer offenen Gartenrur." and he later stands in the garden when 

conferring v.ith Susanna through the lattices of the \\;ndow. 1J3 Kolmar ties the 

"unreality" of the situation to the narrator's unfamiliarity with the biblical tradition. Not 

only does she that text as unreal and irrelevant. she is unaware of the historical influences 

which have shaped her life. The narrator thus represents an assimilated Western Jew 

who only begins to question her Je".;shness after her encounter with an Eastern Jew 

whose sense of Jewishness is much more pronounced. 

Kolmar ties Susanna's deepest experience of "Jewishness" to a deep connection to 

the natural ",,·orld. specifically to animals. In Kolmar's \ .... ork this connection seems a 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 313. 
Kolmar. ·'Susanna." p. 309. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." pp. 310: 325. 
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literalization of Else Lasker-Schwer's famous description of her Jewish intellectual and 

political friends (e.g. Gustav Landauer and Ernst Toller) as "wild Jews". Kolmar's "wild 

Jews" exist on the borders of society, a no man's land between German. Jewish. and 

German-Jev.ish cultures. Thus. her affinnation of this state of being outside of the 

dominant culture is an affirmation of Jewish identity, which, during her time, was 

marginal by definition. Her use of animals in her poetry to signify this marginalization is 

made clear by the overlapping metaphors which mark both her Jewish and animal 

characters: the constant theme of being pursued or hunted, the predominance of dark 

colors, and the sense of being isolated in one's natural environment-but also the defiant 

\ ... ill to resist. as expressed in the last line of her poem "Die Krote": "Ich bin die Krotel 

Und trag den Edelstein". But while blurring the animal and human realms. Kolmar also 

had to struggle against the dehumanizing metaphors of bestiality which were also 

employed in anti-Semitic representations of Jews. The assertion that Kolmar internalized 

anti-Semitic portrayals of Je\\ish women as (sexually) dangerous animals could be made 

in interpreting a poem like "Verwandlungen." \ ... here Kolmar represents female sexual 

desire as vampiric: "Ich hing im Gebalke starr als eine Fledermaus.i Ich lasse mich fallen 

in Luft und fahre nun aus., Mann. ich traumte dein Blut. ich beiBe dich wund.! Kralle 

mich in dein Haar und sauge an deinem Mund." And yet, the closing stanza has the 

female persona playfully teasing and threatening the unspecified male lover in a 

decidedly non-threatening manner: "Ich locke mit roten Fruchten. draus meine Lippen 

gemacht., Und bin eine kleine Speise in einem Becher von Nacht." In this poem. and 
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throughout her works. the consistent atlirmation of different standards of beauty and 

elegance demonstrates that Kolmar is not siding with or internalizing "abject" or "ugly" 

creatures. but rather asserting that their beauty refutes the negative stereotypes projected 

on to them.!+l And this is where the agendas of her representations of Jews and animals 

converge: the struggle against negative stereotypes imposed by dominant cultures. And 

in this struggle, Kolmar creates a grand coalition of bats, toads. Jews. Blacks. Asians. 

Russians. Africans and women to combat the forces which would render them ever 

"other." and never as subjects in their own right. 

Kolmar's interest in animals obviously stemmed from her kno\\TI love of animals 

and nature. She did not seem to view \\;lderness \\;th the distrust or fear of the city 

dweller. but rather with the awe of an Emerson or Thoreau. Certainly Kolmar was like 

the thousands of other Germans who also displayed a renewed interest in wilderness. 

plants and animals during this period through the influence of the various 

turn-of-the-century back-to-nature. hiking. and nature preservation movements. But 

when nature is considered aesthetically as a trope allied \\;th her general project of 

Jewish affirmation. the cultural-political implications of her engagements with nature 

become clearer. 

loW "Verwandlungen" also parodies and subverts anti-Semitic stereotypes through 
asserting power and agency in a cycle which predominantly deals with women's 
disempowerment in patriarchal society. It is also interesting to consider this poem in 
light of the other famous "Venvandlung" wrinen of during this time: namely that of 
Kafka's Gregor Samsa. While both Kafka and Kolmar pIck up and revise anti-Semitic 
stereotypes lofthe Jewish "Ungeziefer" and "Vampir." respectively). it is Kolmar who 
represents the "metamorphosis" as empowering. 
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In order to highlight some of her more complex interactions with the discourses 

of Nature present in other discourses. I wish to deal at some length \vith Walter 

Benjamin's discussion of Nature. Jewishness and animals in Kafka in his essay written on 

the tenth anniversary of Kafka's death.10I5 Kafka. Kolmar and Benjamin's works reflect 

the position of many Gennan-Jewish intellectuals whose liminal positions on the edges 

of two distinct cultures. both of which they \vere uneasy with. enabled them to synthesize 

new elements and ideas. While they wanted a reconnection \vith a religious tradition 

(inextricably bound for them with ethnicity), they did not want to re-institute Jewish 

rituals and observances. They strove for what was to later become the more progressive 

\vings of Refonn Judaism, although it didn't exist as such during their time. Kafka. 

Benjamin, and Kolmar's dilemmas in this regard were ones which were to face 

progressive Jews throughout the twentieth century as part of a general search, in the 

West. for a spirituality which could deal with "modernism" (with a small "m") as well as 

incorporate traditional elements. As I shall demonstrate. Kolmar's response to Nature 

differs greatly from Kafka and Benjamin. who tend to view nature as an alienation from 

their humanity, where Kolmar turns towards animals and nature as a recovery of her 

humanity.I-l6 This is not to ignore the fact that one of the reasons why she felt this turn to 

nature was necessary \vas because of the increasing alienation she felt from the humanity 

loiS Walter Benjamin. "Franz Kafka." in Illuminations. 
Insofar as "Jew-i:5hness" \vas a characteristic these authors saw aligned \'~;th 

nature. the desire to approach nature is intertwined with their difficult rapprochement 
with Judaism. 
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around her (both Jews and Gennans I: with nature and animals Kolmar was able to tind 

the solidarity she! was denied \ .. ith other human beings. 

In some \vays this may also reflect Kolmar's and Kafka's differing social and 

geographical loci: for Kolmar. the Berlin suburb of Finkenkrug and its surrounding 

forests (as well as the garden. the scene of many of her poems) provided regular contact 

\\;th nature which Katka apparently neither had nor craved. For him. the wilderness 

remained strange. other. a repository tor the uncanny. the strange. and the mysterious. 

Ce!rtainly these aspects are present in Kolmar's work as welL but tor her the animals are 

not as distant. and in some ways she even embraces them much more so than she does 

human characters. Not only do animals inhabit the internal and external landscapes of 

her poems, she \\Tote two main cycles of poems exclusively "about" animals. 

"Tiertraume" and "Die Frau und die Tiere". Whereas Kafka represents animals and wild 

things fearful and loathsome (at least according to Be!njarnin). Kolmar embraces them 

and finds them to share many characte!ristics \\;th the! tigure of "the! Je!w;sh woman" she! 

constructs throughout her \vorks. 

Kolmar's use of animals and nature seem to deal with realms Benjamin considers 

to be marked exclusively "feminine." He draws on Bachofen's theories about primordial 

history as being. ifnot matriarchal. then at least gynocentric. and displays a misob'ynistic 

fear ofwomen's bodies in the process when he \ .. ntes that: "This past takes us back to the 

dark. deep \"omb. the scene of the mating 'whose untrammeled voluptuousness: to quote 

Bachofen. 'is hateful to the pure forces of heavenly light and which justifies the tenn used 
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by Arnobius, luteae voluptates [dirty voluptuosness]" (131). And yet the stanling 

progression Benjamin makes is not to oppose this realm to that of the Law. and hence the 

legalistic proscriptions of Judaism, but rather to see the congruence of these t\ .. ·o realms. 

BenJamm quotes Haas as saying, "Memory plays a very mysterious role as piousness. It is 

not ordinary, but ... the most profound quality of Jehovah that he remembers. that he 

retains an infallible memory 'to the third and forth. even to the hundredth generation.' The 

most sacred ... act of the ... ritual is the erasing of sins from the book of memory" ( 131: 

his ellipses). One could almost say that Benjamin. through his reading of Kafka. sees the 

primordiaL chaotic realms-typed by Bachofen and some modem feminists as 

"matriarchal"-as emanating from the Jewish tradition, and. more specifically, from 

Scripture. This is based upon Benjamin's sense that the possibilities for "reflection" 

occasioned by Kafka's animals opens up the depths of chaos that are implicit in all texts, 

or rather the continual deferment of meaning (a la deconstructive theory). But the keys 

access to this type of depth: chaos/deferment. according to Benjamin. are the animals. the 

Jewish tradition. and specifically ancient texts (valued for their closer chronological 

proximity to an imagined primordial past). 

This opens once again to Kafka's and Kolmar's representations of animals. and 

what these animals Sib'Tli~' in terms of their understanding of Judaism. Benjamin still 

reserves a special place tor the representation of animals in Kafka's \ ... orks. and tinds that 

they hold key positions which also tie them to the primordial past: 



of all of Katka's creatures. the animals have the greatest opportunity for 

1 ........ :D 

retlection. What conuption is in the law. anxiety is in their thinking. It messes a 

situation up. yet it is the only hopeful thing about it. However. because the most 

forgonen alien land is one's O\"TI bodv, one can understand why Kafka called the 

cough that erupted from within him "the animal." It was the most advanced 

outpost of the great herd. i~7 

Benjamin sees animals as possessing an even greater store of secret learning. of 

unackno\,.·ledged v,;sdom. or of a privileged position vis-a.-vis the silent worlds of 

representation. Their position is such that they live on "instinct" rather than the 

cumbersome process of logical thought. But Benjamin also associates animals not only 

with disease. but also \"';th the body. which he characterizes as a land and a refuge of 

animals. Again. the association focuses primarily upon decay, upon chaos and 

unintelligibility. again aligning the body with the foreih'1l and alien tropes he uses to 

describe the women in Katka's works. In Kolmar's work. the body may be wTInen about 

as "alien." but she \"TItes about it from an "alienated" point of view. In other words. what 

society constructs as alien. she "deconstructs" as self. as home. as heritage. Instead of 

objectifying the body as an "alien land." she writes of the process of alienation she had to 

undergo as a woman who is socially constructed as "alien." Thus "Die Judin" opens with 

the line. "Ich bin fremd" ("I am strange. alien· foreign"). 

Benjamin. "Franz Kafka." p. 132: emphasis added. 
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Both Kafka and Kolmar were obviously influenced by animal folklore from the 

Eastern Jewish and Yiddish literary traditions. In "Kafka's Metamorphosis: Folklore. 

Hasidism. and the Je\vish Tradition." Iris Bruce documents the strong influence of 

Eastern lore upon Kafka's work. 14H Bruce cites Ronald Hayman. who claims that with 

The Metamorphosis, "Kafka had already stepped towards the kind of animal legend he 

was to write later--a kind which has affinities with the Hasidic tales Buber has 

translated."l~~ Through citing the authority ofScholem's \vork on Jewish mysticism. 

Bruce also suggests ways in which Kafka's animals-especially the transtormed Gregor 

Samsa-all represent an understanding of the (Jewish) soul in various states of spiritual 

and physical exile. And it is the notion of "exile" which stands at the center of both 

Kafka's and Kolmar's works. The significant passage on "spiritual exile" comes from 

Gershom Scholem's Major Trends in Jewish Mvsticism; having explained that 

transmigration (or reincarnation) is perceived as a fonn of retribution and a process of 

restoration Itikkun) in Jewish mysticism. Scholem goes on to explain that "Pure 

retribution is indeed implied by the idea of transmigration into other spheres of nature. 

~ .. ~ Iris Bruce. "Kafka's Metamorphosis: Folklore. Hasidism. and the Je\\ish 
Tradition" Journal of the Kafka Society of America Nos. 11 (1987).9-27. 
! .. ~ Bruce. p. 10. Martin Bubel' played the major role in bringing Hasidic tales to a 
Western audience. although his translations and representations of Eastern Je\\ish 
traditions have since been repudiated as being scholarly inaccurate. But just looking at 
the "scholarly" accuracy of his work and that of other German-Je\\;sh intellectuals misses 
the point: none of the \\Titers under discussion here had that type of relationship to 
Judaism. They picked up details as needed and amalgamated them \\;th non-Je\\;sh 
beliefs in a very nonsystematic manner. This sloppy pluralist approach is one reason why 
I find them so relevant and compelling for dealing \\ith religious and ethnic issues in 
both the American and the German cultural contexts. 
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such as animals. plants and stones. This banishment into the prison of strange forms of 

existence. into "wild beasts. into plants and stones. is regarded as a panicularly dreadful 

form of exile." !5u If this were indeed the tradition Kafka was drawing from. it would help 

explain the dread \vith \vhich he perceived these extreme forms of alienation. Kolrnar's 

relative lack of dread in these areas suggests that she was not drawing from the same 

traditions-or at least that she was not dra\\ing the same conclusions from them. 

Although both Kolmar and Kafka situated Jewish and mystical traditions as minority 

heritages \\ithin the context of a dominant (and increasingly hostile) culture. gender 

played a significant role in shaping their responses to the discourses of "otherness" they 

struggled within and against.!;! 

Benjamin was among the first to connect Kafka's writing of exile. animals and 

Jewish tradition. In his interpretation of the village that stands near Castle Hill in The 

Castle he argues that: 

It is the village In a Talmudic kgend told by a rabbi in answer to the 

question why Jews prepare a festive e\'ening meal on Fridays. The legend 

is about a princess languishing in exIle. in a village \\'hose language she 

does not understand. far from her compatriots. One day this princess 

receives a letter saying that her fiance has not forgotten her and is on his 

Scholem. Trends. 282. 
, " '. , Kafka's k'Teater ambivaknce towards his It!wishness. which he sees as something 
foreign to him. while Kolmar sees both Judaism and herself as "foreign" l"Ich bin 
fremd"J. But perhaps her position as a "foreigner" \\ as \\ hat allo\\ed h':f to percei \ e 
h'Teater personal and politIcal meaning in the "foreIgn" as a refuge from the prevailing 
discourses of her society. 
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way to her. The fiance. so says the rabbi. is the Messiah: the princess is 

the soul: the village in which she lives in exile is the body .... This 

village of the Talmud is right in Kafka's world. For just as K. lives in the 

village on Castle Hill, modern man lives in his body: the body slips away 

from him. is hostile toward him. It may happen that a man wakes up one 

day and finds himself transformed into vermin. Exile-his exile-has 

gained control over him.15~ 

In Benjamin's interpretation. the body and animals represent an exile from the self. from 

a truer sense of identity, whereas in Kolmar. exile is represented as a means of 

approaching the self--although this approach inwards leads to her further alienation from 

the rest of the \vorld. In addition. this story from the Talmud has tremendous resonance 

with Kolmar's representation of Susanna's position as a Jewish woman and poet in exile 

in her o\\n country. The Talmudic story Benjamin plays otf of is derived from rabbinical 

interpretations of the Song of Songs. but the resonances regarding the village are derived 

from the stet! and Eastern European Jewry. For both Benjamin and Kafka. the body and 

a sense of its Jewishness are causes for unease. It seems readily apparent that one of the 

key vectors of this unease are the threats to a Western European and anti-Semitic 

standard of masculinity to which Kafka and Benjamin strived to conform. Although it is 

beyond the scope of this study to consider how Jewishness impinged upon male Jewish 

writers' conceptions of gender. it seems clear in the passages above that every "feminine" 

Benjamin. p. 126. 
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or "feminized" element associated with Jewishness. the East. women. or animals. was 

cause for great anxiety in Kafka and Benjamin-and. conversely. the source of the 

~Jfeatest strengths in Kolmar's work. 

Although Benjamin asserts that what is unique in Kafka is found in "the core of 

folk tradition. the Gennan as well as the Jewish."'~:; it seems that the Jewish traditions 

Kafka draws on are always connected to Eastern Jewry. His analysis of Katka's animals 

(appropriately mice. dogs, beetles and other disdained animals) and their textual 

connections to Jewish traditions offers key insights into the Western Jewish reception of 

"Eastern" Jewish culture during the inter-war period. Benjamin asserts that Kafka's 

animal stories represent the divesting of human supports. and thus openings for endless 

possibilities in the liminal spaces between the human and animal realms.'5~ 

More importantly, Benjamin sees Kafka's concomitant tum towards both tradition 

and animals as a turn to the primal energies of the natural world: "To Katka. the world of 

his ancestors was as unfathomable as the world of realities was important for him. and 

we may be sure that. like the totem poles of primitive peoples. the \\iorld of ancestors 

took him dO\\ll to the animals.,,'55 In Kafka. as in Kolmar. this tum represents the 

reevaluation of tradition undertaken by assimilated Western Jews from the tum of the 

century onwards. What Benjamin points to is not only the general Modernist interest in 

15-' Benjamin. p. 134. He also cites Kafka's parables to argue that Kafka's work 
should not be SItuated primarily in the Western tradition. but rather in the Jewish 
traditions of Haggadah and Halakah. 

BenjamIn. p. In. 
Benjamin. p. 132. 
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primitivism. but also the quest for spiritual renewal sought by many Jews in a revived 

(and revised) tradition. This quest did not necessarily lead them mto the church or the 

synagogue. but rather to a neo-Romantic conception of Nature and pre-Fall utopias which 

existed in tension \ .... ith the trials of "modernity" (in its broadest sense). While these 

tendencies situate Kafka. Kolmar and Benjamin in a general Modernist context. the 

specifics of the Jewish context is more complicated by the elements of Zionism. the 

influence of Eastern Jews and Eastern Jev,·ish mystical traditions like Hasidism. and the 

increase in virulent anti-Semitism which played a role in their interest in Judaism. Their 

engagement with "mystical" and non-mystical Jewish discourses did not merely represent 

a refuge from modernity. but rather the necessity of engaging alternate discourses and 

creating new possibilities as a means of survival. And this is where these discourses are 

tied to a progressive ethnic nationalism (as opposed to an ethnic nationalism based upon 

the persecution of those defined as ethnically "other" or non-native 1.1~6 

1~6 This concept of progressive Jewish ethnic nationalism is. of course. complicated 
by the displacement of Palestinians during the founding of the state of Israel. as \vell as 
the continuing oppression of the Palestinians in the occupied territories. However. 
Zionism in its early stages wus progressive (indeed. Socialist I. and further complicating 
this is the fact that there are distinct differences in ethnic nationalism when it is practiced 
from a position of disenfranchisement than from a position of power. This is one of the 
key problems which often develops from ethnic nationalism: the momentum which is 
created by developing pride and power in a minority group often transtorms into racism 
when that group achieves political power and majority status. I would suggest that this is 
due not to the inevitability of racism. but rather underlying economic concerns which 
distribute power and weahh according to ethnic or religious affiliation. The persecution 
of the Jews in Europe on "racial" and ethnic grounds always had economics as a major 
subtext (as in the seizure of Jewi:;h property under Nazi law, 
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The engagement with tradition. animals and primordial energies is also evident in 

Benjamin's somewhat enigmatic assenion that. "Kafka did not tire of picking up the 

forgotten from animals, They are not the goal. to be sure. but one cannot do without 

them,"i5" Benjamin cites Willy Haas' interpretation of Kafka's The Trial as a text which 

testifies to the benefits of the ability to forget, a text which takes the reader back to 

primordial realms which Benjamin sees ponrayed in the 19th century philosopher 

Bachofen's theories about ancient cultures and societies, Here Benjamin exhibits an 

almost Romantic conception of forgetting as a key to the primordial past. to the layers of 

human experience that have been "obscured" by modem historical consciousness, And 

yet his citing of Haas also contains a troubling account of the relationship between what 

Benjamin calls Kafka's "swamp \\iorld" (at the juncture where animals and tradition meet) 

and the world of Judaism,15)! Now for Benjamin. the "swamp world" was a very 

disturbing place (although he was willing to consider it as a source of potential 

enlightenment). In the essay. Benjamin connects the "sw'amp world" to the "village." 

which becomes a roundabout way of referring to the shtetl: in doing so. he draws on 

tropes and figures used to represent the v,,'orld of Eastern Jev,,~' in anti-Semitic 

discourses, :5~ Was Benjamin. then, repeating anti-Semitic attitudes towards Eastern 

Jews? Cenainly Western Jews v,,'ere not above engaging in this son of ethnic slurring 

157 Benjamin. p, 132, Both Kafka and Kolmar tie the forgotten to silence--a point 
which is of key imponance In Kolmar's multiple reflections on the imponance of 
"silence" (which does Dot equal the absence of expression or resistance) as a political 
position. 
15M Benjamin. p. 130. 
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Jews? Certainly Western Jews were not above engaging in this sort of ethnic slurring 

towards the "Ostjuden" to whom they felt culturally (and sometimes racially) superior. 

Benjamin's Eurocentric view of the shtetl as a "swamp world" \vhere "primitives" live 

parallels classic \'o'estem anthropological \-'iews of so-called "third world" peoples. His 

extension of this trope puts western Jews in the role of ethnic and cultural imperialists 

raiding the traditions of the "primitives" who they disdain. but whose cultural quirks they 

tind so appealing. 

Benjamin and Kafka seem to have identitied Eastern Jews with more ancient 

ways of life and religion. and this identification overlapped not only with the 

ambivalence they seem to have felt towards Judaism and the East. but also towards 

women. nature. and the body-all of which are glommed together in their representation 

of such typically patriarchal dichotomies as male/female. West-East. Non-Jewdew, and 

Culture:Nature. While Kafka and Benjamin were highly ambivalent about the past and 

"feminine" dements in their writings. Kolmar's approach to the same elements challenges 

both anti-Semitic and misogynistic discourses in ways unthought of by Kafka and 

Benjamin. !!",-, \Vhereas Benjamin and KafKa are both fascinated and repulsed by the 

"swamp world," neither make the gesture of embracing it as part of their world. And 

whereas both are attracted to the rabbinic and scholarly elements of Je\'o;sh tradition. 

their responses to the mysticism and their perception of the "feminine" troping of the 

\01) George Steiner writes that "Gregor Samsa's metamorphosis .. _ was to be the 
literal fate of millions of human beings The \'ery word for \ermin. Un{!eziefer. is a 
stroke of tragic clairvoyance: so the Nazis were to designate the gassed." in Lanl!ual!e and 
Silence (New York: Atheneum. 1970), p. 121. Quoted in Bruce. p, 13. 
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tradition provokes misogynistic responses. For Kolmar. however. the "feminine" troping 

was not a problem. but a source of potential resistance which could be inscribed in her 

woman-centered works. This is not to say that Kolmar equated "women" \\ith "the 

feminine" and thus "Jews." but rather to assert that she more skillfully exploited the 

gendering of discourses about women and Jews. and used them in her struggle to 

reconceive notions of Jewish womanhood in both Jewish and Gennan contexts. 

"Susanna" deals \\ith many of the issues raised by Benjamin's essay. The narrator 

situates Susanna in a magical animal world when she describes her attitude towards 

Susanna after living with her for a few weeks: "Sie blieb mir fremd. sie lebte in einem 

gezauberten, unuberschreitbaren Kreise, und sie trat manchmal zu mir heraus und ich 

kam niemals hinein. "j(,1 Although the overtones of magic circles resonates \\ith Jewish 

and Gennanic folklore, the narrator still sees Susanna as a "foreign" (read: Eastern and 

Je\\ish) creature who seems to belong to another race. The narrator also cannot relate to 

Susanna's dog, Zoe. and her "fremde Hundeaugen": in return. Zoe does not like her.:"; 

Susanna. however, feels that she has more in common with Zoe than with any other 

creature. and reiates to her especially because of her "Russian heritage" and her gender 

(Zoe is a "Barsoi." i.e. a Russian wolfhound). 16, The affinity between Zoe and Susanna 

i61 Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 324. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 322. 
Kolmar had a beloved Barsoi named Flora, and the story may well draw from 

Kolmar's personal experience as a nanny and as a woman "locked up" in a fonn of eXIle 
in the house of a la\vyer: thus elements from Kolmar's biography have relevance to both 
Susanna and the narrator of the story. As such. I would like to read it as a meditation 
upon her conflicting identities as both Je\\ish and assimilated. and as trapped between 
the spiritual richness inspired by biblical narratives and the devastation of marginal social 
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are also made on the level of their "wildness" and strangeness. two characteristics which 

are consistently tied to Susanna's Jewishness. The narrator's inability to relate to Zoe's 

wildness is related to an alienation from her womanhood and Je\'.ishness. all of which are 

foreign to her. Even the seemingly trivial fact that she mistakes Zoe for a male dog ,..-hen 

she first meets her becomes a point which Susanna picks up as a sign of the narrator's 

assimilation. 10.1 

Susanna is also seen in negative. animalistic tenns by Rubin's mother. As she 

looks at Susanna. she "sah auf das fremde. niedrige Wesen aus gebuhrendem Abstande 

hin, als sei es Tier, sei es Pflanze. "Io~ Her gaze fixes Susanna as an animal or a plant. 

silencing and frightening her into silence. The narrator also describes Susanna in bestial 

metaphors steeped in anti-Semitism: "ihre Augen waren ganz schwarz mit Grimm. sie 

blickte wie ein Tier. dem seine Beute geraubt wi rd ... 1b6 The way in which these bestial 

metaphors merge with misogynistic ones becomes clear in another passage where the 

narrator describes how Zoe's "Ianglichen Frauenaugen glitzerte eine kaum merklich 

spielende feine Verhohnung ... Wissen .... In diesem Augenblick haBte ich sie und 

hatte den FuB nach ihr stoBen mogen."1t>7 The narrator's hostility towards Zoe and her 

inability to understand Susanna occur in overlapping metaphors. 1b~ Susanna is called 

and economic statuses (both as underpaid nanny and as unmarried daughter dependent 
upon her father's resources). 
If>.l Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 298. 
165 Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 331. 
1M Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 332. 
;1>7 Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 335. 
I"S Later in the story. when she tries to befriend Zoe. the dog remains distant to her. 
Susanna explains to her that this is because "Ou hast sie nicht lieb genug" (p 323). 
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animalistic or "unnatural" (or rather "uncultural," i.e. outside of constructed norms) by 

those who do not understand her: what Kolmar is obviously implying is that Jewish 

women and their cultures and understanding exist so far outside of dominant modes of 

understanding that they are closer to the animals than to hegemonic norms of male. 

non-Jewish "humanity." If Benjamin and Kafka designate the seemingiy alien disease 

that welled up inside of Kafka "the animaL" then what I am suggesting here is that 

Kolmar calls the otherness inside of Susanna "Zoe". The radical difference between 

Kolmar's use of the animal metaphor and Kafka's is striking. Whereas Kafka views the 

feminine and Je\\;sh "strangeness" \\;thin himself as a disease, Kolmar views the same 

elements as a source of strength and beauty. 169 

In sharp contrast to the narrator, Susanna opens up her world to animals, at one 

point declaring, "Ich bin doch ein Tier." But when the narrator asks if she, too, is an 

animaL Susanna replies she is not. liO The narrator is puzzled by the matter-of-fact way in 

which Susanna makes this declaration, and notes that she said it just as someone would 

say they were Polish or Dutch: "Sie sagte das ohne Lacheln. sie steHte es ruhig fest, wie 

eine Frau. wenn von Vol kern die Rede geht, feststellen wfrrde: Ich bin doch Polin. Ich 

169 I would argue that this arose out of Kafka's greater internalized anti-Semitism, as 
well as his possibly greater desire to assimilate. Of course. he was in a position which 
was in some aspects more marginalized than Kolmar's. Being a German-speaking Czech 
Jew did not ever afford him the fleeting comforts of temporary assimilation. whereas 
Kolmar's family was able to enjoy some of these benefits, at least as she was growing up. 
Marion Kaplan and others have also suggested that assimilationist tendencies were 
greater among Jewish men than Je\\;sh women. partially because of their desire (and 
opportunity) to ad\'ance in German society. 
l~n Kolmar. ·'Susanna." p. 302. 
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bin doch Hollanderin." i 71 Susanna's allegiance to the Jewish. women's. and animal 

worlds overlap one another and become almost interchangable in her narratives. leading 

to the confusion with the nationalist movements. However. it is an important point to 

menti')n. because the process of detining nationaL ethnic. sexual, and gender identities 

involves the "naturalizing" of certain types of identity. What's radical in Kolmar's form 

of shaping these identities is that \'vithin them she creates spaces for women's and 

"feminized" identities with ethnicmationalist contexts where they are traditionally absent: 

both ethnic and national identities are ubiquitously gendered masculine (\\ith significant. 

though always subordinate, spaces for women). even within minority or resistant groups. 

(Indeed. the pressure to reassert a "masculinized" identity is part and parcel of most 

nationalist movements. liberatory or reactionary.) 

As the narrator of "Susanna" discovers, Susanna's interest in her Je\\;shness and 

her resistance to anti-Semitism is Bible based. She learns that Susanna lOveS books. but 

that she has "eine eigene Art. mit ihnen umzugehen.,ol7: \1ost of Susanna's opinions 

about the Bible and literature come from ''Fina'' or "Seraphine," who was Susanna's 

nanny until lustizrat Fordon fired her. The name derives from the Hebrew word 

"Seraph." which denoted a member of the highest order of angels. It seems that 

Seraphine became like a mother to Susanna when she was orphaned at a young age. 

When the narrator reads Susanna German Marchen. she claims wants to hear more 

stories about the gypsies (not coincidentally. another group targeted for extermination by 

, -, , -
Kolmar. "Susanna," p. 301. 
Kolmar. "Susanna," p 306. 
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the Nazis), because "Traudel and Hans" bore her. While working within the 

German-Jewish context, her interest in (and production of) literature is more motivated 

by stories from the East or the Orient than those from the German tradition. :~:; 

Indicative of Susanna's attitude towards literature and the Bible, the narrator tells 

how she once read to Susanna out of the Book of Kings: 

Einmal las ich ihr aus der Bibel Salamos Urteil vor. "Zu der Zeit kamen 

zwei Frauen zum Konige und trafen vor ihn hin." Sie unterbrach mich 

erstaunt: "Steht da 'Frauen'? Fliiher stand immer 'Huren' da." "Es steht auch 

noch," zog ich mich aus der Schlinge, "ich glaubte nur, daB du den 

Ausdruck nicht kennst, und habe 'Frauen' gesagt, weil das ein 

gebrauchlicheres Wort ist." "Und ich dachte, es ware versch\\unden."!i~ 

Susanna questions the nature of the word "whore" and its place in the Scriptures. and 

hO\v that might relate to her position as a modem Jewish woman. 'W'hat she finds is that 

n Susanna also claims friendship with a spider in her room. but worries that Milda. 
the housekeeper. \vill kill it because. as she phrases it. "Milda kann Spinnen nicht leiden" 
(p.305). The phrasing works both ways: Milda can't stand the insects which Susanna 
sees as beautiful. and she also can't stand what she perceives as lying or "spinnen." 
Susanna's truths are taken as lies. her atlirmations of her worth and her heritage are seen 
by others as a sign of her "craziness." The narrator compares Susanna to the 16th century 
Danish king. Christian II. who was locked in a tower with a spider. and the royal 
ovenones she ascribes to Susanna's position is brought out later in Susanna's mythical 
self-conceptions. As \\'oman and Jew. Susanna sutTered multiple discriminations. and 
her affinity for the spider is perhaps an acknowledgment of the way in which she felt 
trapped and somewhat crazy. Susanna. like the spider. "bleibt lieber in ihrem Netz" (p. 
305) It is only in the privacy of her o\vn room. only \\;thin her own "Netz" of textual 
associations. that she could keep her "Schatze" without fearing that the outside world 
would trample them i p. 304). 
:-~ Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 314. 
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German culture marks her sexuality as dangerous. and doubly so because hers is seen as 

an EasternlOther sexuality. and not just that of a German woman. Vv'hile German women 

were also restricted in the expression of their sexuality. Jewish women suffered not only 

trom misogyny. but also from its contlation with anti-Semitism. Susanna feels that she 

has to declare on two different occasions that she is not a whore. indicating her need to 

resist and defend herself against hostile cultural and textual constructs. 175 

Susanna's insistence on the original text brings up the complexities of 

interpretation and textual permanence. and possIble changes in signitication. As in "Die 

Dichterin." "Susanna" documents the struggle against literary traditions which hinder the 

development of new Jewish contigurations of m~1h and history. The process she goes 

through parallels Kolmar's insofar as she is marginalized. misunderstood. and eventually 

murdered because of her society's incomprehension of her dilemmas. The story of the 

two prostitutes from the Book of Kings ( 1 Kgs. 3: 16-28) becomes a crucial intertext in 

"Susanna" as it becomes more clear that the text revolves around the definition of the 

terms "Frau" and "Hure." Not coincidentally. Kolmar relates the story of the question of 

motherhood. female sexuality with the telling of stories and interpretation: Solomon has 

to interpret the women's stories in order to decide which one should have possession of 

the child. In the story. Susanna's death is set in motion v,·hen her lover's mother calls her 

a whore. 

Kolmar. "Susanna." pp. 316: 332. 
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Susanna's confusion about the detinitions of '\voman" and "whore" is also tied to 

her ability to tell stories. to create her own systems of myths. and to detine her own 

position within the realm of "womanhood" and "Jewishness," Her inability to mediate 

the contlicting cultural meamngs of the \vords woman and Jew is played out within a set 

of cultural discourses which. on the one hand. hold only two sets of standards for women 

(i.e. virgin or \vhore). and. on the other hand. align Jevv;sh women \ ... ;th whores, Within 

the complex interv\,'eaving of tropes of Jewishness. womanhood. textuality. and female 

sexuality in the story. it may also be seen that in such an extremely anti-Semitic society. 

calling her a Jew equals calling her a whore. When the narrator confronts Susanna's 

lover. Rubin. over his "Handeln" \\;th Susanna. she. too. unwittingly implies that Susanna 

is a \\'hore through the commercial overtones of the metaphor she uses to describe their 

relationship.171l 

Troubling Susanna even further. the narrator buys into the patriarchal rhetoric 

which sees prostitutes as depraved. sexually voracious women. Indeed. she argues that 

they engage in prostitution only because they are greedy and use their so-called "female 

wiles" to seduce men into buying them things. She implies that women's desires are 

unnatural. and combined with her ambivalence towards her Jewishness. suggests that 

Je\\;sh women and their desires are somehow illicit in German society. But Susanna 

concludes. as the narrator puts it. '\\;e ein scheues GesHindnis von Gott. nicht vor 

Menschen." "Nein, Ich bin keine Hure,"177 Susanna's declaration of her innocence before 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 325. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 316. 
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God. not humans. also indicates the link between sexuality and her spirituality that is 

latent throughout all of Kolmar's works. 

The question of Susanna's sexuality. and the accusation that she is a whore. 

returns at the end of the story. She repeats her earlier assenion to Rubin's mother. "Nein. 

Ich bin keine Dime." But the mother sees the letter she \\-Tote her son as a sign and proof 

that Susanna is a whore: "Ob eine untenn Latempfahl dem Mann ihre Reize biete oder 

sie ihm nur schriftlich emptiehlt. ist wohl gleich. Ich kann Ihnen keinen anderen Namen 

geben."17x Rubin's mother complains funher that Susanna has tried to lead her son astray 

with "ein schriftliches Angebot. ja. ein ausfUhrliches Angebot. "liY (Though it is the 

narrator who first suggests to Susanna that she write Rubin.) The narrator. even though 

wishing to defend Susanna. can do nothing but remain silent: "Ich sahrte nichts. lch 

schwieg."ISlJ Writing and the question of (Jewish) womanhood are again subtly linked in 

this passage. While before it was Susanna who tied the question of naming to words. 

\\TIting. and sto~1elling. here Rubin's mother connects what she perceives to be 

Susanna's illicit or dangerous sexuality to \\Titing. In both instances. what comes under 

scrutiny is Susanna's sexuality and her relationship to the German language and \"TI!ing. 

This brings to the fore the ambivalence Kolmar seems to have increasingly felt as a 

Jewish woman \"'TIting in a Gennan tradition that neither wanted her as a Jew or a 

woman. 

K01mar. "Susanna." p. 332. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 330. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 331. 
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The narrator's replacement of the word "whore" with "woman" has even greater 

resonance with Susanna's ideas about text and tradition. Susanna asks: 

Sag doch ... kann das sein? Konnen Worter aus Buchern verschwinden? Der 

Druck verblaBt immer mehr, bis er ganz schwach \vird, und schlieBlich ist das 

Wort nicht mehr da. Und auf der leeren Stelle bildet sich langsam ein anderes: die 

Buchstaben sind erst unklar und grau und werden dann immer deutlicher. immer 

schwarzer ... Und so entstehn in den Buchern ganz neue Geschichten. aber 

\lelleicht auch Satze. die keiner versteht. 1st das moglich?ISI 

She wonders if words can change and disappear. but more importantly, whether new 

stories and histories can be wrinen into dominant discourses. Significantly, she bases 

this hope on the biblical tradition. and this is again where Kolmar's work has similarities 

with Kabbalism. Susanna describes the perishability of textual artifacts (even sacred 

ones' and sees not decay (like Kafka), but rather spaces for new texts to arise. Through 

fading. they become bases upon which new texts. "immer deutlicher. immer schwarzer" 

can be wrinen. What Susanna describes is the process of rewriting, old texts actually 

become more meaningful as the letters of the words become darker and clearer, as they 

become resituated. In spite of the sometimes radical theoretical and theological 

ditferences they developed from more mainstream forms of Judaism, Kabbalists felt that 

their interpretations were based on tradition. The palimpsest manner with \vhich Je\\ish 

mystIcs "re\\Tote" sacred texts enabled them to feel that they were not overturning or 

iSI Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 315. 
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breaking away from tradition. but rather interpreting it even more faithfully. The 

distance from old traditions. as well as opponunities provided by the textual aporia and 

faded texts. provided them with the opponunity to create meaning anew while insisting 

that it remained eternal. The word, though apparently perishable. \vas also "recoverable" 

(in the sense of "retainable," but also capable of being "covered over") through the 

writing of new texts. The narrator tries to discount Susanna's stories by saying "Davon 

steht aber nichts in der Bibel," but Susanna replies "Das ist gleich. Fina hat gesagt, auch 

wenn es nicht in der Bibel gennant wird. ist es von Gott. "llI2 

What Susanna is implicitly arguing for is a continual reinterpretation of received 

texts. for the ability to read the multiplicity of meanings implicit in all texts and in all 

words. She sees reading as a continual process of renevv-al and re-creation. a strategy 

which challenges the creation of static interpretations which exclude other possible 

meanings. As Susanna innocently phrases the problem. "Und so entstehn in den Buchern 

ganz neue Geschichten. aber vielleicht auch Satze. die keiner versteht. 1st das 

moglich?"IK3 The tutor shakes her head and replies. no. it isn't. to which Susanna replies. 

"Nein? Schade. Das war' eine hubsche Oberraschung. jedesmaL wenn man ein Buch 

aufklappt. Du kannst aber 'Huren' sagen: ich wiell: Huren sind Frauen die lieben .... 1st 

das eigentlich schlimm?"18-I Not coincidentally. Susanna's conception of the possibilities 

for textual change are also tied to issues of female sexual ity and the position of \,.·omen 

IS) 

18-1 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 308. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 315. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 315. 
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\'lithin male-dominated systems of exchange. As such, "Susanna" approaches both the 

problems faced by Susanna as a daughter under the control of her father, and the narrator 

as a lower class woman working in the domestic (in some ways the lowest) sphere. That 

Kolmar occupied both of these positions at different times in her life indicates that the 

story touches upon the concrete social realities which limited Kolmar's fuller exploration 

of new Jewish paradigms. Susanna's musings about text and tradition-and the narrator's 

doubts about their value-show Kolmar engaged in a critical evaluation of her project as a 

Je\\ish-Gennan woman. While the Nazis blocked her potential success during her 

lifetime. the texts and the struggles they engage are still highly relevant to both Jewish 

and minority women's issues in Germany today. 

At the end of the story, Susanna.. distraught over the loss of her lover and her 

increasing persecution, wanders the train tracks to Berlin, and is hit by a train and killed. 

Her death approaching Berlin by train is an ironic and tragic reversal of Kolmar's death 

when she was deported by train from Berlin to Auschwitz three years later. (The ending 

is also an implicit rejection of the possibilities for Jewish assimilation: not 

coincidentally. it was after \';TIting "Susanna" that Kolmar gave up v.-TIting in German, 

and began learning and "'TIting in Hebrew.) The narrator claims that Susanna's death was 

not a suicide. but rather a giving herself up to fate. to death: "sie ahnte ja nichts. dachte: 

ich werde verfolgt. umlauert. solange es noch tag!. ,,18; She sees Susanna's kno\vledge that 

she would always be persecuted for her beliefs and her existence as a Jew as a fatalistic 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 336. 
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acknowledgment of her historical predicament. The position of the narrator is also tragic 

in this context. tor it is only the death notice of Rubin's mother that awakens the memory 

of Susanna. Indicating that she was still alienated from her Jewishness and womanhood. 

But through v,Titing and remembering she makes a start in this direction. The presence 

of the story "Susanna" is in some ways testimony to the narrator's discovery of the 

interconnectedness oftextuality, womanhood and Jewishness. She comments throughout 

the story upon her alienation from her identity as Jew and woman. but these are 

descriptions of hl:lself eleven years previous. Her comments at the beginning of the story 

indicate that she has taken on some of Susanna's attitudes towards life. myth. nature. 

textuality and tradition. Furthermore. her relationship to Susanna as she writes the story 

is solely textual. and from this relationship the importance of textual traditions to her 

understanding of her Jev.;shness seems to have been opened up to her. 

And yet. Susanna's infusion of her life with textual meaning did not prevent her 

from chiding the narrator for kno\\,;ng about the world only through books. indicating 

that the story is about the narrator being more out of touch with "reality." Susanna was 

careful to make a distinction between her perception of reality and her dreams. which she 

said were "ganz anders. ,,1l!6 Although the narrator is criticized as an assimilated Jew not 

interested in Jewish history and culture. Kolmar also shows that Susanna. a woman so 

committed to the biblical heritage that she is out of touch with reality, dies as a result of 

her inability to integrate textual!m~1hical/spirtual inspiration \\;th practical survival. The 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 302. 
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story offers no intennediary. no character who fuses all the possibilities. and ret1ects. in 

part, the closing set of options Kolmar saw for German Jews as the Holocaust closed 

down around her. 

As discussed in the previous chapters. towers are an overarching trope for Je\\ish 

tradition in Kolmar's work. But in "Susanna," the tower represents both a prison (as 

implied by allusions to Christian II. a Danish king once imprisoned in a tower) and a 

place of support and self-discovery. "Susanna" would seem to echo the last stanzas of the 

poems "Tunne" and "Die Judin" in its reCOh'l1ition of the ambivalence \\ith which Kolmar 

approached Judaism: 

IS7 

ISK 

Vielleicht vergaB mich meine Seele im Traum 

Sank gen Morgen gebreitet. und ihres Wandelfluges 

Harne der weiBe Tunn: durch seine heiBen, verwunschenen. lebenlosen 

Gemacher ime sie. 

lhre Ahnen suchend. 

Und riihrte verschwebend Saiten an. die noch ton en .... IXi 

Riesig zersturzende Windsaulen wehn. 

Griin \'.ie Nephrit. rot ,,·ie Korallen. 

Uber die TOnne. Gon last sie verfallen 

Und noch Jahrtausende stehn.I~~ 

Kolmar. "Tiinne." p. 519. 
Kolmar. "Die Judin:' p. 35. 
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The towers of the to\vn Susanna lives in are in ruins, too. and yet it is only in these towers 

that she finds the "Saiten" or even "Seiten," "die noch tOnen. "IK~ The last strophe of "Die 

JOdin" suggests. the towers may be in a continual process of destruction and renewal as 

God allows them to rise and fall throughout the ages. The tower thus represents not only 

a kind of stoic protection or buffer against society, but it also becomes a symbol of the 

Jewish woman's silencing in German society. 

This is made more explicit in "Susanna" \"hen the housekeeper. Milda. is 

described by the narrator as a black tower on a chess board: "Der schwarze Turm. Und 

wenn ein Tunn hatte sprechen konnen, er hatte die Worte so schwer und muhsam und 

kantig herausgesprochen. "I'!\J Although she does bring up the possibility of the tower's 

speaking, it is expressed in the subjunctive: even if the "tower" could speak. the words 

would only be enunciated with extreme difficulty. The condition of silence and difficult 

speech is shared by the three main women characters of "Susanna": the narrator finds it 

difficult to tell her story, and cannot speak about her Je\\ishness: Milda is a mostly silt!nt 

servant of Susanna's foster father. Justizrat Fordon: and Susanna can only utter her 

fantastic viSIons within the privacy of her room-and there they are misunderstood by the 

only other person she shares them with (i. e. the narrator). 

But the trope of the towers still remain a marker of the strength of Jev,,;shness in 

Susanna's and Kalmar's visions. When Susanna envisions the tov-n as being under water. 

it is only the towers which withstand the deluge. But whereas "Die JOdin" (written in the 

IX'! 

I'll) 

Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 307. 
Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 329. 
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early 1930s) stands in proud detiance after she girds herself with towers. Susanna's 

visions how isolated she had become. reflecting Kolmar's situation as she wrote the story 

in 1940. Bernd Balzer notes this difference in contrasting Susanna's position \\'ith that of 

"Die Judin" in his afterword to Kolmar's novel Eine judische Mutter, but he ignores the 

historical circumstances and possibilities (or lack thereof) which made these visions so 

different: "1m Unterschied jedoch zu soleh stolzer Bejahung dichterischer 

'Verschlossenheit' [in 'Die Judin'] genugt Susanna nicht sich selbst."I~1 It is not that 

Susanna is not complete in her sense of her Jewishness. but that she was forbidden to 

express it in any way. In this, one of Balzer's other comments has more relevance: 

"Susanna ist die Verkorperung dichterischer Existenz. Das lyrische Ich der Gedichte, das 

von sich sagt, 'lch bin fremd', erscheint auch dem betrachtenden Emhler so: 'Sie blieb 

mir fremd."'I'I1 Rubin. her boyfriend. also marks her as strange, other: "da schien ihr 

Wesen mir seltsarn. sie wirkte so befremdend auf mich. daB ich nicht mit ihr 

hineinging."Il):l As the narrator finds her "fremd." she is forced to deal with her ov.n 

difference from German society (and from herself) through her encounter with Susanna. 

Toward the end of the story. she realizes that "ich war doch die Eingedrungene. 

Fremde."IY.I 

I'll Bernd Balzer. Nachwort to Kolmar's novel Eine judische Muner (FrankfuroM: 
Ullstein.1981).p.171. 
I"~ Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 170. 
;'i.' Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 326. 
1".1 Kolmar. "Susanna." p. 330. 
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"Susanna" demonstrates the extent to which "Jewishness" becomes a trope for all 

of Kolmar's alienated or "other" characters. The fact that the narrator has not explored 

the meaning of her own Judaism proves to be an unbridgeable rift between her and 

Susanna. In contrast to Susanna, she takes no pride in her "Jewishness": instead of a 

royal cachet. she feels that she bears only a "stain": "Ich war nicht stolz, trug kein 

Zeichen des Konigsgeschlechts~ ich trug einen Make!. ,,1'15 She remarks that "Ich kannte 

das Judentum nichl. meinen Glauben .... ,,196 The tragedy for the narrator is that it is 

only through her 0 .... '0 experience of being "fremd" she begins to come to a better 

understanding of her Jewishness and its cultural implications-but by the time she does, 

the Nazi terror had already completely engulfed German Jews. 

195 The removal of this "Makel" is perhaps related to the "bleaching" process 
undertaken by "Die Dichterin": it thus becomes a process of restoring texts,bodies stained 
by anti-Semitic:misogynistic representations (p. 303). 
1'10 Kolmar. "Susanna," p. 299. 
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Ill. JA.\1ES JOYCE 

Joyce. Gender. and Colonialism 

-Wonder did he put that bible to the same use as I would. 

-Same only more so. says Lenehan. And thereafter in that fruitful land the 

broadlt:aved mango flourished exceedingly. (F 12.1534-3) 

Nationality (if it really is not a convenient tiction like so many others to 

which the scalpels of present-day scientists have given the coup de ~'Tace) 

must find its reason for being rooted in something that surpasses and 

transcends and infonns changing things like blood and the human word. 

(Joyce. Critical Writin1!s 166) 

To conclude purely negatively from the positive absence ofpoliticai odia 

and monetary requests that its page cannot ever have been a penproduct of 

a man or woman of that period or those parts is oniy one more 

unlookedfor conclusion leaped at. being tantamount to inferring from the 

nonpresence of invened commas I sometimes called quotation marks.1 on 

any page that its author was always constitutionally incapable of 

misappropriating the spoken '\ords of others j F\\" 108.29-36) 
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As Seamus Deane points out in his introduction to Nationalism. Colonialism. and 

Literature, "Ireland is the only Western European country that has had both an early and 

late colonial experience."l'I7 Questions of Irishness and Ireland's subjugation to external 

centers of power and authority are crucial to understanding Joyce's work, and common 

to most anempts to reevaluate Joyce's politics has been a more comprehensive definition 

of what the tenn "political" implies. This has mainly been brought about through 

post-structuralist and new historicist literary criticisms in which language and style 

(among other factors, ar~ sCl!n as having political implications because of the ineluctable 

relationship between power and the maintenance of power through cultural and social 

institutions (churches. theaters, publishing houses. etc.). In this chapter, I wish to explore 

the ways in which Joyce's use of biblical intertexts constitutes a significant element of his 

representation of political and colonial issues. In conjunction with this analysis I wish to 

carry out a parallel examination of the gendered metaphors of colonial rule and 

subjugation \vhich mediated Irish responses to the colonial situation. 

In my research I have been greatly influenced by the work of critics engaging the 

dual issues of third world feminisms. Here I would like to quote at length from Chandra 

Mohanty's introductory essay to Third World Women and the Politics of Feminism, 

"Cartographies of Struggle." which sets up some of the issues I wish to consider in 

Joyce's work. In her essay. Mohan~' delineates what she calls the "systematic aspects of 

the operation of colonial rule" in regards to feminism: they consist of: 

Deane 3. 
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( 1 ) the ideological construction and consolidation of white [read: British] 

masculinity as normative. and the corresponding racialization and 

sexualization of colonialized peoples: 

(2) the effects of :::olcnial institutions and policies in transtorming 

indigenous patriarchies and consolidating hegemonic middle-class 

cultures in metropolitan and colonialized areas: and 

(3) the rise of feminist politics and consciousness in this historical context 

\\;thin and against the framework of national liberation movements.I')ll 

All of these aspects of the colonial situation are present in the Irish context. Feminist and 

Irish nationalist concerns often converge in Joyce's work. from his short story "A 

Mother," which deals with women's roles as artists in the Gaelic Revival: to Emma's (and 

to a lesser extent, Stephen's) feminist consciousness and Irish nationalism in Stephen 

Hero; to the controversy over votes for women represented in Portrait: to Bloom's 

struggle over his overlapping and contlicting identities as a Jew. a man and an Irishman. 

Although the promotion of new roles for Irish men and women in Irish nationalist 

rhetoric was obviously not feminist in origin or trajectory, the shifting gender 

configurations of an Irish identity defined in opposition to British colonialism produced 

some of the most fascinating aspects of Joyce's work. Joyce's strategies of representation. 

\vhile defined by the ambitions and desires of a male of his time. otTer insights into 

IY8 Chandra Mohan~·. "CartographIes of Struggle: Third Worid Women and the 
Politics of Feminism" Third World Women and Politics of Feminism (Bloomington: 
Indiana UP. 1991). p. 10. 
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colonized male. 
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The grounds for pursuing this line of thought is not just to be found in the stylistic 

innovations of the literary \'lorks, but also in the fact that Joyce seems to have seen the 

convergence of anti-feminine, anti-Semitic and colonial discourses, and challenged them 

through his representation of Bloom in Ulvsses. And at the same time that he was 

obsessed with the Irish question. he could say to that "the emancipation of \vomen is the 

hrreatest revolution in our time ... the revolt of women against the idea that they are the 

mere instruments of men. ,,1'19 This could be another factor contributing to Joyce's 

parallel treatment of women's and Irish emancipation. While Joyce's "revolution of the 

word" (as Eugene Jolas called it) has been the main focus of criticism on Joyce as a 

"revolutionary," Joyce's work is situated at the intersection ofmuItiple revolutionary 

struggles. Joyce's interest in women's and Irish liberation movements. as well as the 

plight of European Jews. suggests the differing situations in which he saw liberation 

movements manifesting in his time. Leopold Bloom. "the new womanly man" (U 

15.1798-99), is a multicultural and androgynous representative of multiple liberation 

movements active during Joyce's time. While Otto Weininger's anti-Semitic and 

misogynistic tract Sex and Character has been seen by many Joyceans as the key to 

establishing Joyce's linkage of the "feminine" and the "Je\\·;sh" in Ulvsses. it is unclear to 

what extent Joyce appropriated Weininger's ideas or whether he saw them as 

1'19 Arthur Power. p.35. 
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confirmations of linkages he found in different contexts. 'W'hat is clear is that Joyce's 

valorization of Bloom's "feminine" and "Jewish" aspects challenges anti-Semitic and 

misogynistic stereotypes prevalent in Western Europe. His representation of Bloom not 

only links three of the most imponant European liberation movements of the twentieth 

century (women, Jews and the Irish), but also suggests that parallel treatment of gender. 

ethnicity and nationalism in Ulvsses-,,,ith his main characters always occupying some 

marginalized positions-' .... as pan of an overall strategy challenging colonialist. 

anti-SemItic and patriarchal hierarchies. 

The narrow definition of "political" used by many Joyce critics has served to limit 

political expression to the exaggerated revolutionary gesture Stephen makes in Ponrait (P 

252). or to Joyce's early. but later lapsed. socialism. For Joyce, all such gestures are 

embarrassing, not because he did not believe in the necessity of revolutions. but because 

he questioned the potential of political change occurring ,\;thout concomitant revolutions 

in representation and consciousness which could change the Irish understanding of the 

kinds of historical and cultural forces which sustained and aided their political 

oppression. One need only look at how much of what Joyce hated of Irish life (e.g. the 

church. the clergy, the intellectual and spiritual paralysis of the average Dubliner) 

remained fully intact (and was even wrinen into the Constitution!) after 1922 As 

common Irish ,,;t had it. the rebellion only succeeded in "turning the red postboxes 

green." Joyce's refusal to \."Tite an anicle about the Easter Rebellion for a S,.,,;ss journal 

in 19] 8 seems to indicate some of his reservations about uninformed political action. He 
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explained his dilemma by writing that. "The problem of my race is so complicated that 

one needs to make use of all the means of an elastic art to delineate it .... I am restricted 

to making a pronouncement on it by means of the scenes and characters of my poor 

art. ,,200 Although references to the 1916 rebellion are amazingly scarce in Joyce's 

correspondence, his work is permeated by the concerns of the Irish political situation, 

even if these concerns do not manifest in explicitly "political" statements. While 

pronouncements about the intersections of colonial and artistic rebellion (such as those 

made by Stephen in A Portrait of the Artist as a Youn!:! Man) are interspersed throughout 

Joyce's writings, many critics have pointed to the importance of Joyce's stylistic 

revolutions as a key to understanding his political positions. 

Andrew DutTy argues in "Pamellism and Rebellion: The Irish War of 

Independence and Revisions of the Heroic in Ulvsses," that the increasing elaborate 

styles of Ulvsses can be linked to the political events occurring in Ireland between 1914 

and 1912 (i.e. the years during which Ulvsses was \vrinen). Ulvsses was published less 

than four weeks after Ireland gained independence. Duffy main thesis is that Joyce 

increasingly demythologizes Parnell as the novel increases in stylistic complexity, and he 

argues that "through rendering in 'Circe' a revolution in literary representation which 

corresponds to the political revolution occurring in Ireland while he \\Tote. Joyce 

disrupted the modes of representation of the past in his work which supported his original 

vision of the artist and. hence. of a strong Parnell. ,,~')1 Thus. Joyce not only rejects the 

~(UJ Manganiello. p. 162. 
P. 190. Andrew Duffy. "Parnell ism and Rebellion: The Irish War of 
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maudlin praise of the "golden days" of the Irish past. and the political stagnation this 

nostalgia helped produce. but also his previous representation of both the artist and 

Parnell as messiah-like saviors for the Irish. It is in this reevaluation of Irish uses of the 

past that Joyce makes some of his key political contributions. All this suggests that Joyce 

abandoned even this center of authority-as well as his own role as an artist and potential 

savior of the Irish people. 

In his introduction to Wakini! Giants: The Presence of the Past in Modernism, 

Herbert N. Schneidau argues that "In Joyce's work the typical Irish gesture is genuflection 

toward the past even if one's part in it had been shameful. II:\!: And yet. as Schneidau 

argues. Joyce transforms the accidents of this tawdry relationship to the past into a 

potentially revolutionary mode of revisionist history: "Joyce's fanatical use of 

autobiographical and Irish material is obvious: what is less so is that in putting it to use 

he was turning the backward tropism of Irish memory into an animating force. ,,:il.~ 

Schneidau concludes that Joyce parodied the romanticization of the past produced by 

Irish nationalism in order to imply "that fashionable mysticism. like the Gaelic Revival 

and all the other forms of high-minded nationalism. \vas really only a variant of the 

commonplace. lower-middle-class Irish theme of past-worship. ,,:0 .. Thus what the 

Anglo-Irish aristocrats thought v,'ere "noble" myths which united aristocrats and peasants 

Independ~nce and Revisions of the Heroic in Ulvsses." James Jovce Ouarterh' 28:1 (Fall 
90), 179-195. 
:0: Herbert N. Schneidau. Wakin2 Giants: The Presence of the Past in Modernism 
(New York: Oxford University Press. 1991). p. 7. 
:u3 Schneidau. p. 12. 
:().l Schneidau. p. 13. 
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in a golden past turned out to be only a version of the urban and lower class myths they 

held in disdain. L.H. Platt also writes that "It seems cenain that Anglo-Ireland's 

colonization of a m)'1hic past \vas a means by which a declining class attemmpted to 

preserve for itself a cultural and intellectual position, but at the same time it was an 

affinnation of aristocratic nobility which scorned the 'rampant. double-chinned vulgarity' 

of the Catholic middle class of which Joyce was a product. and which exercised a fonn 

of paternalistic landlordism over a romanticized Irish peasantry. ,,105 (Of course, Joyce 

himself represented the hopes and desires of the lower middle class Dubliners. pointing 

out how much Joyce projected this panicular urban view on to the rest of the country.) 

Thus the problem with Irish nostalgia was that it sought not to "wake" the dead. but 

rather to re\'jve them. And even then. as Platt points out, "the Revival was utterly 

ahistorical in its approach to literature." and thus the end result was that "A real history of 

racial contlict and cultural imperialism was displaced by a mythology of syncretism" 

where the Anglo-Irish lived in perfect hannony with the within a tradition where they 

were in reality the heirs of colonial aggressors (such as the Danes, Vikings. et at). 

As Schneidau suggests. Joyce's relationship to the past was far more critical and 

infonned than that of his (Anglo- )Irish counterpans. and in reappropriating the past, 

Joyce sought to undo the debilitating effects of what T.S. Eliot called the "presentness of 

the past" while reanimating those aspects \vhich he found potentially liberating. Thus in 

Joyce's work. the past is marked not only by nostalgia. but also by the scars ofa long 

L.H. Plan. "The Voice of Esau: Culture and Nationalism in 'Scylla and Charybdis" 
James Joyce Quarterl\" 29:4 (Summer 1992).737-750. 
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history of oppression and frustrated national ambitions. Through critiquing the uses to 

which the past was put. Joyce attempts not to destroy. but rather to resituate. to re-enliven 

the past. He engages the myth-making so prominent in modernist and nationalist 

discourses in ways which differ significantly from his contemporaries by consistently 

historicizing and undermining the praise of the past. In doing so, he engages the myths 

important to Irish self-conception which were also complicit in the perpetuation of 

colonial domination. (This seems to be one of the reasons why he was so at odds v.·ith 

the Gaelic Revival-perhaps he sensed that it merely reinscribed old myths in the service 

of a new set of masters who usurped the high ground and left oppressive structures like 

the Catholic church in place. )::06 

Being a product of what Fredric Jameson in "Modernism and Imperialism" calis 

the "internal Third World"--i.e. the space of oppressed peoples within "First World" 

nations (e.g., in the U.S .. African-Americans. Native Americans. and Chicanos! 

Chicanas j--Joyce's "third world modernist" approach to English language and culture 

constituted his rebellion against the external imposition of a whole spectrum of political. 

culturaL and national authorities.::o7 Significantly. this rebellion is specifically 

:>(, Platt argues that Stephen's Catholic stance resists both Catholic and Anglo-Irish 
hierarchies at the same time: "The Catholicism of Stephen's exposition again seems a 
conscious strategy, a blasphemous plundering certainly. but one which again interrogates 
notions of Catholic inferiority and which implicitly insists on restoring Church 
scholasticism to a meaningful place in Ireland's intellectual tradition" (p. 7-+4). I would 
point out. though. that the Church also represents another colonializing power. and that 
Stephen uses the tools of this master not to restore. but rather to undermine its position 
(in addition to that of the Protestant Ascendancy which politically oppressed the 
Catholics). 

Jameson. "~odernism and Imperialism." in Deane. pp. 49. 64. 
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characterized as a one against male colonial overlords and patriarchal authority. As 

Stephen Dedalus phrases it in his oft-quoted credo of linguistic and colonial rebellion in 

A Portrait of the Artist as a Youn£?: Man: 

The language in which we are speaking is his before it is mine. How 

different are the words home, Christ, ale, master, on his lips and on mine! 

I cannot speak or \vrite these words \\ithout unrest of spirit. His language, 

so familiar and so foreign, will always be for me an acquired speech. I 

have not made or accepted its words. My voice holds them at bay. My soul 

frets in the shadow of his language. (P 189: emphasis added) 

What has not been noticed is the uncanny resemblance this passage has to 

post-structuralist feminist descriptions of the linguistic possibilities (or lack thereof) open 

to women in patriarchal societies. ;:U8 The emphasis on his language and his lips as 

sources of oppression dovetails with Luce lrigaray's essay on language and the female 

body. "When Our Lips Speak Together." where she writes: 

How can I say it? That we are women from the start. That we don't have to 

be turned into women by them. labeled by them, made holy and profaned 

by them. That that has always already happened, without their efforts. And 

that their history. their stories. constitute the locus of our displacement. It's 

not that we have a territory of our O\\TI; but their fatherland. familY. home. 

:IJS It is specifically Stephen's soul that frets under the imposition of the 
imperialistic, patriarchal language. another factor which genders the relationship between 
colonializer and colonialized (the soul is gendered female throughout Portrait a problem 
which \\'111 be discussed in another chapter). 
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discourse, imprison us in enclosed spaces where we cannot keep on 

moving. living. as ourselves. Their propenies are our exile. Their 

enclosures. the death of our love. Their words. the gag upon our lips.:<l 

This quote also brings to mind Stephen's famous "non serviam" speech about the fetters 

of a British controlled language, home. fatherland and culture when he declares that: 

I will not serve that in which I no longer believe whether it call itself my 

home. my fatherland or my church: and I \\ill try to express myselfin 

some mode of life or an as freely as I can and as wholly as I can. using for 

my defense the only anns I allow myself to use--silence. exile. and 

cunning. (P 247) 

That both Joyce and lrigaray concentrate on the imagct:' of lips, home. fatherland. exile. 

suggests that the dispossession of both women and colonialist subjects precedes along 

similar lines. and \\;th similar consequences. :11l Of course. social positionings of a male 

Irish novelist and a French woman psychoanalyst are obviously not equivalent. the 

congruence of the essentializing metaphors they use to describe the experic:nce of 

:i>'i Luce Irigaray. "When Our Lips Speak Together." This Sex Which Is Not One 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 1985). 205-218. p. 212 (emphasis added). 
:1

11 Note, too. that Stephen perceives the lips of the prostitute he encounters at the 
end of chapter two as "the vehicle of a vague speech" (p 101). As it becomes apparent in 
Ulvsses, Stephen does not percei\'e the relative positions of colonized men and women. 
and. in many ways. exacerbates Irish women's colonized position in his attempt to free 
himself and other Irish men. Joyce. however. seems to be setting up a conhrruence 
between the positions in the use of the word "lips" and the relationship of women to 
questions of nationaL sexuaL and cultural liberation. That being said. women still serve 
mainly as vehicles. and not as agents. of liberatIon in Joyce's work. (Though see the 
Jardine passage below) 
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oppression deserve closer attention. As I have argued elsewhere. Joyce does appropriate 

tropes of the "feminine" and the positionings of women in a manner which elides and 

marginalizes his women characters for the sake of the men.:11 But in this context. what is 

revealing is Joyce's representation of how the relationship between the Irish and the 

British is gendered as that between a "masculinized" colonialist aggressor and a 

"feminized" (male) colonial subject. Throughout Joyce's \\lork this produces male 

characters whose gender is ambiguous. or whose sense of masculinity is constantly 

threatened (perhaps generating Joyce's interest in androgyny and gender crossing). This 

same phenomenon also produces female characters who occupy multiple positions of 

marginalization and oppression not only at the hands of the English. but at the hands of 

Irish men as well. 

Another similarity to be noted in both Joyce and Irigaray is the sense that "his" 

language is somehow "foreign" in spite of its familiarity. The complicity of language in 

the perpetuation of patriarchal and colonial authority is also a concern of post-colonial 

critics who analyze on the effects of the imposition of foreign languages upon the 

strategies developed by colonized v>,TIters. As Said \\-TItes in his essay on Yeats. 

Along \\ith ... nationalistic adumbrations of the decolonized identity, 

there always goes an almost magically inspired. quasi-alchemical 

redevelopment of the native language. Yeats is especially interesting here. 

~!l John Borrnanis. "'In the First Bloom of her New motherhood:' Representations of 
the Mother and Mothering in Ulvsses." James Jovce Quarterlv 29:3 (Spring 1992), pp. 
599-623. 
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He shares with Caribbean and some African writers the predicament of a 

common language with the colonial overlord .... :1: 

The overlapping strategies for critical experimentation in language and literature 

undertaken by male colonialized \\nters and European women writers would suggest 

that a politics of liberation embraces not only radically new social realities, but also new 

representations of gender and subjectivity which attempt to break through a 

"colonization" of language and representation. Now. to extend the metaphor of 

"colonization" to the discourses of European women \\-TIting from the vantage point of 

elite institutions has potential pitfalls. Likewise. assigning a feminized gender to male 

colonial \\TIters risks losing sight of the ways in which their male gender still detennines 

their relationships with women, even in the colonial situation. The slmple pomt I am 

trying to elucidate is that both European colonization and the subjugation of women 

occur within patriarchal contexts. And within these systems of oppression. one oft.~e 

common threads is that the oppressed are gendered "feminine." while the oppressors 

occupy the privileged "masculine" position.:13 

The production of such hegemonies which occlude possibilities for liberation is 

also seen by Joyce and lrigaray as another gag upon the lips of the oppressed subject. 

Thus, both are interested in history as a fonn of oppression. Stephen's exasperated 

:1: Said, "Yeats and Decolonization." in Deane. p. 79. 
:13 A \'lord or two on the terms "masculine" and "feminine:" I use these terms instead 
of "male" and "female" because I want to maintain a distance from "actual" men and 
women. and show that these gender markings are part of larger cultural discourses which 
play an immensely complex role in forging individual (and collective) gender identities. 
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assessment of the colonial subject's historical displacement - "History ... is a nightmare 

from which I am trying to awake" (t: 2.377) - is remarkable in that it describes both the 

difficulties of forging a colonial identity and the dilemma of feminists confronting 

patriarchal history. For both Joyce and lrigaray. "history" represents the authoritative and 

hegemonic social. cultural. historical and sexual practices \vhich (over- )determine 

contemporary realities--as well the possibilities for changing them. Thus we find both 

writers arguing that the effects of a long history of patriarchal and colonial control are 

not eradicated just through identirying the overtly "political" sources of oppression. but 

that they must also be challenged on every level of culture. literature. sexuality, discourse 

and consciousness. 

Once again: I am not arguing that Irigaray and Joyce are describing different sides 

of the same coin. Here it should also be noted that. unlike Cixous and Kristeva. lrigaray 

is not a Joycean. and did not seek to valorize the contributions of a mostly male avant 

garde towards the cause of women's liberation. Nevertheless. Joyce's and Irigaray's 

common interest in linguistics. psychoanalysis. history. while varying in degree and 

sources. help to account for some of the differences and similarities. Joyce's positions on 

colonialist oppression and post-structuralist feminists' positions on patriarchal oppression 

point to loci of oppression in language. as well as in the social construction of nations 

and bodies. The gendering of these relationships fonns an ineluctable element of the 

matnx of all oppressions. 
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What does it mean. then. for a male. colonized writer (who. though perhaps 

sympathetic to the cause. was not a feminist in contemporary terms) to gender the 

colonial relationship in ways which parallel feminist positions? Alice Jardine's work on 

"gynesis." i.~. the use of "woman" as a tigure of disruption in the work of contemporary 

French male philosophers. is of relevance here.::l~ Although Jardine mainly deals with 

postwar French intellectuals. her insights into the \vay they appropriated the positions and 

strategies ofv.·omen to rework their ovm positions points to a similar tendency in Joyce's 

work as well. Jardine builds upon the work of French poststructuralist and feminist 

critics who argue that women and discourses of the "feminine" are constructed as the 

negative poles of Western patriarchal society. But \vhen the certainties of Western 

patriarchal ideologies underwent unprecedented crises in the early twentieth century 

(partially through the collapse of master narratives. and partially through the disruptive 

force of modem feminist movements). many key European male philosophers sought to 

rework tropes of the "feminine." According to Jardine. this led to an appropriation and 

sublimation of the "feminine" \vhich sought to defuse its disruptive force and press it into 

the further service of patriarchal narratives.: 15 This constitutes part of what Joyce is 

doing, but in his grappling with the overlapping specificities and differences in gender. 

history. and culture. he continually points out that historical. cultural. and gender 

specificities are not absolute categories. but rather instable. culturally produced notions 

in a continual state of reconstruction. And although he was certainly a participant in the 

Alice Jardine. Gvnesis (Ithaca: Cornell UP. 1985). 
I pick up this theme again in the next chapter. "Lilith on the Liffey." 
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appropriate them in a entirely different manner. 
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Joyce sought to undo this state of Irish affairs not only through representing 

offensive Irish behavior in the "cracked lookingglass" of his an (a concept he borrowed 

from Wilde). but also through performing a textual examination of the construction of 

human body along with the Irish body politic. In doing so. he had to examine not only 

culture. but also the culturally determined understanding of human bodies and sexuality. 

Frantz Fanon's remarks are highly relevant in this context: "The native intellectual who 

takes up arms to defend his nation's legitimacy, who is willing to strip himself naked to 

study the history of his body. is obliged to dissect the hean of his people" (emphasis 

added).:16 Both Fanon and Joyce deal explicitly and implicitly with the dilemmas of the 

male colonial subject and his attempts to deal with the colonized body. The question is 

how that body is gendered. and what role the body comes to play in the male colonized 

subjects narratives ofliberation. Joyce explicitly considered Ulvsses as an epic of bodily 

proponions. and to a cenain extent. we see a heightened concern \vith the male body and 

forms of male sexuality throughout his works. Joyce also expresses great ambivalences 

about female bodies and bodies which are gendered female or feminine. For example. 

Joyce's conflation of the body of the mother with the "body" of literature. Ireland as the 

poor old woman. Israel as a female body (a trope ubiquitous in the Hebrev.· Bible). 

:16 Fanon. p. 211. Quoted in Said. p. 93 
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However. the gender ofthe landscape and the land also plays a crucial role in 

Finne1!ans Wake, and shows Joyce reworking the lay of the land as the prostrate tigure 

HCE with his wife Anna Livia Plurabella flo\\;ng by his side. A "feminine" gender for 

the colonial subject in Ulvsses is blurred in FinneQans Wake, but the representation of 

HCE is in the Dublin landscape and does not represent Ireland as a whole. Earv.icker's 

Anglo-Irish status also problematizes his position as both Irishman and colonizer. 

Gender contlicts in the Wake still reflect Joyce's contlation of the relative positions of 

women and the Irish. but in Finneuans Wake women characters put up significant 

resistance not only to British colonialists. but also Irish men and their positions of power 

over Irish women.:!J7 This represents a significant development over his earlier works. 

and suggests a greater appreciation of women's rights which developed during the time he 

was writing Finne1!ans Wake. But while the new representations of women are 

significant. he did not abandon misogynistic representations altogether (nor does this 

appear to have been anything he had a conscious interest in doing). Again. this points out 

Joyce's uneasy position betv.·een the constraints of cultures and histories and the 

seemingly Iibcrato~' potential of radically new modes of discourse. Regressive elements 

remain in Joyce's works because they remain in our societies. 

_., As indicated throughout Finnegans Wake. the identities and personalities of 
colonizer and colonized constantly merge and interconnected: Joyce points out that the 
colonial relationship is internalized to the colonized land. The case of Anglo-Irish 
patriots underscores the shared identity of colonizer and colonized. but it also exists in 
the relationship of non-Anglo Irish to each other. Joyce seems to be pointing out that 
although there is no pure stance to take (in terms of ethnicity). as the nation is comprised 
of "Miscegenations upon miscegenations" (FW 18.20). 
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Joyce and the "Mother-land" 

Both Edward Said and Fredric Jameson stress geography as being of key 

importance to resistance in the work of colonial writers. Jameson argues that in Ulvsses, 

The Od~sey "st::rves as a map." through which Joyce appropriates "the b'l'eat imperial 

space of the Mediterranean in order to organize the space of the colonial city.,,2Ix 

Through employing imperial epics in the support of Irish rebellion. Joyce engages in a 

process of a cultural decolonization which sought to restructure the imaginative space of 

Ireland for the Irish?') Said deals v.ith a similar problem in his essay "Yeats and 

Decolonializatton" when he writes that. in the colonized land. 

There is a pressing need for the recovery of the land that. because of the 

presence of the colonializing outsider. is recoverable at tirst only through 

the imagination. Now if there IS anything that radically distinguishes the 

imagination of anti-imperialism it is the primacy of the geographical in it. 

Imperialism after all is an act of geographical violencc .... For the native, 

the history of his or her colonial servitude is inaugurated by the loss to an 

out!iider of tht! local plact:. whost! concrelt! gt!o~'l'aphical idt!nlily must 

thereafter be searched for and someho".· restored. ~~'! 

Jameson p. 6'+. 
SaId descnbes the desIre to restore or recreate a new natlonalldemity as a 

"cartographic" impulse I from the Greek words for writing and a sheet ofpapen. a term 
appropriate for describing Joyce's task of "TIling Ireland (Said p. 79). 
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Of course. restoration is an overarching theme in Joyce's work.. and his precision in 

representing geographical realities is well kno'hn. ::1 The process of restoration. however. 

is tied not only to the land. but to the mother. Irish geography is primarily troped as 

female throughout Joyce. More specifically. it is represented as the body of the mother. 

literalized through the common epithet "Mother Ireland." Joyce's obsession with the 

restoration of many types of relationships, e.g. those between Stephen and his mother. 

Stephen and his tather( S). Stephen and Ireland. Ireland and "her" potential saviors. and so 

on. is always mediated by the mother. 

The primary relationship I wish to consider in this context is that between 

Stephen and his mother. It is in the figure of the mother that the problems of colonialism 

and gender coalesce. augment and defy one another. Primary in this relationship is 

Joyce's representation of the geographical reality of Ireland occurs through gendered 

metaphors borrowed from Irish nationalists during the Gaelic Revival. It is in the 

relationship to "Mother" Ireland that what Said calls "the geographical mone main of 

imperialism" meets Schneidau's conception of mortmain as "the image of the past as a 

dead hand ... mindlessly choking the life out of its own sons and daughters. ,,~~~ The 

'::IJ Said. p. 77. From casting Shem the Penmen. as rough caricature of himself. as a 
Jew. and \"Titing the stuff of his life as a large portion of the representation of Leopold 
Bloom. Joyce himself appropriated the position of the "wandering Jew" as part of his 
o\"n personal m~1hology. 
::1 Joyce is so expansive about geographical details in his work that it is possible to 
do whole tours of Dublin \\;th his works in hand. And in Finne1!ans Wake. the discourses 
of body and land converge in figure ofHCE. a sleeping giant whose body ~ the Dublin 
landscape. 
::: Said. p. 77. Schneidau. p. 4. 
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combination of both legalist and familiaL deadly and eternaL imagery (as well as colonial 

and indigenous oppressions) in the concept of mortmain serves as a paradigm of the 

combinations of historical. sexual. familial and colonial factors intertwined in Joyce's 

"delineations" of "the problem of his race." In Joyce's work, it is not only the British 

imperium, but also Ireland, "the old sow that eats her farrow" that gags and chokes the 

young artist and his compatriots (P 203). Ireland also appears frequently as a cow in 

Joyce's work. and this imagery not only reproduces the traditional. rural. female identity 

of Ireland. but also places her in a subordinate political and sexual position to the land of 

John Bull. While Joyce by and large sympathizes with the plight of Ireland and all that 

"she" has suffered, he still places the part of the blame for the colonial situation on 

Ireland in his essay "Fcnianism," where he accuses her of "Iening herselfbe milked by 

England" (C\\' 190). This points to his dual critique of British and Irish culpability in 

producing the Irish colonial situation in a way which does not blame the "ictim or 

exculpate the oppressor. but rather evaluates the colonial situation trom a variety of 

positions and political situations. It also highlights the ambivalence Joyce felt to\,,,·ards 

the "feminized" position ofIreland and Irish men in colonial discourses. While he could 

valorize the "feminine" in himself and characters like Bloom, he also shows the ways in 

which this feminizatIon troubled the subjectivity of characters as ditferent as Stephen 

Dedalus and Linle Chandler. 

The representation of Ireland as the "poor old woman" in Ulysses characterizes 

Stephen's alienation from the "mother" and manifests itself in the scorn he feels for the 
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poor old milkwoman who brings milk ("not hers") to the young bard (Stephen). "her 

conqueror" (the Englishman Haines) and "her gay betrayer" (Mulligan) (t: 1.397-407). 

The anger Stephen feels towards her is based not only upon his feeling betrayed by the 

Irish and Ireland. but also by the incredible emotional loss he experienced through the 

death of his mother. The connection of the death of the mother to the death of the nation 

is made manifest through the images of death and decay which surround Joyce's 

representations of mothers. Throughout Ulvsses the identities of May Dedalus and 

Mother Ireland constantly overlap, and Stephen's dread of both Ireland and his mother 

increases as he sees them as the main threats not only to his artistic creativity. but also to 

his own identity. Joyce's evocations of the mother. the mother's body. and "Mother" 

Ireland engage tropes of passivity and materiality which in themselves strongly 

colonialist and patriarchal tendencies to\vards Irish women on Joyce's behalf. But 

another factor to be kept in mind is that Joyce was in some ways working against 

colonized images of motherhood which abetted the subjugation of Ireland. \\That Joyce 

so harshly reminds his readers is that the land and nation so fondly recalled in nationalist 

discourses was dead and gone. 

The image of the dead mother's body also provides signiticant geographical and 

cultural linkages to another land under colonial occupation during Joyce's time. 

Palestine.::' Joyce explicitly parallels the struggles of the Zionist and Irish nationalist 

Although under Turkish control in 1904. the British took it over after World War 
I. thus placing both of Joyce's key colonialized lands under British dominion during the 
last stages of the \\Titing of UlYsses. 
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movements. and ironically notes the similarities in the conditions of their subjugated 

homelands. The connection is made by Bloom. who. immersed in thoughts of home rule 

(both in his own home and his own country). Zionism. and homelands. thinks of 

Palestine. ,vhere Jewish settlers were hoping to create a new nation: 

A barren land. bare waste. V ulcanic lake, the dead sea: no fish. weedless. 

sunk deep in the earth. No ,,,ind could lift those waves. grey metal. 

poisonous foggy waters. Brimstone they called it raining down: the cities 

of the plain: Sodom. Gomorrah. Edom. All dead names. A dead sea in a 

dead land. grey and old. Old now. It bore the oldest, the first race. A bent 

hag crossed from Cassidy's. clutching a naggin bottle by the neck. The 

oldest people. Wandered far away over all the earth, captivity to captivity, 

multiplying, dying, being born everywhere. It lay there now. Now it could 

bear no more. Dead: an old woman's: the ~'Tey sunken cunt of the world. 

(U 4:219-228) 

The image of the "grey sunken cunt" of Israel finds its Irish corollary in the "old shrunken 

paps" of the poor oid woman. and reinforces the negative imagery surrounding the 

motherland (l: 1.398). (The "bent hag" with her bottle of liquor acquired from Cassidy's, 

also figures as a degenerate mother.) What this points out in both Bloom's case as a Jew. 

and Joyce's as an Irishman. is that neither of them has a living homeland. and both 

experience discrimination and displacement because of this fact. In contrast to the strain 

in Joyce's writing '\'hich allies women's and Irish emancipation. the troping of the 
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homeland as a female body produces many of the more misogynistic and troubling 

aspects of Joyce's work. 

One factor producing this problem was Joyce's intention of uncovering facile Irish 

mythologies about the supposed goodness and limitless maternal nunuring of "Mother" 

Ireland. Without diminishing the seriousness and consequences of misogyny in Joyce's 

work. a parallel reading of Joyce's negative ponrayals of mothers indicates a complex 

assault on patriarchal and sexist constructs of motherhood which serve to oppress both 

mothers and their children for the sake of absent colonial fathers. Frantz Fanon writes in 

The Wretched of the Eanh about the ways in which the colonialized nation was 

frequently represented as a mother who had to restrain her suicidal children. and how 

colonial writers have often felt the need to rebel against the internalized colonial 

mentalities allied with such representations. As he writes: 

On the unconscious plane. colonialism did not seek to be considered by 

the native as a gently loving mother who protects her child from a hostile 

environment. but rather as a mother \vho unceasingly restrains her 

fundamentally perverse offspring from managing to commit suicide and 

from giving free rein to its evil instincts. The colonial mother protects her 

child from itself, from its ego, and from its physiology, its biology, and its 

0'"'" unhappiness \ .... hich is its very essence.~~': 

::.1 Frantz Fanon. The Wretched of the Eanh (New York: Grove Press. 1965). p. 211. 
Quoted in Said. p. 91. 
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The position of "colonial mother" Fanon describes seems to jibe well with the 

representatIon of the two main mothers in Stephen's life. May Dedalus and Mother 

Ireland. \1ay Dedalus' concerns for Stephen and his thoughts. art. way of life. etc. at the 

end ofPonrait center precisely around his maintenance of the Irish subjugated position 

through exhorting him to remain true to the church and to his country. Joyce seems to 

have internalized these notions to some extent through his use of Icarus imagery 

throughout Portrait, which indicate that the rebellious child did indeed have suicidal 

aspIratIons which needed to be kept In check. When Stephen responds negatively to 

images of the mother. they are mostly aspects of the mother in her role as a supporter of 

foreign powers. be they those of the British Empire or the Holy Roman Catholic and 

Apostolic Church (or bourgeois respectability). 

Ironically, it was precisely from the Catholic church and colonial Ireland that 

Joyce picked up the means and strategies of his personal and Irish national resistance. 

Seamus Dtane posits that. in the Irish context. "nationalism can be produced by the 

forces that suppress it and can. at that juncture, mobilize itself into a fonn of liberation" 

under the proper circumstances. and uses the example of Irish appropriations of 

British Arnoldian notions of "Celticism" (i.e. that they're more romantic. passionate. 

creative. etc.) to support his hypothesis.::5 An analogous phenomenon can be seen in 

Joyce's use of the Bible and the religious characterization of Ireland as a type of modern 

Israel. Joyce's linkage of the Zionist and Irish nationalist movements demonstrates the 

Deane. Introduction. p. 13. 
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incredibly powerful role that the Bible played in both. and provided them with a center of 

moral authority from which to create their nationalist mythologies. In Joyce's work. the 

Bible is represented as a key source for Irish conscience (in Taylor's speech. Bloom's 

musings about Palestine. Stephen's Parable of the Plums. etc. ).116 But what Joyce also 

shows is how the Bible became yet another textual prop for the romanticization of Irish 

past as well as their present sUbjugation. 

Thus. as David Weir argues. the analogies between the Irish and the Israelites 

made by the Irishmen in Ulvsses may serve mainly to cover up their sense of their own 

powerlessness. This is represented by the frequent use of the Moses motif and the two 

levels on which it can be read. Although Moses led the Hebrews out of the house of 

bondage (which Bloom tellingly renders "into the house of bondage"). he was not able to 

enter the promised land.m Weir notes how Taylor's speech in "Aeolus" valorizes Irish 

subjugation through implying that their oppression is somehow liberatory. but he also 

points out that Stephen's "Parable of the Plums" (or itA Pisgah Sight of Palestine") serves 

------ ------------

116 Platt points out that "Stephen's sense of the National Library as alien ground. of 
himself as an Irish-Jew in a colonized Egypt-Ireland reflects a Catholic sensibility" (p. 
740). 
117 Joyce explicitly casts Parnell as an Irish Moses in his essay 'The Shade of 
ParnelL" employing the same rhetoric as Taylor: "like another Moses. [he] led a turbulent 
and unstable people from the house of shame to the verge of the Promised Land" (CW 
225). And yet, in the next paragraph. he castigates Parnell for being "ignorant of the 
history of his native land," and write disappro\-ingly that "he was a Protestant. a 
descendant of an aristocratic family, and, as a crowning disgrace. he spoke \'with a distinct 
English accent" (CW 225). Joyce's ability to see the importance of biblical and symbolic 
rhetoric while at the same time critiquing historical specificities. 
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as a critique not only of romantic Irish windbags. but also ofthe sexual submission of the 

Irish to the English: 

The first title of Stephen's narrative alludes directly to this high Mosaic 

myth. as Nelson's Pillar replaces not only the "pillar of the cloud" ((1 

7.865-66) that directed the Israelites onward to the land of promise. but 

:l!s~ !(\ ~t. Pisgah. where Moses was granted a sight of that land .... in 

Stephen's version of the myth. Nelson's Pillar affords no view of a 

promised land: the t\\"o women see oniy church roofs. and then turn out of 

fright to the statue of the British conqueror and eat the plums .... this 

action implies a sexual act [fellatio], but the sexual act is itselfa figure for 

the sociopolitical reality of Ireland in 1904 as Stephen perceives it to be. 

In other words. Stephen's parable suggests that the English experience 

"gratification" at the expense of the Irish. who. far from resisting their 

rulers. submissively participate in their O\\n exploitation.:;s 

Weir's elaboration illustrates Joyce's linkage of colonial and sexual oppression. 

fiitered as it is through the Stephen's miso~~'nistic parable. What this demonstrates. 

however. is that British colonization occurred not only through economic. geographical 

and cultural means. but alsc through the construction of Irish sexuality. Irish women 

carne to playa symbolic role as the objects of male competition in which Irish men were 

portrayed as the losers vis-a-vis their colonial overlords. Stephen thus serves as a classic 

Weir 659. 
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example of the male colonialized subject who. in an attempt to deal with feelings of 

"emasculation" at the hands of the colonialist powers. becomes increasingly misogynistic 

as he projects the rage he feels at his own "feminized" position onto Irish women. 

Stephen's defensive and misogynistic response to his subjugated position takes the form 

of blaming Irish women for British imperialism through suggesting that it is the Irish 

women's sexual betrayal which both invited the colonizer to Ireland and deprived Irish 

men of their perceived "right" to the possession oflrish women. In doing so he 

internalizes the gendered metaphors of a patriarchal colonialism. and reproduces them in 

his relationship to Irish women in a maneuver characteristic of many nationalist and 

ethnic liberation movements. As Chandra Mohan~r posits. "all forms of ruling operate by 

constructing, and consolidating as well as transforming, already existing social 

inequalities" (18). In Ireland. British imperialism engaged already existing structures of 

inequality in the relationships between men and women in a manner which strengthened 

colonial rule. It also engaged already existing images of Ireland which were gendered 

female. 

The biblical intertexts which trope the land of ISiael as female also playa role in 

the gendering of the colonial situation. While Joyce's concerns with the (subjugated) 

positions of home. fatherland. and church are key elements of his critique of the effects 

of British colonialism. Irish attitudes towards sexuality. culture. gender relations. and 

their unique perceptions of their oppressed positions also underv,,·ent Joyce's scrutiny of 

the colonial situation. This seems to be pan of Joyce's project which he described as his 
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desire to aid "the course of civilization in Ireland" by giving the Irish people "one good 

look at themselves in my nicely polished looking-glass" (Letters I 64). While Joyce 

certainly engaged a critique which would often blame the victims of multiple oppressions 

for their condition-namely the women in his works-I wish to suggest that his critiques 

of Irish complicity in their own subjugation preceded British imperialism and aided 

British efforts. This does not exculpate the British for their crimes: indeed. I believe that 

culpability should flow along the lines of power. And in line with that belie!: I believe it 

is imponant to examine the relative positions of Irish men and women in the colonial 

context. I also believe it is a mistake to assume that class. race, sexuality, and gendered 

situations were the sole product of colonialism. Certainly the British forced cultural and 

societal ideals upon the Irish, but the extent of the subjugation varied along lines of class. 

religion. and gender. And insofar as the Irish assimilated the ideals of the Catholic 

church and the British ruling classes. the possibility of "freeing" themselves from 

colonizatIon became a more difficult proposition. This is rendered even more complex 

by the possibilities that Joyce sav .. · for using the tools and the language of the "master" in 

order to subvert Irish, Catholic and British hegemonies. 

Indeed. hegemonic discourses served vital nationalist functions. as in Taylor's 

speech about the Promised Land and Pearse's imagery of blood sacrifice and martyrdom. 

Yet on another level. Joyce critiques the empty nostalgia for the past evident in the 

biblical tlourishes which grace the conversations of his average Dubliners. As he put it 

in one of his critical essays. "Ancient Ireland is dead just as ancient Egypt is dead. Its 
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death chant has been sung, and on its gravestone has been placed the seal" (CW 173). 

Interestingly, in this critique the parallel Joyce sets up is between ancient Egypt and 

Ireland (and not Israel). Thus. on one leveL Joyce uses biblical parallels to show that the 

internalized colonialism of the Irish is potentially as detrimental as the external form 

imposed by the British. 

This also goes a long way in explaining Joyce's representation of the position of 

Jews in Ireland. Ironically. the Irish anti-Semitism directed at Bloom points to a 

usurpation of Jewish identity by the Irish. who identified themselves as the biblical 

people needing to be freed from the Egyptian (read: British) house ofbondage.::9 One of 

the points Joyce questions is how this romantic conception avoided dealing with the 

bonds to the Italian and Irish masters. Their desire to occupy the po3ition of the 

oppressed ancient Israelites in the authoritative discourse of their religion is a major 

contributing factor to the anti-Semitism expressed by characters in Ulvsses. The 

rhetorical strategies employed by the Irish in Ulvsses diminished the possibility of 

sympathizing with the position of other oppressed groups-especially those whose 

identities they have usurped.:30 Thus. when they consider themselves closer to the 

ancient Israelites than Bloom or even modern European Jewry, they deny their 

Ho\\"ever, in his 1907 article on Home Rule. Joyce links the modern Irish to the 
modern Eb,}'ptian struggle. in conjunction \\ith India. against British imperialism (CW 
194). 

Cf the comment made by one of the Commitments that "Dubliners are the blacks 
oflreland" (in relation to their "appropriation" of American black music?). or even the 
brouhaha that accompanied U2's anempt to get back to their "black" roots in "Ranle and 
Hum". 
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contemporary sutferings - as well as their potential affinities with modem Jews. It is 

precisely this paradox which Bloom points to when he exclaims in response to the 

citizen's anti-Semitic diatribe. "I belong to a race. too ... that is hated and persecuted. 

Also now. This very moment. This very instant .... Robbed .... Plundered. Insulted. 

Persecuted. Taking what belongs to us by right. At this very moment, says he. putting up 

his fist. sold by auction in Morocco like slaves" (t:12.1470-72). As Erwin Steinberg 

points out. Moroccan Jews were not the only Jews being persecuted in 1904: although it 

didn't come to violence. a viciously anti-Semitic campaign. led by a Catholic priest. \\'15 

also underway in Limerick in 1904 (to their credit. prominent Irish leaders like Michael 

Davit came out strongly against the campaign).:31 

But the citizen and his cohons cannot see their atlinities v.;th modem Jews: nor 

can they accept them as pan of the Irish nation. as when the citizen asks Bloom. "What is 

your natIon if! may ask?" (r12.1430). Bloom responds "Ireland. I was born here. 

Ireland" IlT2.1431)' Even though Bloom can claim citizenship through his binh and the 

fact that he has lived in Ireland all his life. the citizen's question shows not only Irish 

anti-Semitism. but also the way in which the ethnocentnsm of ethnIC nationalist 

movements can often be a multiple edged sword. While ethnic consciousness is key in 

establishing these movements. it also risks being no better than hegemonic racisms when 

it comes to tolerating difference within the mIdst of those movements. 

_.'1 EI"\\ln R. Steinberg .. "Persecuted . .. sold . .. in Morocco like slaves_It James 
Jovcc Quanerlv 29:3 (Spring 1992). pp. 615-622. 
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Joyce. because of his ability to see and appreciate affinities between different 

struggles against oppression. envisioned even greater possibilities for liberation in the 

synthesis of Jev.';sh. women's. and Irish rebellions. Indicative of Joyce's efforts are his 

representations of Lilith in FinneQans Wake, although constituting only a minor motif in 

themselves. are paradigmatic of Joyce's representation of sexual subversion and the 

disruption of patriarchal genealogy and discourse as necessary steps in the liberation of 

both women and colonialized peoples. As shall be seen in the next chapter. Joyce draws 

on Jewish myths and legends which held Lilith to be. among other things, the first. 

rebellious wife of Adam (in essence the first feminist) who abandoned him in Eden 

through uttering "the Ineffable Name of God:" a semen-stealing demon who caused men 

to have nocturnal emissions: and a dangerous threat to newly-born children. In 

Finne1!ans Wake, Lilith becomes a figure of independence and rebellion who parallels 

Joyce in her disruption of patriarchal discourse and her defiance of patriarchal authority. 

The revolutionary connotations of Lilith's sexual rebellion in Eden are 

transfonned in Finne1!ans Wake into a defiance of both colonialist politics and gender 

oppression. \Vhile both men and \\'ornen suffer fiOm the imposition of colonial authority, 

women suffer the additional burden of being subjected to the men within the colonized 

society. This is amply demonstrated by many of the stories in Dubliners. In "Eveline." 

Eveline's inability to leave Ireland is mediated by her dependence on a questionable male 

agent of escape (Frank) and her subjection to Irish patriarchy (her alcoholic father). 

Corley. one of the "Two Gallants." repeats patterns of British imperialist aggression in his 
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relationship to women when he approaches his (unnamed) Irish girlfriend: "His bulk. his 

easy pace and the solid sound of his boots had something of the conqueror in them" (D 

55). In Finnegans Wake, the gendering of oppression is made further apparent through 

Joyce's pun on the word "Gaelic" as "girlic" (FW 174.15). The resurrection of the Irish 

traditions and language during the "Gaelic Revival" was a specific act of political. social. 

and cultural detiance towards the English. Joyce's pun (which occurs numerous times in 

the text) suggests that he saw the process as liberatory tor women (seemingly justifying 

the respect such critics as Helene Cixous and Julia Kristeva have had for his work)-or 

else that he saw the Irish occupying the position of "girls" in relationship to their English 

masters. Joyce's conflation of Irish and (what he perceived to be) "feminine" discourse 

reveals similarities in the subjection of women and the Irish, and implies that language is 

not only a site of political. cultural. and sexual oppression, but also one of potential 

resistance for both Irish men and Irish '.'!omen. 
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Lilith on the Liffey: Je\\;sh Folklore and Gendered Rebellions in Finne1!ans Wake 

Among the many m~1hical figures inhabiting Joyce's works, one \vho has received 

relatively little study is Lilith:;-'~ I originally began \\'Titing about Lilith because of my 

interest in Joyce's use of Jewish folklore. and I otTer this chapter mostly as a contribution 

to funhering our understanding in that area.:" But I also discovered \vhile writing this 

chapter that Lilith had a knack of appearing in passages which dealt not only with sexual 

transgression. but with the gendering of the colonial relationship and Irish efforts to 

ovenhrow British rule--especially in Finnel2ans Wake. While it may be argued that 

Finne2.ans Wake takes on all types and figures of authority. be they linguistic. coloniaL or 

patriarchal. Joyce's representations of Lilith in Finne2.ans Wake suggest that sexual 

subversion and the disruption of patriarchal genealogies and discourses are both 

necessary and parallel steps in the liberation of women and colonized peoples. My 

reading suggests that Joyce's representation of Lilith undergoes a transformation from 

:.1~ The major exception to this is Grace Eckley's anicle "'Petween Peas Like 
Ourselves': The Folklore of the Prankquean" (James Jovce Quarterlv 9:2 [Winter 1971 ]). 
177-88. Eckley wonderfully uncovers many allusions to Lilith and her arguments about 
the differences between allusions to Lily Kinsella and Anna Livia are wholly convincing. 
However. she does not engage the kind of gender and anti-imperial analYSIS I undertake 
here. 
:.~.1 Joyce could have karned about Lilith from his Jewish friends Moses Dlugacz. 
Ettore Schmitz (!talo Sve\o,. Onocaro Weiss or through encyclopedias. surveys of 
Jewish folklore. and sources based on the Talmud. Midrash. and Kabbalah. While my 
mam concern has not been to track dO\\ll the exact sources for the m~1hs he knew. I have 
tried to derive my references to Lilith m~lhs from sources which could have been 
available to Joyce. 
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Ulvsses, where she appears as a traditional figure of eviL to Finneeans Wake, where she 

is a figure of independence and rebellion who parallels Joyce in her playful disruption of 

patriarchal discourse and her defi<ince of authority. 

All the m~1hs about Lilith are ultimately based upon the Bible, and the Bible is 

crucial for dealing with Joyce's critiques of imperialism, not only because of the way in 

which the Irish framed their struggles with biblical narrative (through appropriating the 

themes of exodus. liberation from slavery, etc.), but because the Bible itself is a text very 

much concerned with the rights and rebellions of a small nation against its oppressors. 

(Although I \,<ill not be going into full detail about the connections between Joyce's 

anti-imperial stance and its debt to the Bible, I do believe it is an important connection to 

keep in mind in considering the relationship between gender. rebellion. and religion.) 

The only reference to Lilith in the Bible is Isaiah 34:14: "The wild beasts of the 

desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island. and the satyr shall call to his 

fellow: the screech owl also shall rest there. and tind for herself a place of rest" (King 

James Version). The designation "screech owl" (also rendered "night hag" in some 

transiations) arose through mistaken etymology in earlier translations of the Bible. 

Biblical scholars long supposed that "Lilith" came from the Hebrew word ltl.vltlh. 

meaning "night," but by the early twentieth century it became accepted that "Lilith" was 

ultimately derived from Sumerian \vord lil meaning "wind." or "spirit." and sometimes 

translated as ·'storm,,).;3-4 (In the original Hebrew. the word used is "lilith.") 

:3 .. D.E. Aune, "Night Hag," The International Standard Bible Enc\'clopedia. \'01. 3. 
Ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1986). p. 536. 
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Stephen is the first to mention Lilith in one of his drunken postulates in "Oxen of 

the Sun": "Then spake young Stephen orgulous of mother Church that would cast him out 

of her bosom. oflaw of canons. of Lilith. patron of abortions. of bigness \\TOUght by wind 

of seeds of brightness or by potency of vampires mouth to mouth" (t: 14.241-44).135 

Considering his general gynophobia and his uneasy musings about paternity. it seems 

almost inevitable that Stephen would connect conception. gestation. abortion. and the 

(re-)distribution of bodily fluids to Lilith. The themes of maternity and pregnancy in this 

episode are also likely stimuli for the allusion to Lilith as the "patron of abortions. ,,1.'(' 

The Jewish Encvclooedia (1910) sheds light on the reception of this particular Lilith 

myth in the early twentieth century. noting that she was "the chief figure on the 

'childbirth tablets' [made to ward off Lilith and other child-harming demons] still hung on 

the walls of the lying-in room in the East and in eastern Europe."m Stephen's related 

remarks on vampires and their devouring of bodily fluids also resonate with myths about 

Lilith. Hastin1!s' Dictionarv of the Bible ( 1908) further explains that Lilith "became a 

word of terror. denoting the night-demon. who sucked the blood of her sleeping 

: .. 5 Eckley notes that Lily. as the first woman of "The Dead" who disturbs Gabriel'S 
thoughts with her allusions to a spoiled affair. can be seen as a Lilith figure (177-8). She 
asserts that Molly's connection of Kitty O'Shea to Mrs. Langtry. "the Jersey Lily" (who 
supposedly had an affair \\;th the Prince of Wales). is another Lilith allusion ( 178). 
:.,6 The phrase" of Lilith. patron of abortions." was a late addition Joyce made to the 
proofs ofU}vsses. See James Jovce's Ul\'sses "Sirens." "Cvclops." "Nausicaa." and "Oxen 
of the Sun": ~ Facsimile of Placards for Episodes 11-14, prefaced and arranged by 
Michael Groden (New York: Garland. 1978), placard 42, p. 323. 
:37 Lud\\ig Blau. "Lilith:' The Je\vish Enc\'c1ooedia, \'01. 8. ed. Isidore Singer (New 
York: Funk & Wagnalls. 19101. pp. 87-88. 
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victims,,;.,g and the Encvclopedia Britannica ( 1911 ) states that Lilith is "equivalent to the 

English [sic] vampire. "~3l) 

But Stephen's concern about bodily fluids also has strong resonances \'lith m~lhs 

that held Lilith to be a semen-stealing demon (try saying that phrase ten times fast). 

Raphael Patai relates a myth which held that "spontaneous nocturnal emission is the 

visible sign of Lilith having succeeded in arousing the desire of a man in his sleep and of 

having satisfied her o\\n lust through him. In doing this. she assumes the shape of either a 

mature woman or a young virgin. ,,:JO The Jewish Encvclopedia ( 1910) adds that Lilith is 

"a seductive woman with long hair" and notes laconically that "Lilith likewise appears to 

men in their dreams. "loll 

'Wbile Stephen associates Lilith ,\-ith typically misoIDnistic fears about female 

sexuality, her affiliation \\;th Bloom in "Circe" suggests that she. like Bloom, has been 

made a scapegoat. In that episode. "Hornblower" announces that Bloom "shall carry the 

sins of the people to AzazeL the spirit which is in the \\ilderness. and to Lilith. the 

nighthag. And they shall stone him and defile him. yea. all from Agendath Netaim and 

from Mizraim. the land of Ham." (l" 15.1898-1901). This passage. framed by Leviticus 

16. echoes a previous allusion to Lilith in "Oxen of the Sun" ("Agendath is a waste land. 

Owen C. Whitehouse. "Demon. Devi1." A Dictionarv of the Bible. ed. James 
Hastings (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1908). p. 590-94. 
:39 "Lilith." The Encvclopedia Britannica. 11 th edition. \01. XVI. (Cambridge: The 
University Press. 1911)' p. 685. 
:-lu Raphael Patai. The Hebrew Goddess (U.S.: Kta\' Publishing House. 1967), p. 
221. 

Blau. p, 88. 
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a home of screechowls." l: 14.1086). Lilith and the desert demon Azazel. whose name 

was mistranslated as "scapegoat" (see Lev. 16:8-26). never appear together in the Bible. 

but Joyce's linkage of the two does find a precedent in Hastin2:s' Dictionarv (1908). which 

mentions them both as night monsters who supposedly harassed travelers in the ancient 

Middle East.:!~1 Their coupling in this passage suggests that at this stage in his writing, 

Joyce understood Lilith as a typical figure of threatening female sexuality. 

Before Joyce got to her. a whole series of demonic and semi-divine associations 

had accrued to Lilith. Thus a number of traditions related to those already mentioned 

identified Lilith with the Queen ofSheba,:!H while other sources suggest that she was a 

goddess worshipped at one time by the ancient Hebrews.:-I-I Most famous. however. are 

the Kabbalistic legends which held that Lilith was the first wife of Ada!'!}. Louis 

Ginzberg writes in The Le2:ends of the Jews (originally published in seven volumes from 

1909 to 1938) that. like Adam, Lilith 

had been created out of the dust of the ground. But she remained with him 

only a short time. because she insisted upon enjoying full equality \vith her 

S.R. Driver. "Azazel," A Dictionarv of the Bible. ed. James Hastings (New York: - ---- -
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1908), pp. 207-8. 
:43 Gershom Scholem writes in the Encvclopedia Judaica, vol. 11 (Jerusalem: Keter 
Publishing House. 1971) that one tradition held that "the riddles which the Queen of 
Sheba posed to Solomon are a repetition of the words of seduction which the first Lilith 
spoke to Adam." suggesting that Lilith's sexual rebellion is tied not only to sacred and 
profane discourses. but also to the Prankquean's riddles. (Hastings' Dictionarv of the 
Bible (1908) also connects Lilith to Sheba.) Scholem also writes that "In Ashkenazi 
folklore. this figure [Lilith as the Queen of Sheba] coalesced \\ith the popular image of 
Helen of Troy or the Frau Venus of German mytholob'Y" indicating a Jewish precedent 
for the sort of typology Joyce uses in Finne2:ans Wake. 
:-1-1 See Blau. p. 88. as \..-ell as the Encvclopedia Britannica, p. 685. 
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husband. She derived her rights from their identical origin [see Gen. 1:27]. 

With the help of the InetTable Name [YHWH]. which she pronounced. 

Lilith flew away from Adam. and vanished in the air. Adam complained 

before God that the \'life he had given him had desened him. and God sent 

forward three angels to capture her. They found her in the Red Sea. and 

they sought to make her go back with the threat that. unless she went. she 

would lose a hundred of her demon children daily by death. But Lilith 

preferred this punishment to living with Adam.~"5 

Interestingly, Ginzberg's version of the legend elides the paniculars of Lilith's rebellion: it 

occurred because of Adam's insistence that she ah'lays assume the "bottom" position 

during sexual intercourse.:~6 Her refusal to accept Adam's rather boring and patriarchal 

notions of sexuality. and her es~ape through the pronunciation of God's name. explicitly 

ties her personal and sexual freedom to linguistic empowerment. (The parallel with 

Joyce. who imagined himself fleeing the sexual parochialism of Ireland through the help 

of "divine" \'lords. shall be made clearer when I consider his flight v,ith the context of 

anti-colonial struggle.) Significantly, Adam cannot understand Oi imitate he; act of 

defiance--he has God send angels after her instead of going himself. 

:~5 LoUIS Ginzberg. Le1!ends of the Bible (New York: Simon and Schuster. 1956). 
pp.34-35. This is a condensed. one volume version of Ginzberg's The Le!!ends of the 
Jews vol. I-VII (Philadelphia: The Je\\;sh Publication Society of America. 1909-38). 
:':6 Cf. Gershom Scholem. Kabbalah (Jerusalem: Keter Publishing House. 1988). p. 
357. 
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In considering Finne!!ans Wake, other traditions which describe Lilith as a 

succubus who seduces men in their sleep become very useful for understanding the 

sexual politics implicit in her rebellion. D.E. Aune \ ... Tites that 

In the talmudic period Lilith was thought able to take the form of a female 

succubus ('one who lies under') and impersonate a man's wife for the 

purpose ofluring him into sexual relations. As a male incubus ("one who 

lies upon"). a Lili ... was thought able to impersonate a husband. Any 

children born of such irregular unions were thought to exhibit the etfects 

of having a demonic parent.~';7 

Lilith's supposed ability to assume the identity of any man's wife (or any woman's 

husband) undoubtedly arose from the usual male fixations on patrilinearity, but the 

notion of one character being able to take on the forms of many women and men is 

certainly relevant for FinneQans Wake.~';R (Aune's glosses on the etymology of the words 

"succubus" and "incubus" also underscores the conflict over sexual positioning \ .... hich 

plays a key role in both the Lilith myths and in the Wake.) Most intriguing for Joyceans. 

Aune. p. 536. 
:.;g That many women are involved in the HCE's seduction is also paralleled in m;'-1hs 
about Liliths being a whole class of demons. This is also echoed in a passage which 
suggests that HCE entices numerous linle girls "\\ith candid zuckers on Spinshesses 
Walk in presents to lilithe maidinettes for at bloo his noose for him with pruriest 
pollygameous inattentions" (F\V 241.03-05). Here, too. the Liliths relieve HCE of bodily 
fluids through blov.ing his nose (or other parts) as the phrase "pollygameous 
inattentions." i.e. his polygamous "games" \\ith many "pollys." would indicate. But that 
this is all just part of HCE's wet dream is suggested shortly thereafter when we read the 
improbable assertion that "he. b'Teyed \like cuddlepuller. walk in her sleep his pig indicks 
weg femtytem funts" (F\\' 241.09-10): i.e. he imagines. while walking in his sleep. that 
he puts his "big dick" in "fifty-five cunts." 
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however. is a description of Lilith as "a composite of two characters: the Child-stealing 

Witch and the Dream Girl. ,,1';9 From such a description it is possible to view the 

Prankquean. ALP. and Issy as types of Lilith in Finnegans Wake: Adaline Glasheen gives 

credence to this hypothesis in the Third Census of Finnegans Wake by suggesting that all 

women named "Lily" are somehow tied to Lilith. and she remarks in her entry under 

"Lilith" that she serves as "any old male fantasy of female horror".15o 

Glasheen's description of Lilith as a "horror." while accurate for describing Lilith 

myths In generaL is not quite precise for describing Lilith in Finnegans Wake. While 

Lilith IS a demonic figure in Ulvsses, there is a distinct shift in Finnegans Wake, where 

she is frequently represented as a subversive figure who shares strong associations with 

Joyce's specifically Irish and linguistic rebellions. Lilith's subversions of male characters 

in Finneeans Wake, combined with Joyce's gendering of the IrishiBritish relationship as 

female:male strongly suggests that Lilith's struggle against male control (be it Irish or 

British I are. at least symbolically. aligned with Irish rebellions. 

Consider the lilies of the field: Joyce consistently associates them with Lilith 

throughout Finne!!ans Wake. and uses them to toreground the sexual politics of rebellion 

and trans~'Tession in both the Garden of Eden and in Phoenix Park. He also connects them 

to the erotic imagery in the Song of Songs. emphasizing the confluence of the sacred and 

Theodor H. Gaster. The Hol\' and the Profane (New York: William Sloan 
Associates Publishers. 1955), p. 18. 
::.) Adaline Glasheen. Third Census of Finneeans Wake (Berkeley: University of 
California Press. 1977). p. 169. Eckley also gi\es credence to this supposition in her 
anicle. 
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the profane. and in my reading. Lilith's rebellions against patriarchal authority are 

penneated with sacred connotations that mark Joyce's representations of the role of the 

artist in Irish society.::1 Consider the phrase "the besieged bedreamt him stil and solely 

of those lililiths undeveiled \vhich had undone him" (FW 75.05-06): it connects Lilith to 

dreaming. while apparently relieving her of demonic associations by representing her as a 

Lilith "un-deviled." or even "undefiled," and her power, like that of so many goddess 

figures. manifests \vhen she is "un(de)veiled". The passage implies that the "garden" 

crime of which HCE stands accused could well have been a dream in which Lilith 

"undid" him. possibly through stealing his "seed". In fact, some of the more pervasive 

myths about Lilith have her "flying about in the form of a night-owl and stealing 

children.":;: while others accuse her of going so far as to steal semen from the bedlinen 

of married couples in order to create her own demons and spirits.253 I f we consider 

Finne£!ans Wake to be a book about a dreamer or dreaming. then Lilith could playa very 

subversive role in provoking. interrupting. or even stealing the dreams of the male 

protagonist( s). 

Although the m~1hs which tie Lilith's to nocturnal emissions generally recuperates 

the paranoid attitude of men guarding against the loss of their "precious bodily tluids." 

Cf. the Song of Songs 5:13. 4:5: Mt. 6:28: Lk. 12:27. Eckley makes a similar 
point in her essay. and focuses not only on the sexual connotations of "lilies of the field." 
but also on the question of Lily's "raiment" (Mt. 6:28) or clothing t 178), 
:,: Blau. p. 88. 
:5., Patai. p. 223. The washerwomen also deal \\;th stained sheets: 'Til iay a few 
stones on the hostel sheets. A man and his bride embraced bet\veen them. Else I'd have 
sprinkled and folded them only" (P"\' 213.24-26). 
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Joyce resituates Lilith's stealing of these t1uids in a manner which again suggests a more 

complex colonial connection: "Fikup. for flesh nelly. el mundo nov. zole flen~ If she's a 

lil~1h. pull early! Pauline. allow~" (FW 034.32-33). "If she's a lilyth. pull [out] early!" 

could seem to be advice to "besieged" males to commit collus tnrerruprus or to 

masturbate rather than allow Lilith to beget her illegitimate children through stealing 

their semen (note that Jarl van Hoother is found "laying cold hands on himself' just 

before the appearance of the Prankquean. another Lilith figure [(FW 21.11 )).~5-1 Roland 

McHugh annotates "flesh nelly" as an allusion to a famous Dublin prostitute named 

"Fresh Nelly," who also makes an appearance in Buck Mulligan's mock play "Eve~man 

His Ovm Wi fe or A Hone~moon in the Hand" (U 9. 1187). ~55 The title of Mulligan's play 

is also echoed in the phrase "Handmarried but once in my Life and I'll never commit such 

a Sin agin" (FW 176.13), where Joyce mixes in Mary's submissive self-identification in 

the Book of Luke. "Behold the handmaid of the Lord" (1 :38). \\;th an allusion to HCE's 

pOSSIble masturbation in Phoenix Park. Taking a clue from the exclamation ·'Pauline. 

allow'" one might also note an allusion to the Pauline epistles. whose patriarchalism is 

~~-I The passage also has resonances \\;th Onanism. i.e. the practice of COli us 
mrerruprus. In the Bible. Onan does this in order to avoid the duties of levirate marriage. 
i.e. raising sons for his dead brother in the place of his o\\n: "And Onan knew that the 
seed should not be his: and it came to pass. when he went into his brother's wife. that he 
spilled it on the ground. lest that he should give seed to his brother" (Gen. 38:9). Patrick 
A. ~1cCanhy makes a similar point in The Riddles of Finneeans Wake (Rutherford [NJ]: 
Associated University Presses. 1980). p. 110. Herb Schneidau has pointed out to me that 
the Bible does not say a word about masturbation. even though it contains many passages 
on the lim Ipropriety of male bodily emissions (see. for example. Leviticus 15 l. Lilith. of 
course. transgresses such standards and prohibitions. 
:5' Roland McHugh. Annotations to Finnegans Wake (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul. 1980)' p. 34. 
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characterized by the infamous verse from Ephesians. "Wives. submit yourselves unto 

your 0\\11 husbands. as unto the Lord" (5:22). But it is also possible to read the passage 

as alluding to Lilith. who submitted herself to neither man nor Lord. and committed 

herself to "never commit such a Sin agin" ("Finn-again") by leaving society and pursuing 

an independent life in the new world ("el mundo nov") she creates through her rebellion. 

But the passage also has explicit connections to lilies. the formation of new 

discourses. and the struggles of women and colonial peoples. 

We can't do without them. Wives rush to the restyours! Of man will to 

man while the led is 101. Zessid's our kadem, villapeach. vollapluck. Fikup, 

for flesh nelly, el mundo nov. zole flen! If she's a lilyth. pull early! 

Pauline. allow! (FW 34.30-33) 

Just a few sentences before, "Rosasharon" leads us to an allusion to the Song of Songs 

(2:1 "I am the rose of Sharon. and the lily of the valleys"). and the Volapiik words 

clustered around and in the "lil~th" sentence ("led": red. "101": rose. "vollapluck": 

l"olapiik. etc.) explicitly allude to a newly-created discourse.:56 The other Volapiik words 

Joyce uses in the sentence give us a clue to the coloniai context: "Fikup" (FikoPi could 

mean "Africa" and "nelly" (Xely) could stand for England. The colonial context is 

confirmed through an allusion to a line from the anti-Catholic song "Lilliburlero": 

·'Lilliburlero. bullen a la".:57 (Lilith's connection to the Irish codeword "lilliburlero" 

:56 \,f H h "'4 .• e. ug •. p. :l .. 

:57 \kHugh. p. 34. Ruth Bauerle notes in the James Jovce Som!book (New York: 
Garland Press, 1989) that "lilliburlero" was supposedly a password "used by Irish papists 
in their massacre of Protestants in 1641." p. 212. 
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would heighten her Irish associations.) And the paragraph begins with the consideration 

of the role of women as "rescuers". While this is not necessarily liberatory in itself it 

does set up the context for considering the reference to Lilith as one which encompasses 

the struggles of both v,,'omen and Irish men. and which connects them through 

emphasizing the liberatory potential of "the language of the outlaw." (r 7.869).158 

Further passages bear out the relationship even more clearly: 

[E)'en tho' Jambuwel's defecalties is Terry Shimmyrag's upperturnity. if 

that is grace for the grass \vhat is balm for the bramblers. as it is as it is. 

that I am the catasthmatic old ruffin sippashedly improctor to be seducint 

trovatellas. the dire daffy damedeconesses. like (why sighs the 

sootheesingen the lilliths oft I feldt ... (F\\" 366.20-25) 

The homology between Anglo-Irish, male-female. or authority-subject relations implies 

that if England's (john Bull's or "Jambuwel's) difficulties are Ireland's (the Land of the 

Shamrock's or liT erry Shimmyrag's") opportunities. the same may be said about women's 

opportunities for change during the times of patriarchy's difficulties. Joyce relates the 

"feminine" and the "Irish" through gendering the Anglo-Irish relationship through the 

vegetal version of the maxim. '\..-hat is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander." In 

Cf. Alicia Suskin Ostriker's Stealing the Language: The Emergence of Women's 
Poetrv in America (Boston: Beacon Press. 1986 t especially her chapter on the "Thieves 
of Language: Women Poets and Revisionist M~1hology," in which she engages French 
theories of stealing and writing as key issues in the development of liberatory women's 
discourses. The relevance of Taylor's speech in Ulysses is that it invokes both biblical 
narratives and tranSh'Tessive linguistic practices as key elements of liberato~' discourse in 
the Irish context. 
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the counter-hegemonic parable of the trees in Judges 9:7-15. the bramble is not only 

represented as the lowest and most ignoble of all the trees. but also the only one who is 

willing to rule over the other trees. Joyce's situation of that parable within a passage 

bearing upon male dominance and English imperialism also imbues the struggles of 

Ireland (especially when gendered female) and women with the moral righteousness of 

the judges of ancient Israel. who were said to have eschewed hegemonic ambitions in 

favor of simple self-rule (see Judges ). Joyce's opposition of grass. geese and lilies 

(Liliths) to brambles. ganders. and male domination works along similar biblical lines. 

The phrase "As a lily among brambles. so is my love among maidens" says the beloved in 

the Song of Songs (RSV 2:2), forging a link between the grass, the brambles and the lilies 

(liliths). Also. in many passages of the Bible. grass s~mbolizes goodness. plenitude. and 

earthly life. which is echoed in "Terry Shimmyrag," Joyce's corruption of the Irish phrase 

meaning "Land of the Shamrock. "~59 

It is not surprising, then. that the passage above is graced by the presence of Lilith 

and deals with political and sexual conflicts. These struggles telescope HCE's (the 

"catasthmatic old rutlin[s']") unnamed sexual misdeeds with 1\"'0 (or more) young women 

in Phoenix Park. We learn that the crime is to have involved "dire daffy 

damedeaconesses. like ... the lilliths oft I feldt." perhaps "dear dirty Dublin's" versions 

of the Liliths he has often felt. either in his dreams or in Phoenix Park. It is also possible 

=~') ~cHugh. p . .366. John Bishop has pomted out to me that this aiso aiiudes to the 
RUSSIan general's picking up of a piece of Irish sod ( "Shimmy-rag") with which to wipe 
himself after his "defecalties." 
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to read the passage as claiming that the Liliths seduced the sickly. asthmatic old man. as 

is also implied by the "nt" suffix in "seducint" (which is suggestive of the Latin third 

person plural ending). And in this context. their seduction-and possibly their abduction 

of his heirs through the stealing of his semen"?-is valorized through their associations 

with (wild) geese and Irish rebels.:(,o 

Lilith is also implicated in some form of sexual scandal by the washerwomen in 

the Anna Livia chapter. As they come across undergarments belonging to Lily Kinsella 

(who is identical. Glasheen suggests. with Mrs. Magrath and Lilith),:61 one of them 

complains that "I can tell from here by their eau de ('010 and the scent of her oder they're 

Mrs. Magrath's. And you ought to have aired them. They've;! moist come off her. Creases 

in silk they are. not crampton lav.n. Baptiste me. father. for she has sinned!" (FW 

204.33-36). The "moist come" they find on her expensive. frilled panties lead them to 

call her "You child of Mammon. Kinsella's Lilith!" (FW 205.10-11). But their decision 

to wash away Lilith's "sins" in the flow of the Liffey (and through the flow of their 

discourse) indicates yet another level of female subversion of male discourse in the 

Wake, one which would validate post-structuralist claims that linguistic and 

representatIOnal subversion go hand in hand. Now in an earlier version of this chapter. I 

put "political" in the place of "representational" subversion in the last sentence. The 

:60 Patrick A. McCarthy notes that "one of the three [British] soldiers says that 
EaT\\,icker was seduced by Lilith" in his "Structures and Meanings of Finne2ans Wake" in 
A Companion to Jovce Studies. ed. lack Bowen and James F. Carens (Westport [CN]: 
Greenwood Press. 1984). p. 593. 
:61 Glasheen.pp. 156: 169. 
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difference is one worth noting. Although the gossip. the disruption of flow (both 

linguistic and seminal). the parodic representations of patriarchy. etc .. are indeed 

"subversive" on many levels. and are indeed acts which can foster "political" rebellion. 

the relative power of such actions within larger social frameworks needs to be 

foregrounded to avoid a flattening out of the sense of the word "political." Although I am 

a finn believer that the. ?ersonal and the political cannot be separated. it is still necessary 

to evaluate the "political" quality and possible effects of personal acts. On one leveL 

Joyce creates scenarios where female figures overtly and subtly undermine different 

levels and aspects of patriarchal society. The representations of Lilith show that 

rebellion across a whole spectrum. from individual sexual politics through national Irish 

politics. The claim I \"ish to make is that Joyce shows the possibilities ofrebeilion at all 

these levels, and not that these rebellions can cause a revolution in and of themselves. 

Subversive discourse and ecrrturefeminine (of which Joyce is one of the key 

practitioners) is not necessarr!.v a liberatory practice for women or men. The stakes have 

to be weighed differently when we consciously deal with Joyce's writings as those of a 

mule colonial subject (which does not imply that we cannot learn from what he says 

about gendered colonial relationships). 

That being said. the relatively few appearances Lilith makes in Finnegans Wake 

wouldn't seem to add up to an~1hing particularly revolutionary were it not for Lilith's 

strong connections to one of the more important characters in the Wake. the Prankquean. 

The Prankquean is the character most like Lilith in Finnegans Wake. Paralleling Lilith's 
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acts of "kidnapping," she steals the male heirs of Jarl van Hoother in Joyce's version of 

the kidnapping of the male heir of the Earl of Howth by the sixteenth century pirate 

Grania O'Malley.:6: 

So her madesty a 'forethought set down a jiminy and took up a jiminy and all 

the lilipath ways to Woeman's Land she rain. rain. rain. (FW 22.07-09) 

Running ('raining") in Lilith's path ("lilipath"). she reigns ("r~i!!s") in a "woman's land" 

on the margins of van Hoother's control. But her realm is one of woe in a "Woeman's 

Land." a "Noman's Land" that conjures images of the bloody battlefields of World War L 

and implies the violence punishment Lilith suffers for her defiance of patriarchal 

authority. But it precisely in this "No Man's Land" that she has freedom and 

independence. Considering her wit and cunning, the Prankquean and Lilith are also a 

possible female counterpans to the famous "Noman." Ulvsses, and perhaps by 

extrapolation. to Bloom (as their linkage as scapegoats in Ulvsses would suggest). As 

such. her actions take on both the aspects of war and cunning: she uses her wits and 

'\"itter" (F\\! 20.04). her "water." in her "rain" against van Hoother's authority.:6J 

:£>: Glasheen. p. 21 .. L In Jovce and Feminism (Bloomington: Indiana Univ. Press. 
1984)' Bonnie Kime Scott also notes Lilith's relation to Issy. ALP and the Prankquean. 
She comments upon the parallel acts of kidnapping by Lilith and the Prankquean. 
assening that "in Joyce's \·ersion of the legend. the Lilith figure works more good than 
harm by reforming the patriarch: she is also not feared by other women. En!n Van 
Hoother's daughter comes to her aid" (p. 197). 
:f>3 Women characters in Finne!.!ans Wake are ubiquitously associated with all 
I iquids. and on one level (namely. the poststructuralist feminist one) their (narrative) 
110ws can be seen to disrupt phallocentric discourses by exceeding their boundaries and 
confounding their "earin" or even "urine." suggesting one level on which male "flow" IS 

subvencd in Joyce's later works. 
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In his shouts after the Prankquean after she "rains" away with his heirs. van 

Hoother becomes "deef' (11.13) and "domb" (11.10). indicating his inability to hear or 

speak the Prankquean's language, much as Adam was unable to call back Lilith after she 

pronounced the "Ineffable Name" (his stunering is another of his perplexed responses to 

her "wit").16-1 When van Hoother shouts "Stop deefstop come back to my earin stop" 

(FW 011.13), he responds not only to the theft of his son ("dief' is Danish for "thief'), 

but also to the theft of his hearing.:I1~ "[D]eef' is also "deaf." and his imploration that she 

"come back to my earin" is not only an allusion to the song "Come back to Erin," but a 

demand that she come back within or give back his hearing. :611 Her power over words 

enables her to evade the patriarch's control. and the stealing of his heirs disrupts his 

lineage in a manner which parallels her disruption of his "earin." or his ability to interpret 

her discourse. But the Prankquean. like Lilith (and Joyce). resists a return to Erin. She 

replies to his exhortations to return with "Unlikelihud" and then with "Am liking it." 

indicating her preterence tor freedom in exile over bondage at home. paralleling Lilith's 

defiance of God at the Red Sea. as well as the Exodus and wanderings of the ancient 

Hebrews through using this opportunity to commence her "forty years' walk" (FW 

11.16-27: 22.13). 

:h-l Adam and Lilith also seem to be reterred to in the following passage, which 
places them in the Garden of Eden: "here is nowet badder than the sin of Aha with his 
cousin Lil ... paradismic perimuner" (F\V 298.22-23), Her status as "perimuner" \liould 
seem to be in line with that of the Prankquean in that they both get around ("peri") and 
subvert their less articulate partners. 
:05 McHugh. p. 21. The telegraphic s~ntax of his message (Stop. Deef. Stop. Come 
back to my Earin. Stop.) represents a "loss" of hearing on another le\·el. 
:hh McHugh, p. 21. 
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After she steals the t\,,;ns. makes one a "ludennan" (FW 21.27-30), a "game-man" 

(from the Latin /udere, "to play") or, in this context of words and language. a riddler. like 

Joyce or the Prankquean. and the other a "tristian." or a sad one. The Prankquean 

subverts van Hoother's control and authority not only by stealing his children. but also by 

converting them to a different language and religion where they will literally be out of his 

"earin," and thus turning them into exiles from the father and the fatherland (HeE. of 

course. is both).:!67 

Van Hoother tries to reassert his authority by thundering after her "like the 

campbells acoming v.ith a fork lance oflightning, Jarl von Hoother Boanerges him~elf, 

the old terror of the dames" (FW 22.30-32). Van Hoother takes on aspects of Thor and 

the "sons of thunder" (Boanerges, i.e. James and John) in Mark 3: 17, and also the 

legendary Irish hero Brian Boru ("the terror of the Danes"). But these Irish associations 

are contradicted shortly thereafter when comes out "like a rudd yellan gruebleen 

orangeman" and threatens the Prankquean \,,;th his "bullbraggin soxangloves"--anributes 

of a pro-British and belligerent Anglo-Saxon John Bull (FW 21.35-23.02). Joyce again 

genders the colonial relationship through aligning van Hoother with a "masculinized" 

English position. and the Prankquean \l.ith a "feminized" Irish position. When the 

Prankquean runs away the third and final time with van Hoother's daughter. she 

establishes a "woman's land" outside of patriarchal control. outside of van Hoother's 

homeland and language. In this. she again parallels Lilith. who through her great facility 

Lilith's exile parallels both Joyce's "exile" from Ireland and the English language. 
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\\;th sacred words left Eden to live at the edge of the Red Sea with her "illegitimate" 

children. and Joyce. who used his facility \\<;th words to escape Ireland and the colonial 

situation in order to live in exile with Nora and his "illegitimate" children. What all this 

suggests is that Joyce perceived the situation of the colonial male subject to be 

"feminized" with regards to the colonial overlords. Many writers have shown that the 

gendering of the colonial relationship often takes place \\;thin the context of male rivalry 

over the bodies of indigenous women: the losers in this male rivalry occupy the 

"feminized" position. While this equation obviously leaves women and the whole history 

of Irish women's oppression out of the picture, it accurately describes the patriarchal and 

colonial conditions under which Joyce lived, within which he worked, and against which 

he struggled. Certainly he did this as a male of his time. but 1 wish to argue that he made 

significant overtures towards representing the struggles of the Irish as a whole and 

women in particular as having common cause. 

In opposition to the "masculine" (and English) thunder embodied by Jarl \'an 

Hoother. Joyce clearly aligns himself with the "feminine" rain. Female characters in 

Finnegans Wake, iike Joyce in his o\\'n life, seem to shun thunder "when Thon's on 

shower or when Thon's flash with his Nixy girls or when Thon's blowing toomcracks 

do\\n the gaels of Thon" (F\V 11.03). While Thon (or Thor) is also associated with rain 

imagery. thunder and lightning which are his chief attributes. and it is these which 

frighten the "Nixy girls" or "gaels" (the word "Nixie" means "water nymph" in Gennan. 

but also could connote an act of defiance through the "nixing" of his plans).=hK The 
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"gaels" are thus not only pan of his stonn tamily, but are rather the "Gaelic" Nixy "girls" 

upon whom Thon \wecks his \wath. Their windy or "gale-ic" aspects tie them not to the 

blowhard Thon (a Dane), but rather to the Gaelicized Lilith. \vhose name can also be 

translated as "stonn. ,,169 Their Gaelic aspect. and the harassment they suffer from Thon. 

also point to a greater complexity in Joyce's configurations of Irish gender. cultural and 

political issues in Finne1!ans Wake. 

Joyce is explicit in tying the women's and the Irish liberation movements in 

general to language, and in particular to marginalized discourses. His conflation of Irish 

and what he perceived to be women's discourse implicates language as a site of 

oppression and possible liberation for the Irish and for women alike. The resurrection of 

the Irish language during the Gaelic revival was. of course, a specific act of political. 

sociaL and cultural defiance towards the English: although Joyce was hardly an ardent 

participant in the revival. its significance was obviously not lost upon him. Joyce also 

seems to have perceived that with regards to power relations. the position of lesser power 

is "feminized" in master discourses. Although the repercussions of this gendering is 

obviously different for men and women, the notion of a "feminine" people became a 

major component in the dominant discourses of colonialism. Thus in Finne1!ans Wake 

the position of the colonial subject. when represented as a culoma/subJect. is frequently 

gendered female: Joyce's puns on the words "girl" and "Gaelic" make the connection 

explicit. One question arising in the Wake, "Is their girlic-on-you?" (F\V 17-+.15) 

\1cHugh. p. 11. 
Aune. p. 536. 
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modifies the Anglo-Irish phrase "is there Gaelic on you" (i.e. do you understand 

Gaelic?).:70 Issy's first footnote in the Lessons chapter, "Ra\\meash quoshe with her 

girlic teangue" (FW 260.FI)' which McHugh renders. "Nonsense. quoth she in her Gaelic 

tonguedanguage." also explicitly connects the struggles of women in particular to the 

Irish in general. Her first commentary in the chapter thus suggests that her decision to 

express herself in her "girlie" tongue represents a challenge to the (English) male 

authority in both politics and language. Bonnie Kime Scott even goes so far as to assert 

that lssy is "a critic of language, perhaps even the purveyor of the 'girlic teangue" or 

woman's language (I ike Gaelic. a suppressed language) .... [E]choing Emma and Miss 

lvors, she protests in a later note. 'None of your cumpohlstery English here!' (FW 

nt.F3). ,,:71 While Joyce does not come right out and advocate equal rights for Irish 

women, this element in his work seems to indicate that his consideration of gender 

impacted upon his view of the colonial relationship, especial\y \\;th regards to linguistic 

~mpowennent. I believe that Joyce suggests that women and colonized men go through 

similar processes of regaining their rights of expression and self-detennination within a 

system which heirarchizes power along masculine:feminine binaries.17
: 

::-:'() This question is also posed to the poor old \voman (whose initials. incidentally. 
are p.o. w. ) by Buck Mulligan in Ulysses after the Englishman Haines tries. 
unsuccessfully. to speak to her in Gaelic (t: 1.427). Whereas in Ulvsses it is the 
Irishwoman who does not understand the Gaelic tongue. in Finnegans Wake it is often 
the Irishman who cannot hear or understand a woman's "girlic teangue." 
:71 Scott. p. 194. 

While theorists such as Cixous. Kristeva and Spivak would. in general. support 
the appropriation of "the feminine" as part of a strategy of disruption by male authors. 
Alice Jardine and Jane Gallop (among others) have persuasively argued that such 
appropriations. while potentially disruptive of s~mbolic orders. have the tendency to 
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Thus we tind that the Prankquean's linguistic piracy, retlected in a Wakean 

retelling of Eve's actions in the Garden of Eden. has significance for both Irish men and 

women: 

How bootifull and how truetowife of her, when strengly forebidden. to 

steal our historic presents from the past postpropheticals so as to will 

make us all lordy heirs and ladymaidesses of a pretty nice kettle of fruit. 

She is livving in our midst of debt and laffing through all pi ores for us (her 

birth is uncontrollable) ... (FW 11.29-33) 

In this revision of Genesis 3, Eve's transgression is represented as stealing the fruit of 

language from a patriarchal God. The centrality of language to women's emancipation is 

again underscored, reminding one of Lilith's escape from Eden, as well as the 

Prankquean's escape from van Hoother. through their power over language. The word 

"bootifull" also suggests that she is a pirate. like Grania O'Malley, and her booty can be 

taken metaphorically as the new freedom and political possibilities bought through her 

transformation of language. Her linguistic achievements render her political. social and 

sexual emancipation inevitable. for once she asserts the right to her O\\TI language. "her 

birth is uncontrollable" (\\ihich also ties the issue of reproductive rights to women's 

emancipation I. And by stealing "our historic presents from the past postpropheticals." 

she disrupts time as well as syntax. making history the present: in doing so she steals 

disempower women in the political realm. See. for example. Alice Jardine. Gmesls 
(Ithaca: Cornell. 1985). and Jane Gallop The Dau!!hter's Seduction (Ithaca: Comeil. 
1982). 
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prophecy. a mode of discourse that has been male-dominated in the Western tradition. 

Yet her theft like Prometheus'. has benefits for all: the "felix culpa" of her theft, and her 

sharing of the fruit of her knowledge with Adam. makes us all Lord Mayors and Lady 

Mayoresses (who are perhaps related to the "dire dafry damedeaconesses" above) and 

turns a kettle of fish (an embarrassing situation) into a kettle of fruit (a cornucopia). In 

the midst of debt, death. and tears (French: "pleures"), her laughter and transgressive 

appropriation oflanguage creates the possibility for "el mundo nov" for both women and 

men. Although Joyce was obviously not a utopian feminist, his representation of the 

parallel difficulties of women and colonial peoples supports Arthur Power's report that 

Joyce once called "the emancipation of women" "the greatest revolution in our time ... 

the revolt of women against the idea that they are the mere instruments of men ... :73 The 

representation of Lilith in Finneeans Wake supports this assertion. but suggests that while 

he may have had inklings of the revolutionary potential of the women's movement. Joyce 

represents women's (as well as Irish) emancipation primarily as forms of linguistic and 

personal empowennent. Although some poststructuralists may see this as a revolutionary 

act in itself: I see it as only one aspect of the revolutionary cncounter with language and 

history, a first step in re-imagining possibilities for political resistance and a 

reconfiguration of the elements which comprise our consciousness. 

~73 Arthur Power. Conversations \\ith James Jovce, ed. Clive Hart (Chicago: The 
Univcrsity of Chicago Press. 1974). p. 35. 
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